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ABSTRACf

NATURE OF TALK AND INTERACTION IN THE
SINGAPORE IDSTORY CLASSROOM

History is a complex subject. It is more propositional than procedural in
nature(Nieha\, 1984), and involves adductive thinklng{Booth, 1983), where
historical evidence and facts are 'teased out' and a convincing account of the past
is then reconstructed through speculation. imagination and empathy (Nichol,
1984; Booth, 1983). The teaching and learning ofhlstmy should not just be the
tri!Dsmission of knowledge, but rather it should involve a process whereby
students and teachers interact in order to analyze evidence, raise questions and
hypotheses, synthesize filets, communiCIIte their ideas, understand others'
viewpoints, consider values, reflect and engage in moral reasoning (Brophy,
1996). It is through this internction that development of thinking in_ history will
occur(C'oltham, 1975).
The main focus of the research is on the language used in the history
classroom, particularly during critical episodes when the teachers and students
appeared to be engaged in the process of historical thinking. This research is
particularly concerned with historical thought embedded in the language used in
history cli!Ssrooms. To investigate this, both hish and lo~-t inference coding
systems were adopted to code, describe and analyze the verbal behaviour that
occurred.

The data were gathered in six classes from schools in Singapore. They
constituted two clnsses ofabove average students (Special stream), two classes of

ill

average students (Express strel!lll) Rlld two classes of below average (Nanna!
stream) students. Audio 8.1ld video recordings were made of two lessons from each
of the six classes. These lessons were transcribed, coded and analyzed to ascertain
which contexts were more conducive for the production ofhigher order thought. It

was found that a complex interrelationship of factors including pedagogic activity,
type of teacher talk and student talk, and even more importantly the intemction
between them, determined whether or not there was historical thinking.
The findings revealed that there was historical thinking when explicit and
implicit contact wa.s established during interectioo between the teaeher and the
students. For explicit contact to he made the teacher and the students needed to be
Cllgllged in the language game (Wittgenstein, 1972). This is where the teacher
made those moves that elicited student responses that demonstrated historical
thinking. For implicit contact to be made the element of voice (as in the concept
of"voice" described in Bakhtin's theory on the dual-voicing and !IDlyphony)
becomes essential. During such episodes the teacher mediated between the
chnracters in history, his or her own talk and that of the students. These responses
which were often dramatised, the teacher used first and second person forms (dual
voidng) to evoke empathy and imagination. In doing so they also engaged in a
dialogic interection with the characters of the past and there was back channelling.
There were evidences of such dialogues in all the Special, Express and Nonnal

stream lessons but in various contexts. There were evidences of such dialogues in all the Special, E
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CHAPTER ONE

Background to tbe Study

1.1

Introduetion
The research is based in Singapore. The Singapore educational policy has

certain features which are unique to the countty and its people. There are four official
languages namely, English, Mandarin. Malay and Tamil. Of these four official
languages, English is given more prominence as the working language and the other
languages as second languages. Another unique feature concerns the educational
policy such as the streaming of students and the orientation towards assessment by
e1!!11llinations. Thus, this research on the nature of talk in the history classroom occurs
within the context ofthe educational policy of Singopore.
This research is an exploratory study of the nature of talk and the patterns of
interaction generated in twelve history lessons in Singapore, as teachers and students
engaged in the discussion of historical concepts and ideas. A special focus of the
research is on the language used and interaction that occurred during 'critical episodes'
in the history classroom, that is, when teachers and students appeared to be engaged in
the process of historical thinking.
Historical thinking is adductive in nature and is both cognitive and affective.
As such, historical thinking involves interpretation. This interpretation in the

classroom, according to the social constructivist theory, is brought about through the
interaction process (Barnes, 1992; Good and Brophy 2001; Brophy 2002).
1.2

The Educational PoHcy in SingaiHJre
The Educntionnl policy in Singapore is directed townrds preparing school

students to meet the needs ofa knuwledge-based em and to function effectively in a
knowledge-based economy. The study is, therefore, set in an environment where
several innovative changes are currently being introduced into the education system in
line with the country's "Thinking Schools Learning Nation" {TSLN) IHJlicy (Gob,
1997).
The current policy in the education system is governed by four main principles.
The first principle is that students are streamed.. By this, the Ministry of Education
(MOE) aims to customize learning so that students can maximize their potential and

harness their talents and abilities (Teo, 1998). The second principle, which is based on
mailllnining high standards and excellence in education, hinges on three important
initiatives within the TSLN Policy. These are: a) the integration oflnformation
Technology (IT) in lessons, b) the incorporation of thinking skill~ into the curriculum,
and, c) the incorporation of the history of the nation, its constraints and Vlllnembilities,
into the curriculiiiD. The third principle governing change in education in Singapore is

that whilst, creativity, ilmovation nnd change are to be encouraged, the rigor Wid
discipline of the education system is not be compromised, but rather maintained Thus,
importance is given to both rontenl knowledge and to the processes oflearning.
Further, although the system is fundamentally exruninntion driven, the imiHJr\Ql:lce of
teacher-student and peer interaction in group-work are recognized and encouraged.
2

The final principle governing the pedagogy concerns the teaching and usc of &lucated
Singapore English (ESE). This is because Singapore is a global city, and as such the
intelligibility of English is seen us essential. Teachers are thus required to teach and
use this type of English in their classrooms. These four principles nre expowtded
further below.
l.Z.l An ability driven system
The educational system in Singapore is an ability driven system. To maximise
their potential, students in Singapore are formally streamed according to their learning
ability both at the end of year four and year six of primmy school. At the end of year
six, students sit for the Primmy School Leaving Examination (PSLE) which assesses
their abilities for the pmpose of placement into a secondary school course that best
suits their learning pace and aptitude. Students are admitted into either the Special,
Express or Normal stream in secondary schools. Pupils who are within the top 10% in
the PSLE are chosen for a Special course. Pupils with the next level of ability are
placed in an Express slrelllll and the remainder go into the Normal stream. The
percentages of year six students posted to the different streams in the year 2000 were
as follows:

3

Table 1
Proportion ofstudeots in different streams in tbe year 2000

Special Stream

9.5%

Express

50.7%

Normal

39.8%

Total

100%

Only a few selei:ted schools (under the Special assistance plan) conduct classes
within the Special stream, and do so with specially trained teachers. The dasses are
smaller (20 -25 students) and while a few premier schools in the Special assistance
plan are single sex schools all others are co-educational schools.
1.2.2 The Three Initiatives

The second principle governing change in the Singaporean Education system
concems the three initiati.ves in the TSLN policy introduced by the Ministry of
Education. The first initiative includes the incorporation ofinft;>rmation Technology
(IT) into the curriculum, the st:t:ond, the integration of thinking skills into the
curriculum and the third initiative concerns the integration of National education
(citizenship education) into the curriculum.

4

(a) lnformatlon Technology
The first initiative of the Ministry of Education involves the integration of
Information Technology (IT) into lessons. Two major IT master plans have been
drawn up for Singapore schools. While master plan one (1997 - 2002) aimed at
equipping schools and providing teachers with the skills and knowledge to integrate IT
into the curriculum, the second master plan (2003 - 2007) adopts a s%tematic and
holistic appmach which aims to enhance the educational process so that students and
teachers can use IT for interactive learning (Edumnll, 2002). The approach cnlls for an
involvement ofall stakeholders in the education system to tap the potential of IT
(Edumnll, 2002).
(b) Integration of Thinking skills
The second initiative concerns the teaching of thinking skills in the Singapore
classroum. The explicit and implicit teaching ofthinking bas become an important
concern driving educational change in Singapore schools. Research shows that there is
greater achievement when teachers and students are engaged in thinking processes in
the classroom, particularly where the teacher stimulates thinking through questioning
(Resnick, 1989; Nicken;on, 1988; Onosko, 1990). The thinking program adopted in
the Singapore schools by the Singapore Curriculum Planning and Development
Division (CPDD), within MOE, is that devised by Marnmo, Brandt, Hughes, Jones,
Presseisen, Rankin and Suhor (1988). It is based on eight core thinking skil!s namely,
focusing, infonnation-gathering, remembering, organising, analysing, genernting,
integrating and evnluation. All of these are deemed to be necessary for investigation,
problem solving, and decision-making. The eight core thinking skil!s are incorporated
5

into the Dimensions of Learning framework(Mammo, 1992). This framework is
comprised of five main areas: positive ~ttitudes and perceptions, acquiring and
integrating knowledge, extending and refining knowledge, using knowledge
meaningfully, and, habits of mind. Further, the thinking program is taught through the
direct teaching ofthiOOng and through the infusion of thinking skills into the core
subjects such as English, Science, Mathematics, Geography and History. Such infusion
in the various lessons is encouraged in the classrooms so that students are able to
acquire, process and use infonnation in complelt ways as it is believed that this will
promote learning in the classroom (CPDD, 1997,1998; Swartz and Parks, 1994;
Marzano 1992).
(c) The Third Initiative (National Education)
The third initiative of the Minislly of Education involves the teaching of the
principles of National Education. It concerns the incorporation of the history of
Singapore, the v~\ues Singaporeans should possess and the vulnerability of the
counlly. All teachers are required to consciously integrate these principles into all their
lessons. This is aimed at developing in the students an understanding of national
cohesion, and to promote their instinct for survival through awareness of the
vulnerability of Singapore.
1.2.3 Innovations and rigor
The third principle governing change in Singapore is that creativity, innovation
and change are enco11111ged but at the same time the rigor and discipline of the
education system are maintained and students' mastery over core knowledge and

6

concepts are not compromised The thinking behind this current pedagogic change in
Singapore schools can be encapsulated in an important statement made by the Minister
for Education in Parliament:
We must develop our young to think creatively and apply knowtedge in
innovative ways, wbile recognizing the wide runge of abilities among
pupils. We will revise the school curriculum to stretch but not overload
oqr pupils. We will reduce the amount of factual knowledge they must
~uire, and do more to build thinking and process skills... we need to
encourage ideas and innovation on how to achieve our goals.
(1997, June 3). The Straits Times, p.l
To ensure the above, a national curriculum has been drawn up, benchmarks
devised and parameters established. Even so the system remains fundamentally
examination driven as the Minister for Education has stressed the need to maintain the
national curriculum and existing high national standards. "We will not change
precipitously, because we have a good educational system and I am in no hurry to
dismantle it", (1997, June 3, The Straits Times, p.l).
One of the ways to accommodate the proposed changes has been to shift the
focus to different types of interaction between teachers and students. In particular, the
teacher is nowheing encoumged to move beyond being a mere "neutral facilitator" and
to actively facilitate learning, (1997, July 31, The Straits Times, p.l).
1.2.4 Teaching and the Use of Educated Singapore English
The fourth principle concerns the teaching and the use of Educated Singapore
English (ESE). One of the challenges of the Singapore Education system is to maintain
a bigh standard of spoken English by both the teachers and the students. Over the years
a local variety of English, termed 'Singlish' has emerged and this has in some ways
7

been glamorized by locally produced television, particularly in situational comedies.
Singlish is discouraged in the classroom and students are encouraged to use ESR
Therefore, the intelligibility of English is regarded as essential and teachers are
expe!:ted to maintain a high standard of!anguage. Further it is encouraged that a focus
be given not only to the appropriateness but also to the accuracy of their language. In
this way, both the fonn and function of\anguage are emphasised.
1.3

The Singapore edueation system a bybrldsystem

Both Asian and occidental research studies have shown that the values and
ideas that shape education differ from society to society (Stevenson and Stigler, 1992;
Stevenson and Lee, 1997; Soh, 1999; Hoffimm, 2000; Leung, 2000). The education
system in Singapore is a hybrid system brought about by Confucianism and other East

Asian beliefs and practices in juxtaposition with the principles of Western education
(Chang, 1995).
Many features, highlighted as East Asian practices by Leung (2000), are also
reported to apply to the Singapore education situatiun (Toh, 1994; Chang, 1995;
Leung, 2000). For example, in the East Asian tradition, the teacher is regarded with
great reverence, an authoritative figure and is seen as the dispenser ofknow[edgeto
students who it is believed come to school tabula rasa. The teacher manages the

students' learning and leads students in their activities and assignments. Most often,
what the teacher says is regarded as correct and is seldom questioned by students.
Other discernible features of the East Asian tradition include teaching for
understanding, cultivating competent teachers, favouring knowledge-centred
instructions, rather than student and teacher-centred instruction (Leung, 2000).
8

Whilst such beliefs and practices are still an integral part of Singapore
education, the emphasis is now on both the process and the product of\earning.
Content knowledge is now being considered just as important as the process by which
it is learnt. Thus, the Singapore education system is currently at the cross roads of
change because of the many new ideas in pedagogy, new initiatives, revised syllabuses
and new textbooks which have been introduced into the system to reflect this new
emphasis.
Although many of the principles of western classroom practice are being
adopted, there still appears to be a predominance of teacher.-centred approaches with
much teacher talk occuring in classrooms. Toh (1994) has observed classroom
practices in Singapore and states that:
The hoped for change has not come about. Instead, what has resulted is
teachers adopting bits of student-centred activities that suit them for the
time, but by and large the dominant mode of instruction remain as a
teacher centred one.
(Toh, 1994,p.l5)

1.4

The te.aebing and learn log of History in the classroom
The manner in which attempts to integrate East-Asian practices into the

demands of the TSLN concept of change in Singapore makes the situation in which tl1e

current research is placed, unique and worthy of investigation. This is particularly true
in the case of the history classroom.
Currently history is offered in Singapore schools as a single discipline and as a
part of the social studies program (referred to as 'Society and Environment' in

9

Australia). The purpose of teaching and learning of history in Singapore schools is to
help students to be first and foremost Asian in identity and yet be able to learn in
western ways. Thus, the East Asian tradition of teaching values, of learning facts by
repetition and remediation in preparation for examination continues to be just as
important as creative thinking and learning tluough understanding and enrichment
This is reflected in the philosophy underpinning the revised history syllabus. 1The
syllabus includes thematic-comparative and issues-based approaches and it also
incorporates the Ministry of Education initiatives as previously described.
Specifically, the revised history syllabus indicates that the purpose of history is
to develop students' knowledge, values and skills. With regard to skills, students are
required to have an understanding of continuity, change, causes and consequences, to
understand points in history, to be able to< distinguish fact and opinion in history
writing, to acquire and process different types of historical evidence by interpreting,
analysing and evaluating sources, and finally to develop critical and creative thinking
by generating ideas, comparing and contrasting, analysing, synthesising, integrating
and evaluating (Curriculum Planning and Development Division, 2000). Singapore
teachers and students have new history textbooks, which contain primary and
secondary sources and which are more interactive in nature. History project work
involving problem-solving tasks is also being introduced Finally, infonnation
technology is being integrated into history lessons to help foster thinking ofa higher
order in students. This mode of conducting history lessons offers a challenge to the
history teachers in Singapore. Of particular interest in this study has been the effect of
1 This revision was implemented in 2000 for lower secondary 1111d in 2001 for upper secomi"'Y 1111d pre.

univmity levels.
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these changes in the syllabuses, in the resources and in the teaching pedagogy on the
nature ofteacher and student interaction in the teaching and learning ofhistol)'.
Specifically this research addresses the questions, to whateKtent do the interaction in
the classroom engage students in historical thinking processes and the interpretation of
historical facts? The study will therefore, investigate the strategies that teachers and
students are using in the large classes to interpret histol)' rather than to transmit
/receive historical facts. This involves the analysis of the nature of talk and the nature
of interaction patterns and the historical thinking processes.
Anecdotal evidence suggests !hat teachers regard the recent changes made to
the education system, and particularly in the teaching and learning of history, as a
challenge and they are beginning to e~tplore new methods for teaching the required
syllabuses. Panicularly challenging for the teachers is their new role as facilitators.
Teaching history is no longer seen as involvingjust the transmission of information
with the teacher the sole provider or authority in the classroom, but it now also has an
interpretative function (The History Teacher, 2001). This constitutes a major shift in
the way it is recommended that history be taught- a movement away from the
transmission mode and towards an interpretative mode. However, the impact of these
changes in the history classroom on the teaching-learning process in general and for
higher-orderthinking in particular, are not known and need to be investigated
Research conducted in the last two decades suggests that teacher led discussion
or ihe traditional expository style, is the dominant mode of teaching in the history
classrooms in Singapore (Tan, 2000 and Toh, 1994). In the study of history teachers
carried out by Tan (2000), eight out of eleven teachers considered teacher talk as the

li

main mode of instruction. This involved drawing students' attention to main points
through chalk and talk and overhead transparencies. She reported that the history
lessons were dominated by teacher talk and students remained passive learners. She
has suggested that the teacher's expository style of teaching was the main factor in
inhibiting the development ofthinking in the history classroom. Tan's research was
based on classroom observations, students' written work, questionnaires :and
interviews with teachers and st>Jdents. Tan, however, did not record, code or analyse
the teacher talk. However, talk and class discussions in particular were the focus of
studies conducted by researchers such as Howe (1988); Newmann et al.(l990); Nuthllll
(2002) and Wilen (1990), who provide valuable models for the current study.
Chang and Ho (1992) appear to al\llde to the fact thnt the approach of the
Singapore teacher is unique. While Leung (2000) maintains that the memorisation of
historical facts and repetitive leaming remain common practices, Singaporean
researchers do not see the repetitive learning as rote learning as the students are
believed to be learning with understanding (Chang and Ho, ]992). The ooncept of
repetitive learning is unique to the East Asian tradition and to Singapore. The
repetitive learning of facts is also based on the belief that, without facts, there is no
basis for discussion.
One of the factors attributed to the unique situation in Singapore is the fact that
the classes are general!y large. Large classes pose a challenge to the history teachers in
Singapore as special skills and strategies are required to reach out to students and to
engage and draw them into the di~sion and at the same time establish rapport with
them. In a study conducted ty Stevenson and Stigler (1992) they found that many of

12

the views held of the Asian teaching pmctices in the classroom were stereotyped as
being one where learning was by rote. In reality however, the Asian teacher was found
to be remarkable and conducted excellent lessons in the classroom. According to their
view, the Asian teacher asswned the role of a "knowledgeable guide" mther than that
ofa "prime dispenscr ofinfonnation" (Stevenson and Stigler, 1992, p. 176). Titeir
study revealed that the teachers in the Mian tmdition, unlike the American teachers,
were more engaged in actively teaching and instructing the students and they spent less
time in transition. They reported about the classes in Japan and Chinn as consisting of,
... coherent lessons that are presented in a thoughtful, relaxed and nanauthoritative manner. Teachers frequently involve students as soun::es of
infonnation ... lessons are oriented toward problem-solving rather than
rote mastery of facts and procedures .. .lessons are not rote. they are not
filled with drill ... Teachers do not spend large amount of time lecturing
to children and the children are not passive automation but active
participants in the learning process.
(Stevenson and Stigler, 1992, p. 176).
Stevenson and Stigler found that the lessons conducted by the Japanese and
Chinese teachers were carefully designed with a theme and they were "like a good
story" (p.I76) told to the students with an introduction and a conclusion. Stevenson
and Stigler report that there were also verbal interaction in the classroom and teachers
made attempts to stimulate students to think. Although the classes were large
Stevenson and Stigler maintained that Asian teachers were able to handle the ial'ge
classes as the teachers and students were both jointly involved in the teaching-learning
process and in mai(ltaining discipline in the classroom. One outstanding difference
they found between ~.e American and the Asian teacherwas that the Asian teacher is a
"skilled performer" while tbl!"American counterpart was innovative, inventive and
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original. The reseatchers conclude," these two mOO !.'Is, the skilled perfonner and the
innovator have vel)' different values in thr. East and West" {p.l68). Hoffinan (2000)
has also maintained this theol)' of the Asian teacher as a skilled perfonner. According
to Hoffman, Japanese teachers use strategies, enthusiasm and vigour to involve
students in the lesson as skilled performers. These teachers use students' ideas as a
springboard for further discussion and encourage peers to challenge and comment on
each other's answers
Currently, there is very little evidence as to whatelrtent the concept of the
·Asian Teacher', as expostulated byHoffinan (2000); Leung (2000) and Stevenson and
Stigler ( !992), pertains to the Singapore history teacher and to what extent the
Singapore situation is a unique one. There are few reports on the verbal interaction in
the teaching and learning in the Singapore classroom especially in the Singapore
histol)' classroom. Very few local researchers, with the exception of Khoo (1988) and
Lim {1980, 1985) have addressed the role of the actual discourse of the classroom in
order to understand the processes of learning although some preliminal)' research work
011

teachers' language us.: and the exploratory talk of students in the history classroom

was conducted by Thuraisingam {1982, !990, 1997). Therefore there is a need to
examine the current nature of talk in the history classroom in order to ascertain and
understand the processes ofthinking that are taking place, particularly in light of the
Ministry's efforts to change pedagogical practice. A closer examination of the nature
ofteacher talk, student talk and interaction in the history classroom may shed more
light on the processes oflearning and the historical thinking that take place in the
history classrooms. This in tum can provide a better understanding of the effects and
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success of the changes in education policy in Singapore. These issues are addressed in
the current study.

1.5

Purpose of the r-rcb aludy
History is a propositional subject (Nichol, \984}where tllik and discussion are

essential to teasing out historical facts and ideas. History involves second order
concepts like cause and effect, reconstruction, imagination, empathy, analysis of
evidence, change and continuity- all constructs that require inductive, deductive and
adductive operants. Therefore, history students are required to perfonn e.t a high level
of cognitive behaviour (at the level of formal operations, usingPiaget's lerm). This
behaviour is evident in the use of"propositional" talk {Col!ham, 1975, p.30 and
Shemi\t, 1983, p.\3). Currently,little is known of the cognitive language demands of
the subject history particularly in the Singaporean context. The present study,
therefore, analyses the talk that is generated in the history classroom based on the
llSSumption that the thinking processes required in le11ming history are reflected in the
talk generated between teachers and their students, and between students and their
peers.
1.6

Significance of the study

There is a need for studies which analyse how specific types of classroom
interaction may promote thought in history classes. There is also a need to develop a
better understanding of the demands of the subject history and the contelllual
conditions that enable or constrain and shape the nature of the talk. This M'!d is
augmented by a paucity of research on cliiSSroom talk (Wilen and White, 1991) and on
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talk in the history classroom in particular (Downey and Levstik, 1991). This study is
significant in thnt it will further infonn the policy developers on the effectiveness of
current education~ changes in Singapore. The infonnation gathered will contribute to
current pedagogical knowledge and cturiculum construction and ultimately be
beneficial for practising teachers.

!6

CHAPTER TWO

Literature review

2.1

lntrodn£tion
There are three parts to this chapter. The first part explores literature on the

complex nature ofhistoricnl adductive thinking, and the interplay of affective and
cognitive forces in the classroom. The second part examines the need to teach
history as interpretation which involves historical thinking. The third part of the
chapter presents litemture addressing the nature of the interaction between teacher
and students and between students in the history classroom, and how this may foster
historical thinking. It examines theories on learning through interaction (Wells,
1981) and the recent literature on the social constructivist teaching theory as put
forth by Brophy (2002); Wel!s (2002) and Nutha1\ (2002). The nature of classroom
talk is surveyed and examined with special focus on the element of''voice", as
expounded by theorists after Bakhtin, such as Wertsch (1991, p.67; p.93) and
Knoe\ler (1998, p.1).ln particular, the element of voice is examined in relation to
the "critical" incidents (Tripp, 1993, p.8) that occur in the history classroom. As
explained by Tripp,
... appear to be •typical' rather than 'critical' at first sight, but
are rendered critical through analysis ... an incident which
passed entirely unnoticed when it occurred, but which was
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made into a critical incident by what was seen in and written
about it.
(p.25)

Such incidents in the history classroom are identified and studied in the context of
discourse of the classroom. As we are dealing with discourse such critical incidents
are described in the present research as 'critical episodes'. Also covered in this
literature review are studies on interaction analysis and methods of analysis of
discourse in the classroom. The final part of the chapter examines research about
pedagogy and methodology in relation to the teaching and learning of History.
2.2

Historical adduetive thlnkin g
The thinking process in history is "adductive" (Boolh,1983,p.I09) in nature

and unique to the subject ( Booth,1984; Hirst, 1974). Adductive thinking involves
imagination, attitudes and understanding when used by students to recreate the past.
Adductive thinking has been studied by researchers. One of the first studies to
explore the nature of thinking in the subject history by adolescents was that by
Hallam (1970). His study showed that the stage offonnal operations in the subject
history begins at the age of approximately sixteen years. Further, he indicated it is
harder for students below this age to think about history hypothetically and
deductively thnn it is in other discipline areas. He also considered whether different
types of intelligence are needed for reasoning in history (Hallam, 1970). However,
history researchers sudl as Booth {1978}, Shemilt (1980); Dickinson, Lee and
Rogers (1986) and Ashby and Lee (1987), instead of basing their research on the
hypothetico-deductive thinking and Piagetian maturation theory, have looked
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elsewhere to understand the thinking processes actually involved in learning the
subject history. They found that evidence in history is debatable with different
interpretations. In the history classroom, students are required to use and analyse
evidence, ask historical questions, communicate and understand others' viewpoints

arxi reference, They are required to go beyond concrete facts !IIld evidence and to
utilize the illlUlte knowledge and experiences, which they bring into the classroom.
Further, Coopc:r(1992) and Knight (1996) explain that skills of finding, analysing,
synthesising, interpreting and applying information are activated in historical
thinking. Booth (t983) summarises the demands made on a student of history as,

His [the history student's] task is to put forward the most
convincing account of the past; and the sort of thinking that can
produce this is best described as a form of speculation, directed
imagination, or vicnrious living. Thus the historian has much
of the creative artist in him. He aims to recreate in words the
most credible account of the world we have lost. Fisher
describes such thinking as 'adductive'.
(p.l06)
In order to support the above theory a longitudinal study was carried out by
Booth (1983) to investigate the development of historical thinking in adolescents.
The study was also meant to examine how Piaget's theory could be applied to the
teaching and learning of history, and the inter-relationship of this with the
complexity of the subject. The study was finally meant to reveal a better
understanding of why philosophers of history, such as Collingwood (1946), seem to
regard history as having a distinct mode of thinking unique to the subject. !twas
believed that such an understanding bad to be determined before the appr-opriate
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pedagogy could be developed. Booth's study WliS ofseventeen months dumtion. It
concerned fifty-three boys and girls aged fourteen to sixteen years who were tllught
history with emphasis on discussion, project work. student activity and investig~~ting
a variety of evidence from such things as films and other primary evidences. Booth
found that the stu•jents had the capacity to think adductively, that is, that they could
use speculation and imagination to draw together related events in order to develop
some common historical understanding. Using this they could then create a credible
account of the past based on this evidence. In fact, he claims that not only can
fourteen to sixteen year old pupils think adductively, but that "learning history can
make a significant contribution to their cognitive and affective life" (Booth, 1983,
p.114). His research revealed that more active methods of teaching were popular
with the students. Based on his research Booth calls for more discursive, openended discussion in class and an om\ teaching technique that allows students to
"construct the factual knowledge they had acquired into meaningful patterns"
(Booth, 1983, p.l14). Finally, Booth concluded that:
Thus to attempt to assess adductive historical thought in terms
of global universal stages would appear to be inappropriate.
The inappropriateness is even greater when these stages
themselves are described in terms of\ogical structures and
hypothetico-deductive thinking: for such thinking has only
limited connection with the imaginative, empathetic response
which is the hallmark of historical understanding and the
purpose of historical study.
(p.114)
A similar interest in the advanlllges of adductive thinking ns opposed to
hypothetico-deductive thinking for histol)' teaching has led to studies by Colthrun
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and Fines (1971). These studies were conducted in British schools. Coltham and
Fines (1971) came to the conclusion that history need not be taught in the fonn of
rote le!LIIling. They believed that the historical thinking in the students could be
developed and accelerated with appropriate pedagogy. They suggested and
researched on how the Brunerian (1971) andBloomian (1971) approaches could be
brought together in the teaching and learning ofhistmy. In addition to their interest
in the development of the thinking processes, these researchers also focussed on
other factors such as the ways by which the "attitudes and feelings of pupils related
to their cognitive skills and to what extent can teaching modify these attitudes".
(Booth, 1983, p.102).
These studies lend support to the argument that investiga.tiollli on historical
thinking based on a narrow view ofPiagefs framework may not be approp-riate, and,
that students can engage in historical thinking when the pedagogy engages them
through the use of imagination and empathy ami that these, in turn, lead to the
development ofa historical understanding.
2.2.1 Historical Imagination
Imagination in history, unlike imagination in art and litemture, is related to
historical evidence and historical facts. When confronted with the evidence (which
can be from a secondaiy source such as facts from a history textbook), the student of
history may use his or her imagination in attempting to unders!llnd the evidence. To
engage in such a process, the teacher and students have to "stretch a web of
imaginative cnlllitruction" (Booth, 1978, p.3) around the historical evidence that they
have before them. Teaching strategies for achieving this include the use of ()pen21

ended questions and the asking of new questions to assist students in their
imaginative construction of the past. An example of such a process rnay be when
the class is engaged in .. let's suppose, ... "type discussions (Booth, 1978. p. 3).
:Z.:Z.2 Historical Empathy
In history, empathy appem to be both cognitive and affective in IUI.ture
(Brophy, 1996; Booth, 1983; Collingwood, 1946; Cooper, 1992). Empathy is
defined as a process whereby a student of history, based on the historical evidence
before him, comes to an understanding about the values and belief systems of the
particular groups of people under investigatioiL Historical empathy involves
considering the tlmughts, beliefs and feelings of people of the past (Cooper, 1992).
Some history theorists have argued that empathy is affective (Coltham and Fines,
1971) while others suggest that empathy is cognitive as it involves the student's
ability to fonn hypotheses and is seen as involving the head more than the heart
(Shemilt, 1984}. The task of the teacher of history is to try to engage students in
such empathetic understanding in the classroom. The teacher maybe able to
facilitate, for example, the interpretation of historical facts and events by
questioning and using student responses and by exposing them to empathetic
dilemmas (Sbemilt, 1984) such as, 'how do you think the King felt at that period of
time?'
The importance of empathy in the historical thinking process can be better
understood if examined in the light of Collingwood's philosophy (Mac Issac, 1996).
Collingwood suggests that an event in history has both an 'inside' and an 'outside'
quality to it. To truly understan<.'. the events from the 'outside,' the historian has to
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interpret the historical event by looking at the 'inside' or in other words, by looking
at the thought processes involved in the event. This is done by trying to understand
the characters' feelings as well as engaging with their belief systems. Mac Isaac
(1996) argues that Collingwood's theory has implications for the teaching and
learning of history and suggests that, in order to facilitate thinking in students,
teachers and students have to enter the world of the historical characters. That is,
they net:d to be sensitised to the voices of the past
Bakhtin's concept of voice is explained as the interaction between the "inner
thinking self" and the "outer speaking self' (Morris,1994, p.83). Knoel\er(\998)
has also developed and used Bbaktin's notion of voice and the influence of other
voices on the Ieamer. This has implications for the study of history as the concept
of"multivoicedness" and wheterogeneity ofvoices" (Wertsch, 1991, p.67; p.93)
helps history teachers and students to mediate between the past and the present and
to hear the voices of historical characters. When this occurs, students can fully
empathise with an event, character or situation in history and this is thinking
historically. This concept of voice is discussed in detail later in the third part of the
chapter.
2.2.3 Hilltoril!lll undentanding

Historical understanding requires students to engage in historical thinking
(The History Teacher, 1995; Holt, 1990; Newmann, 1991; Warren, Rosebury and
Anne 1989). Students in the history classroom are required to not just simply
describe historical events, but to mise questions, gather and evaluate the facts and
question views elCpressed by nuthors. To emlble students to do this they need an
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understanding of the structural, organisational and subject specific concepts in
history.
Concepts in history are "abstractions that give order to fuctual knowledge
(e.g. manifest destiny, emancipation, revolution, progressive era, yeoman, serf,
absolutism, and ancient civilisntionY' (Thornton, 2001 p.294). The historical
concepts are different from the concepts of the Sciences according to Dickinson and
Lee (1978):

'IDstorical concepts' are in general everyday practical concepts in
which the only specifically historical content is provided by
particular instances.
(p.98)
In other words, the student of history has to r;onstruct for himself the historical
concepts from the historical content before him, as Van Sl~ght and James (2002)
suggest:
Developing historical thinking and understanding requires
opportunities for learners to work with various fonns of
evidence, deal with issues of interpretation, address questions
about the relative significance of events and the nature of
historical agency, and cultivate and U'ie thoughtful, context·
sensitive imagination to fill in gaps in evidence trails when
they arise.
(p.268)

Lee (1983) explains that in the learning of the subject history, students need

to understand second-order concepts (such as 'change', 'cause' etc.) as distinct from
first-order concepts pertaining to the subject history (such as 'liberal', 'capital' etc).
As these are cognitive constructs, Hayden, Arthur and Hunt, (1997) SU$8l:St that

they CllllJ\ot be taught by direct teaching but have to be developed and understood
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through a process of enquiry (Nichol, 1984) and this, in turn, will aid the
understanding process. Thornton (2001, p.296) makes reference to "concept
teaching " in which the teaching is concentmted on selected number of concepts
instead of a content coverage approach. In concept teaching students are
encouraged to think, imagine and empathise.
Historical understnnding, therefore. may be facilitated by the use of open.
ended discussions (Booth, 1978) where the teacher and students are engaged in
disciplined enquiry and ask more 'how' and 'why' questions of historical evidence
(Newmann, Onosko and Stevenson, 199U). Thus the teachingofthe subject history
does not consist of the transmission offacts alone, but of learning through
discussions, reciprocal questioning, raising of hypotheses, and reflecrion. In other
words, it is best wught through interpretation These conclusions aro: supported in
the study by Levstik and Pappas (1987). They found that young studertts'
understanding of history depended on the lliiiSSroom context and the fonn of
discourse in history that occurred in it Thus, it appears that there is a connection
between huw history is presented to the students and their understanding o£it
(Levstik and Pappas, \987).
History is a comple~ subject. Part of this complexity comes from the fact
that " ... historicol knowledge and the process of historical enquiry cannot be
divorced" (Lee, 1983, p.29). In other words skills and methods cannot be divoreed
from content. Fitzgerald (1982) attempts to explain the comp\e)[ity of the subject
hlstory as follows:
The nature and structure of history is such that it embrnces not
only methodology, inquiry, and concepts but also message and
25

experience ... these experiences speak a personal message to
each student
(p.99)

As such, it maybe more productive to describe historical thinking in terms

of imagination and empathy, that is adductive thinking, rather than as logical
structures and hypothetico-deductive processes. The complex thinking that goes
with historical thinking may be further explained by examining the complex ways
historical empathy, historical imagination and historical understanding are related to
one another. This is represented diagrammatically in Fi~ I overleaf:
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IAdductive Thinking

Em thy +

lmaS1narion +Uncle

ding

Use and anolysis of evidence; 115k:ing historical questions; communication,
understanding of others' view points and reference; information fmding sk:il!s;
analysis, synthesis; interpretation; application; evoluation

Historical Thinking

Figure I

2.3

The complexity of the historical thinking process

Historical thinking and higher order thinking
As seen in the Figure 1 above, historicol thinking can be described in tenns

of imagiuation and empathy mther than as logical structures and hyPOthetico-
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deductive processes. Further, it is in this form of complexity that higher order
thinking occurs {Resnick, 1987). Resnick describes the characteristics of higher
order thinking as being "lion algorithmic, nuanced judgments and interpretation,
multiple criteria, uncertainity, imposing meaning" (p.J). This is also supported by
Sternberg nrtd Sperling (1996) in their triadic theory of intelligence. They desr.ribe
this as involving analytic thinking, practical thinking and creative thinking. The
latter they say involves "creating, discovering, producing, imagining and supposing"
(p.ix). Further, they suggest it is an important aspect oftbinking and one which is
often neglected in school. Therefore, historical or adductive thinking, which
contains many of these characteristics described by Resnick (1987) and Ste~berg
and Sperling (1996), can be deemed to be of a higher order in D.II.!Ute.

1,4

Critical incidents
When the teacher lllld students are engaged in historical thinking there is

interplay of cognitive and the affective factors. When this IX:Curs it constitutes a
critical episode. A critical episode in a discourse is an incident of complex thought
involving empathy, imagination and understanding lUid can be rendered critical
through analysis and interpretation of the 'whllt' and the 'wby' of the incident This
incident is broken up into simpler parts and examined in a wider context
According to Tripp (1993):
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... critical incidents are produced by the way we look at a
situation: a critical incident is an inteipr~tation of the
significance of an event To take something as a critical
incident is a valuejud£ement we make, and the basis of that
judgement is the significr.nce we attach to the meaning of the
incident
(p.26)

According to Flanag:m (1954) a critical incident need not be a common
occurrence but it does happen at least now and then. Such critica.l incident~,
described in the present research liS critical episodes, form a special focus in the
study. During these critical episodes in the history clll!l~room the teacher and the
students show evidence of reconstructing history through empathy and historical
imagination- that is, they appear to engage in adductive (higher order) thinking.
2.5

Teaching history through an interpretative approach

Educationists such as Brophy (1990), Barnes (1976), Barnes and Todd
(1995), Taba, Durkin, Frnenkellllld NcNaughton, (1971) and Cooper (1996), agree
that the teaching and learning of history is more thllll just the transmission .of fuels,
ll!ld the teacher more lhllll just a dispenser of knowledge. Historical thinking in the
classroom is brought about through the teacher acting in the role of a facilitator and
adopting llll intelpretative pedagogy (Behan ll!ld McCullagh, 1998). Thornton
(2001. p.296) calls such an approach "conceptual teaching". He states that such a
form of teaching involves thinking and active student inquiry. Further, it engages the
students in value education (Thornton, 2001). Philosophers of History, such as Hirst
(1974), Shemilt (l983)"S.nd Booth (1983), call for such an approiiCh in the teiiCbing
of history, arguing that historical evidence is open to different interpretations and no
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one interpretation is superior. Students have to ernpathise with people and events in
history and be able to consider other perspectives and interpretations as part of the
historical thinking process. As historical empathy and historical imagination are
required in the understanding of history, history is therefore taught by adopting an
interpretative approach (Cooper, 1992).
If the organisation and interpretation of historical facts involve empathy,

imagination and historical understanding then from a Neo-Vygotskian perspective,
the teacher's task is to facilitate this process, particularly with less able children.
Students have to deal with numerous amounts of historical facts and information but
may have to do so with a restricted vocabulary (Barker, 1978). Therefore, the
interpretation and reflection of historical tb.cts is likely to be facilitated by the use of
clear language and appropriate discourse as noted by ::;tee!e (1976):
... it is quite evident that the different levels of thought do need
specialised attention and one area to which the teacher must
pay particular regard is the use of language in developing
historical thinking.
(p.16)
(For further discussion about the importance of language in the teaching and
learning of history see 2.7.6).
Barnes (1976) makes a distinction between two kinds of teachers, the
transmission teacher and the interpretative teacher. Barnes (1976), and Barnes and
Todd (1995) explain why teachers in the classroom should be encouraged to use the
interpretative approach mther than a transmission approach although they caution
that such a polarisation might not be fair. Nevertherless, they claim that teachers
and in particular history teachers fall along such a continuwn. They explain that
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teachers who regard language as a vehicle for learning and transmission aiso regard
students as empty vessels waiting to be filled with knowledge. Such teachers they
class as trarumtission teachers. The teacher who attaches importan·JC to language as
a means of interpretation and as a way of making meaning would be regllllled as an
interpretative teacher. Such teachers would adopt a more dialogic relationship and
encourage interaction. This concept ofa continuwn reigning between a transmission
approach and an inte!pretative approach bas also been developed by Brophy and
others within the school of social constructivism (Brophy, 2002).
Adopting such an interpretive approach as suggested by the social
constructivists, bas presented both problems and challenges for the teacher (Haydn,
Arthur and Hunt, !997). For an interpretative approach teachers need to interact
with students, to ask more open-ended questions lllld to employ strat~gies such as·

using students' answers as springboards for further questioning. This technique
utilizes "uptake" (Collins, 1982, p. 430). It involves taking the students up the
spiral of understanding through teacher scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1986). Thus the
teacher would require a wide repertoire of skills to engage students in the interaction
process. One such interaction skill is the ability to reformulate. This, in tum, is a
fonn of scaffolding (Cazden, 1988). Cazden explains that through reformulation
the teacher tries to foster understanding relevant to the student's own experience.
There is literature to show the importance of interaction in the thinldng
process in the research of social constructivists (Brophy, 2002). R=t pnhlished
work on the theory of learning (Good and Brophy, 2000, 2001) and in particular,
constructivist-!eamingtheories (Brophy, 2002; Nuthal!, 2002; Wells 2002) centre on
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the promotion of historical thinking and interpretation in the classroom through

interaction between teacher and students. According to these theories learning and
teaching is regarded as " an enterprise ofinquiry that is dialogically co-constrw;ted
by teacher and students together" (Wells, 2002, p.5). II also incorporates the
Vygotskyan concept of scaffolding where the teacher and peers "both model the
knowledgeable skills involved in activity and guide the Ieamer toward independent
mastery'' (Wells, 2002, p.J). Similarly, in his discussion of the social constructivist
theory, Nutha\1 (2002) shows how the teacher facilitates whole class discussion.
The relationship between interaction and thinking is also illustrated by the
research of Newmann, Onosko and Stevenson (1990). They identified several key
indicators of the thinking involved in Social Studies, brought about in tum by the
interpretation offncts. Their study was based on high school students in the social
stuuies classroom in United States. Onosko (1990) reported that earlier research in
the US showed lecture and recitation as predominating in classroom lessons with
students receiving information passively and responding to worksheets. The
research carried out by Newmann eta\., was the result of a concern for the need to
teach higher order thinking in these schools. Their study analysed the practices of
two groups of teachers, one group that was committed to the teaching of higherorder thinking and the other which was less committed. They observed the social
studies classes and made a comparison using a rnting scale. The difference appeared
to be more apparent in five dimensions, namely:
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... teacher's careful consideration of student reasons 950,
teacher's Socratic questillning (7), student contributing original
ideas (13), students being articulate and germane (14), and
students being involved in the lesson (17). For each of these
dimensillns the mean difference between the groups exceeded
one point on the five-point scale, and the effect size for each
also exceeded one standard deviation.
(Newmann et a\., 1990, p.266)

The teachers wbo adopkd a Socratic questioning technique asked one

question followed by another to ~-xemplii}' the point They also pressed students to
CJ[plain their ideas in order to interpret the facts by the technique of uptake. It was
found that the explanation and discussion of such ideas encouraged students to
engage in historical thinking.
In other studies, it was shown that when the teacher merely accepted the
1111Swer8 of students without challenging them,

historical thinking was stifled

(Klinzing and Klinzing-Eurich, 1988; Wood and Wood 1988; Wilen and White.
1991). ScholllfS, therefore, suggest that teachers use a wider repertoire of
questioning skills and uptake to encourage student participation in the interpretation
of history.
In SWDm!!fY, historical thinking is brought about by the process of
interpretation, and interpretation is, in turn, brought about through collaborative
social interaction in the classroom.
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2.6

ClaiiSroom Interaction
2.6.1 Underta.kiag Interactional Analysis
Classroom interactional studies provide amongst other things an

understanding of the thinking processes in the classroom.

Res~,

..hers have

undertaken numerous examinations of the interaction awl tt,o•' D!t processes in the
classroom adopting various ~ppro~ches. A nwnber of >.K:-t .rndies relevant to the
present research are discussed below. h1 particul~\ tho,¢ ideas of Barnes and Todd
(1995) relating to the cognitive and affective forces leading to empathy is outlined
This concept is ~\so explllined further in the section on critical episodes.
Researcher~

such as Schulman (1981); Stubbs (1983) and Saville-Troike

(1982) have suggested that in classroom studies, an integrated approach combining
both quantitative and qualitative procedures will be most appropriate as a wa.y to
research education, especially when it involves conversational analysis. SavilleTroike (1982) believes that quantitative methods will provide nollllative data for the
varieble features of language being explored in the study. Quantitative procedures
also help to detennine the reliability of qualitative observation and can, tluough
triangulation, provide for genemlizations. Stubbs ( 1983) suggests a combination of
methods in the approach to the collection of conversational data. His
recommendation is that an analysis of transcripts be supplemented by ethnDgraphic
observation. Stubbs {1983) and Malcolm (1986) discuss the difficulties involved in
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the transcription process but they say that transcripts are indispensable for
retrospective conversational analysis. Evertson and Green {1986) have also
recommended a range of different types of instruments and techniques that can be
used in classroom research, one of which is observation. They indicate that
"observation, as an approach to study educational processes and issues, has a rich
and varied history". {p.162).
The nature of talk in the history classroom brings together research from
sociolinguists, cognitive psychologists, philosophers and historians. This is because
classroom talk is highly complex and dynamic. Studies on interaction in classrooms
span a period that stretches from the Flanders' {1970) intemction categocy system to
that of Brophy's {2002) exposition of the social constructivist theory. The

development ofinternctional studies can be traced from the behaviorist approach of
analyzing classroom talk (Flanders, 1970) to an understanding of the discourse
formation in texts brought about by collabomtive interaction as a community of
learners (Brophy, 2002).
Research by Flanders (1970); Bellack, Hyman, Smith and K.liebard {1966);
Dunkin and Biddle (1974) and recer.t studies Oy Brophy and Good (2000); King,
Barty, Maloney and Taylor(1993,\996) and Brophy (2002) have el(llffiined the
effects of instructional behaviour in the clPssroom, particularly where the student
behaviours were viewed as outcomes of instruction. This type of interactional
analysis has developed to such an elrtent that today its status is the same as that of
discourse analysis. It has meant that student-talk is now regarded as an independent
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variable in the same way as teacher-talk is, and has been for some considerable time
{Delamont, 1984).
Classroom intemction studies first began as an observation tool for teacher
training, as depicted in the research of Flanders (1960, 1970). The major concern of
Flanders was with the affective domains and so his interest lay in the analysis of
teacher initiation and response in the classroom. Seven out of his ten categories
were devoted to teacher-talk, two to pupil talk and one to silence. Some of the
criticisms levelled at the Flanders interaction category system were that it was
teacher centred and did not provide sufficient in-depth description of the negotiation
and talk of the students. Other shortcomings of the Flanders system were that it was
found to be more appropriate for content orientated classrooms, mther than as a tool
for observing language used by teachers and students. Other category systems that
emerged at a similar time had more developed categories, such as the ones
developed by Amidon, Hunter and Hough. These were verbal interaction category
systems (Amidon and Hunter, 1966; Amidon and Hough, 1967; Amidon and
Flanders, 1971). Even so these also had shortcomings. Like Flander's system they
did not truly reflect actual classroom processes, nor were the studies based on actual
classroom transcripts. Thus these earlier approaches treated the classroom as a
"black box" {Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, p.l3).
A recent category system devised by Brophy and Good (2000) presents a
mom comprehensive system that enables the eKa.lll.ination of both teacher and
student-talk and explains the dyadic intemction patterns in the classroom. Similarly
studies by King eta\. (1993, 1996) were com;em.;d with the examination of the
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functions of the learning interaction patterns of the whole class and small groups
within the context of the promotion of higher cognitive level talk during cooperative
learning.
The stand taken by many later resean:bers (e.g., Delarnont, 19&4; Shulman,
1987; Edwards and Westgate, 1987; Nw~an, 1993) on classroom interaction studies

was thnt such studies should adopt more eclectic hybrid approaches combining low
and high inference systems that enable nonnative data from category systems to be
studied with ethnographic systems in the recording and analysis of talk in the
classroo_m, and in the recording of meaning from the context.
With the development of new classroom interactional approaches, the focus
on how teachers and pedagogy directly influence learning has developed and in
more recent times research has investigated how teachers and students ioteract to
construct meanings and knowledge in classrooms. Other studies have also
eKamined how power relations are constructed in the classroom. The focus of
interest including aspects ofhoth the macro and micro processes of learning are
referred to byNutba\l (2002) as two dimensions of talk. One eKIUllple of such is the
development of research on classroom talk conducted by Van Lier (1996, 1997) who
has used what he calls an ecological approach to classroom observation that
embraces the context of classroom learning and the development of the mind.
Similarly, Barnes and Todd (1995) describe the dynamics of the interaction process
in the classroom where there is an interplay of communicative and cognitive
functions of talk. In their recent work "Communication revisited", the categories of
student·talk not only include how students initiate, elicit and respond to the teacher
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and peers but also categories representing cognitive and reflective functions of
language such as how students qualify and extend statements made to their peers.
Likewise, Biddle, Good and Goodson (1997 p.672) agree that fora true
understanding of the teaching-learning process it is necessary to have an
"understanding of student thinking and student mediation of classroom events"
which occurs through classroom interaction. According to these researchers, to
understand the teaching-teaming process it is necesSIII)'tO include a description of
both the observable and overt behaviour, as well as the covert features that appear in
the teacher-student talk, and, to consider the cognitive and reflective function of
talk. The role oflanguage and discourse bas become important in classroom
research (Lemke, 1995; Gee, 1989; Nuthall, 2002). Nuthall (2002, p.53) describes
this type of discourse as being more than talk, stating that "It also refers to the
activities, ways of thinking and relating to others that go with the talk within a
specific community...
2.6.2 Social constructivism and Interactional analysis
To undertake research into discursive formations of the classroom there is a
need to look beyond, between and beneath classroom talk. Therefore, there is a
need for ll more fine-grained analysis than that offered by ll macro system of
analysis. There is also a need to consider how language is used in particular ways
(Kumaravadivelu. 1999). This concept of discourse is attributed to Foucault (1969)
and the post structuralists. Kwnamvadivelu ( 1999) describes this:
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Discourse thus designates the entire conceptual territory on
which knowledge is produced ll!ld reproduced It includes not
only what is actually thought and articulated but also
detern1ines what can be said or heard and what silenced, what
is acceptable and what is tabooed. Disco= in this setlSC is a
whole field or domain within which language is used in
particular ways.
(p.460)
The social constructivist theorist Brophy (2002) also considers the
imporlallce of social interaction and dialogue in both whole class d.isc!IS5ions and
group discussions in the learning process. There are four central characteristics in
his theory:
(!)Learners construct their own learning; (2) new learning
depends on. students' existing uoderstandings; {3) social
interaction/dialogue plays a critical role; and (4) authentic
learning tasks are needed to ensure meaningful learning. Other
commonly emphasised concepts include situated cognition,
scaffolding, cognitive apprenticeship, cooperative learning,
learning communities, generative learning, and teaching in the
zone of proximal development
(Brophy, 2002, p.xi)

A similar idea is also expressed byNuthall (20ll2) in his definition of the
constructivist model. He explains that,
... perhaps the best way of defining the social constructivist
model of teaching is to say that it represents a set of
pedagogical intentions that can be realised in a variety of
forms. These intentions focus on the need to bring about
.jntellectually significant changes in the minds of students
through social processes. They are concerned with producing
students who are skilled participants in the processes of
creating and -eva!Ultl:ing new knowledge, using evidence and
reasoning in ways that characterise the academic disciplines.
{Nuthall, 2002, p. 43)
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The constructivists believe that teachern' approaches fall on a continuum
stretching from a transmission approach to the more recently articulated social
constructivist or interpretative approach. A similar view was expres~ed earlier by
Barnes, Briit(ln and Torbe {1986) and Barnes (1992). They describe teachers'
approaches as falling into a transmission-interpretation dimension and pupil talk in
the classroom belonging to a presentation-exploratory talk dimension. Barnes saw
the transmission teacher as one who believes in presenting content knowledge to
ensure that students achieve mastery of content, keeps students task oriented, and,
has an authoritative control of the class. On the other hand, the teachers who
adopted the interpretation approach believed in drawing students into the learning
process.
Good and Brophy (2000) and Brophy (2002) have also investigated the

continuum of the "traditional transmission approach and the more recently
articulated social constructivist approach." (Brophy, 2002, p.x). They explain that
with the transmission view,knowledge is seen as a fixed body of information
transmitted from teacher to student; with the teKts and teacher being the authoritative
source of expert knowledge. The teacher provides infonnation and leads students
through activities and assignments, explains and checks for understanding, and
judges the correctness of students' responses. Students then memorise or replicate
what has been explained or modelled With this approach, the discoUl'Se emphasis is
on drills and recitation in response to convergent questions and the focus is on
eliciting the correct answers. Activities emphasise the replication of models or

applications that requitl.l following step-by-step algorithms whetl.l students work on
their own.
In the social constructivist view, knowledge is viewed as deve!opbtg

interptl.ltations co-constructed interpretations through discussions. The authority for
this constructed knowledge resides in the arguments and evidence cited in its
support by students, as well ns by texts or by the teacher, that is, everyone has
expertise to contribute. With this model, teachers and students share the
responsibility for initiating and guiding learning efforts. The teacher acts as a
discussion leader who poses questions, seeks clarifications, promotes dialogue, and
helps groups to tl.lcognise areas of consensus and of continuing disagreement
Students in tum strive to make sense of the new input by tl.llllling it to their prior
knowledge and by collaborating with others to co-construct shared understandings.
In this case, the discourse contains reflective discussion of networks otconnected

knowledge. Questions are more divergent and focus on making students think.
Similarly, activities involve authentic issues and focus on problems that require
complex thinking. Students with this approach collaborate as a learning r.ommunity
that construct shared understandings tluough sustained dialogue.
Brophy (2002) however, cautions teachers about this transmission-social
constructivist approach, recommending an "eclectic mixture of components" that is
suited to the students and the instructional goals." (p.xi). This is evident in Alleman
and Brophy's (2001) research findings, as reported in Brophy (2002), where it is
suggested that
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Tra.nsmission techniques are best used for efficitmtly
communicating canonical knowledge (initial instruction
establishing a knowledge base) and social constroctivist
techniques are best used for constructing knowledge networks
and developing processes and skills (synthesis and application).
(p.xi)

Therefore, they also caution that there are constraints in both approaches and .
that neither approach should be oyer used.
The transmission-conW'Ilctivist dimension has implications for the present
research as the interest is on :lie nature of talk and the dynamics ofintemction that
emerge when students are engaged in historical thinking and learning in the history
classroom.
2.6.3 Interaction and discoune in the history ellllJIIroom
Booth (1983) believes that discursive, open-ended discussions allow students
to have a better understanding of history, for as students and teachers negotiate,

discuss, question and hypothesise, students begin to understand past events and
issues. That is to say, teachers and students are using language to re-create and
interpret history. It is on this basis that Pendry, Anna, HusbanW, Chris, Arthur,
James and Davison (1998, p.l4) claim that there is a "need to ground professional
development in the realities of classroom interaction".
The importance of language and the need for discussion about the re-creation
and the interprellltion of truth in histol)' has been the subject of debate between
modernists and the post modernists (Hirst, 1974). Tbe theories of deconstructivists
such as Derrida and Foucault (cited in Munslow, 1997) have drawn attention to the
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way that language is used to represent histo1ical content In addition Foucault
suggests that, instead of referring to historical texts by great writers, an
IU'Ch.aeological approach should be used using archives and the texts _of minor
officials. The archeological method attempts to avoid traditional explanatory
concepts because the grand narratives of re-knowned writers emphasise such things
as the causes nnd effects of events, continuity and chronological time. In other
words, history is inlcipreted and reconstructed in the way man understands the
situation. If historical data and evidence is interpreted then to what extent can we
say that the account is an objective one? The Foucaultian conception of history is a
challenge for many history teachers who would have themselves been schooled in
the 'grand narro.tive' manner of dealing with the past.
In this respect, discourse becomes crucial. The post modernists have

provided an insight into the importance of the discourse of history and historical
consciousness (Jenkins, 1998). They are, therefore, more conscious of the way that
language is used to represent historical content as well as how it is used to make
sense of the past with our present knowledge. This is eKplained by Jenkins (1992)
as follows:
The historian's viewpoint and predilections still shape the
choice of historical materials, and our own personal constructs
determine what we make of them. The past that we 'know' is
always contingent upon our own views, our own
'present' ... Epistemology shows we can never really know the
past, that the gap between the past and history (historiogmphy)
is an onotological one, that is, is in the very nature of things
such that no amount of epistemological effort can bridge it
(p.i2)
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Conversely, modernists, such as, Windschuttle (1994), and Appleby, Hunt
and Jacob (1994) have argued against the view that the truth of the past cannot be
captured ia history. This debate between the post modernists and modernists bas
implications lbr the history classroom as teachers and students need to be aware of
bias in the way that historical facts are presented

TWs suggests the need for

discussion and analysis in the history classroom. The use of language in the form of
talk in the classroom between the teacher and students becomes important for

exploring the truth and objectivity of history. Other educationists in the field of
history, .such as Husbands (1996); Edwurds and Furlong (1978); Haydn et al. (1997);
Schemilt (1983}, Muns\ow (1997) and Jenkins (1992, 1998, 1999), have shown a '
considerable interest in the use of language for the interpretation of history and for
generating historical thinking in the classroom.
Talk is referred to by Wertsch (1991, p.67, p.93) as both umultivoicedness"
and the "heterogenity of voices". This view stems from Bakhtin (1981) and is also
used by Knoeller (!998) who view language or talk as the intemction between the
"inner thinking self' nnd the "outer speaking self'. Knoeller{1998) has also used
Bhaktin's notion of voice and the influJnce of other voices on the Ieamer in his
research into the learning ofliterature. In his view, the notion of voice provides the
link between human mental functioning and the commwticative process (Wertsch,
1991, p.l3). The notion of voice is also applicable to the history classroom as
teachers and students mediate the present and the past voices of historical characters.
Talk is also important to Co\tham and Fines {1971). According to their
theory, concepts in history are best conceived of as cognitive constructs and as such
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are more amenable to studen!.'l' self-constructiOn of knowledge rather than teacher
exposition. In other words, students have to, with the teacher scaffolding the
process, talk their way to an understanding of historical concepts. This process
consists of the interpretation and re-interpretation of evidence based on the historical
facts presented by the teacher. Thus interaction aids the thinking process (Coltham,
1971).
Z.6.4

Classroom talk and the learning proce$5

Research shows that students need to be given BD opportunity to talk in order
for meBDingful\earning to take place (Barnes, Britton and Torbe, 1986; Britton
1970; Wells, 1985). Such researchers claim that talk is the very essence of any

educational activity, where language is not only just an evidence of learning
achieved but is used in the process ofleaming (Jones, 1990).
Talk in the classroom also aids the thinking process. According to
Vygotsky (1981 ), for example, thought development is detennined by language.
Piaget (1975) however, claims that language primarily reflects thought, n.therthan
shapes it Nevertherless, both Vygotsky and Pingel saw talk as cognition in action,
in other words, talk is an expression of thought. This suggests that every
opportunity should be given to students to talk in the classroom.
Since Vygotsky andPiaget, other theories of language and thought have
been proposed in relation to talking and thinking in the classroom. Cazden eta!.
(1972); Hymes (1978); Britton (1973) and Barnes (1976,1986) have supported the

view that students learn by using language. Their research show the importance of
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classroom talk for learninT; in general, and specifically for the development of the
thinking process.
Barnes et al. (1986) examined the talk of students in group activities and
showed how classroom opportunities can enable students to engage cognitively by
describing, hypothesizing, suggesting, plannin~;, criticizing, improving, solving and
so on. Barnes andBames et al. examined the types of talk that students produced, in
particular the exploratory and presentational uses of language. (Note, these are
discussed as part of genre later in this chapter). Cazden's et al.(t9n), research
centred on the study of language in its social context. She brought together theories
from various disciplinary perspectives such as anthropology, linguistics, psychology
and sociology to examine how teachers and students use language when inl\.>f!!Cting.
Cazdert's findings on the classroom talk of Hawaiian children are of special interest
to the p:csent study. She observed that, when a teacher asked a question, at least a
dozen hands would usually shoot up, but before the teacher could call on a student,
several would blurt out the answer. Students also tended to 11nswer questions
addressed to another individual but when singled out would only give a minimal
answer in that situation. They showed a strong preference !Or interaction with their
peers rather than with the teacher and they appeared more comfort.:b!e giving chorus
group responses. Cazden et al. report that:
It has been suggested that the response of children when questioned

in class had the effect of shifting dyadic relations to collective ones.
The reason may be that the child finds protection in collective
(p.311)
relationships with adults.
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2.6.5 Function and language U!le in cbusroom talk
The notion of language function and use has been addressed by Bakhtin
(1981) and by sociolinguists including Halliday (1973), Stubbs (1976) and Gumperz
and Hymes (1972). Hymes (1978, p.xiii) refers to "language use" as "essential
meaning" while for Halliday (1973, p.8) "linguistic fwlction" is evident when the
context is considered, and not just with reference to the surface fonns of speech.
Classroom talk includes such functions as the teacher presenting information, giving
directions, asking narrow questions, asking broad questions, accepting ideas and
rejecting ideas. The functions of students' classroom talk include initiating
questions or raising hypotheses, reflecting on content, monitoring thoughts, and,
qualifying statements.
Alternatively, Barnes et al. (1986, p.21), refer to the fwlction oflangunge as
the "hidden curriculum", whereas Stubbs (1983) describes language function as
communication about whether messagt:s have been received and understood or
whether a speaker and hearer are in contact with each other. Stubbs also describes
metacommunication, that is, the language about language. He says this is used in the
classroom to monitor and reformulate the language used. Stubbs (1976, p.159)
provides examples of such metacommunication that teachers use to keep in touch
with the students, nantely: "attract or show attention; control the antount of speech;
check or confirm understanding; swnmarize; defme; edit; correct and spedfy topic."
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Stubbs has also suggested that the metacommunication function can be formalised
and used for research purposes within an interaction category system.
According to Bellack eta.!. (1966) language use in the classroom is not so
much about its functional purpose, but language use consists of a variety of moves.
'Moves' such as structuring moves, framing moves and focusing moves are made by
teachers and students in the classroom when they interact with one another. As has
been mentioned earlier, the notion of 'moves' or the "verbal interplay between
teachers and students" (Bellack et al., 1966 p2) stem from Wittgenstein's notion of
the "language game" (Hirst, 1974, p.l57). The teacher's part in this game is that
he/she structures, solicits, responds and reacts. The pupils react to these moves of
the teacher with counter moves. For example, when n teacher solicits, the student
responds, thus both the teacher and students play complementary roles in the
classrOom. Integrnl to this construction of moves is the effect one move has on
another, for example, the effect of a teacher's question on a student's response or
vice versa. This, in turn, enables the coding of interaction patterns when classroom
discourse is investigated.
Patterns oflangunge use have been described by other researchers in other
ways. Barnes and Todd (1995, p.9) for example, describe rudimentary ta,lk, which
occurs when students provide predictable answers as "presentational" talk. This term
(rudimentary talk) is borrowed from Wertsch {1985, p.190) who distinguishes
"rudimentary" talk from talk for "advanced mental functioning" purposes. When
students are perfonning at an advanced mental state, they would be using talk to
construct knowledge together with the teacher, peer or through text or information
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technology. In contrast, when students are engaged in interaction with their peers in
order to make a connection between their own ideas and those of others, they are
stretching their understanding and in this way may add knowledge to what they
already know. When students use talk as a tool to engage in joint thinking with
others, there is interplay of communicative and cognitive functions (Barnes and
Todd, 1995). Such interplay of communicative and cognitive functions occurs

during critical episodes in the classroom and Barnes and Todd advocate that they
should be exploited by the teacher to generate thinking.
One way by which the teachers can generate thinking is through the
questioning genres (Young, 1992 p.IIJ). Young found that as much as 6{)% of the
classroom talk in his study was in the fonn of teacher questions. However, the
questions themselves had vwious functions such as, what do pupils knoW? (WDPK);
Guess what the teacher thinks? (GWIT); What do you think? {WDYT) questions.
Thus, within the question-answer-reaction cycle, Young was able to discern a
number of question types.
A genre with an even more important function is that which is described by

Wells and Wells (1992), as being informal in nature. This particular type of talk
occurs when students are engaged in the thinking process. Nutha\1 (1997) explains
that the ability of students to do this. that is, translate their ideas into talk, assists

their thinking processes, and writeg:
By learning that discourse can be multi vocal, and by learning bow to
translate from one genre to another, the student develops the ability
to think about discourse and creates a rich understanding that is the
product of such metalinguistic thinking.
(p. 722).
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Serving a similar function is what Barnes and Todd (1995) call "Exploratory talk"
(Barnes and Todd, 1995, p.S). It is a type of'unslwpen' talk that students engage in
when they are trying to think out alnud and trying to grope for meaning'' ... the
hesitancy and flexibility of exploratory talk is potentially a strength when students
are talking in order to reshape and reinterpret ideas" (Barnes and Todd, 1995, p. 8).
Exploratory talk is usually marked by frequent hesitations, re-phrasings, false starts
and change in direction.

Exploratory talk;!:

~alled" Expressive speech" by O'Keefe

(1995. p.6). She

describes it as students thinking aloud as they tJy to express their thought-;, This
infonnal talk can also appear in the fonn of electronic talk such as the type students
use in computer mediated collaborative learning (Warschauer, 1997). Barnes and
Todd (1995, p.79) have investigated the social and cognitive functions of talk that
take place in such collaborative activities. These include firstly, the social functions
of"initiatinG, extending, qualifying, eliciting, expanding, requesting, responding and
accepting'', and secondly, the cognitive functions of"constructing questions, raising
new questions, setting up hypotheses, using evidence, expressing feelings, reflecting
and monitoring thoughts". Thus they lwve examined student-talk nt two levels, the
communicative and the cognitive level and studied the interplay of these two types
of functions and the strategies that students use in understanding concepts and ideas.
This caused Barnes and Todll (1995) and O'Keefe (1995) to conclude that, in order
to promote thinking, students must be given opportunities to internet with one
another in group and problem solving activities.
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Teachers also adopt different categories of talk in the classroom. They can
transmit or interpret information. The trnnsmission of infilnnation may be achieved
through recitation and drilling whereas interpretation may be achieved by the asking
of open-ended questions, and adopting strategies such as ''uptake" (Collins, 1982,
p. 430) or the "reformulating" or"revoicing" (Nuthall, 2002, p.Sl) of the student's
reply. These fonns oftalk help students in the understanding of historical facts and
ideas. There are also other categories ofteacher-talk. A teacher can initiate
interaction, perpetuate interaction or terminate overt interaction (Coltharn, 1975,
p28) with the use of expressions such as 'okay', 'alright'. The function of teachertalk has been listed by Good and Brophy (2000), by King, Barry, Maloney and
Tayler (1993) in their MAKITAB instrwnent, and by Young (1992, p. 106) in his
"~estioning genres''.

The VeJbal Interaction Category System devised by Amidon

and Hunter (1966) and Amidon and Hough (1967) contains categories r.fteacher and
student verbal behaviour such as initiating responding-evaluating cyck, asking
product questions (which are closed inductive questions), choice questions (which
are open ended deductive questions), praising students, and nffinning or evaluating
correct answers.
2.6.6 Language demands in the learning oftbe subject history.
Research reveals that there are considerable language demands made by the
subject history on the teachers and students. Further it has been reported that
linguistic constraints may hinder historians when they attempt to write objectively
{McCullagh, !998). In fact, post modernists claim that language is not sophisticated
enough to represent the world and therefore speakers lack the capacity to capture
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truthfully what goes on in history (McCullagh, 1998). Researchers have also
discussed at length, the relationship between l!lllguage and thought liS ca• be seen in
th~

Sapir-Whorfhypothesis of linguistic relativity. According to Lee (1997), this

hypothesis has important implications for education especially the role of language
in teaching and thinking. According to Steele (1976), the development of language
and thinking skills "is one of the most important, but also most difficult problems
facing the history teacher" (p.l7). Steele believes that the efficient use of language is
fundamental to good history teaching as:
... the use of language is critical in concept fonnation and the
movement towards the higher levels of thinking. Clearly particulllf
levels of thinking are closely interwoven with the stage reached in
language development, and, if history teaching is to improve, much
more attention will have to be paid to the relationship between the

""·

(p.l7)

Several studies have sought to detennine the importance of language in
history and the implications for teaching history. For example, Hoodless (1994)
conducted a small-scale research study with primary students. She investigated the
language required to cope with problem-solving tasks. These included "the nbility
to question, fonnulate complex sentences, and to use language to convey an
understanding of the differences between certainty, doubt and not knowing" (p.20).
Hoodless recorded students' interaction and non-verbal communication while
engaged on problem-based tasks. Her findings indicate that the students' language
and the problem solving strategies were "at a remarknbly high level" (p.20).
Hoodless, concludes therefore that:

While researchers such as Donaldson have pointed out that it
is impossible to prove that language affects the quality of
thought, it is clear from this study that it is nevertheless
possible to infer such a relationship. In several instances,
there appearll to be a case for arguing that facility in language
increases the child's capacity for coping with p-oblems.
(p.20)
Hoodless identified a numberoflanguage demands related to studying history.
These include the ability to question for fact fmding, and the ability to check and
monitor one's own ideas as part of an on-going dialogue. She claims that this has
the quality of thinking aloud, but not necessarily expecting an answer. Some
questions were complicated, for example," If they found the body, why didn't they
know what the cause of death was? (p.20)" demonstrates a high degree of
competence.
Hood less (1994) also found that the students were able to associate ideas in
increasingly complex ways and that this was reflected in their language use. For
instance, they were able to use connectives such as 'while', 'when', 'but'. and
because' to make the temporal and causal relationships between events. She found
evidence of deductive reasoning when the students used connectives such as 'if ... ',
'if... how'lhow long', 'if... when'. She also noticed that children sometimes used
tentative language, 'hedging,' as well qualifying terms such as 'could have', 'might
have', 'I think', 'we thought' which all indicate an awareness of the tentativeness
and bias in historical evidence and the need to discriminate between fact and
opinion. Thus, Hoodless concluded that there was an important relationship
between children's capacity to absorb, organise and infer information and their
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ability to represent their thinking in language. The implications for the history
teacher, she suggests, are to teach the necessary grammar using history as the
context This idea is also strongly supported by Cooper (1992) who haselctensively
researched the teaching of history to young children extensively.
Hasan and Williams (1996) also report on the linguistic demands of the
subject history and the way language is used to construct thinking:

Our major hypothesis with regard to the language of history is
that it represents a wide range of genres, beginning with a
variety which appears fairly close to ordinary everyday
language usc and extending through to a stage which is very far
removed from such use, thus implicating other- than- ordinary
everyday social processes.
(p.191)
Hasan and Williams, however, studied writing rather than oral language. They

examined a range of types of history texts in order to understand the langua,ge
demands made on students. The texts were historical recounts, with descriptio'l and
nn evaluative exposition and description component us well ns texts that move from
personalised accounts to an observer account The historical recount had temporal
and causal markers and in the evaluative exposition there was an increased use of
grammatical metaphor and lexical density.
Hasan and Williams' study (1996) has implications for this research where in

writing for example, there appear to be a range of oral text types. For instance, a
narration wiD contain temporal markers, cause and effect markers, unexpected 'buts'
and nominal groups. Interpretative discourse, on the other hand, will have more
evidence of discourse and pr.'gmatic tnarkelli, cognitive cues, hedging, pauses,
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change of direction and metastatements. SimiluTiy, the oral language of students
will range from presentational talk to exploratory talk (Barnes and Todd, 1995).
The language demands in interpreting history have also been addressed by
Haydn, Arthur and Hunt (1997). One of the principol barriers to learning, according
to Haydn et a!., is the complex sentence structures and unfamiliar words used by
writers of history:
... the adult language of historians as they present their
interpretations of people and situations in the past At times such
interpretations rest on nuances and shades of opinion too subtle
for some pupils... the cbollenge, {he says for the teacher} is to try
to make siiCh interpretations and representalions nccessible to
pupils
( p.l16)
The language of history bas become an even more important issue in the light of the
recent debate between the modernist and post modernists philosophers and
historiographers ofacademic history, as discussed earlier in this chapter. As such,
historians arc showing a greater Interest in the U'le oflanguage for the interpretation
of history (Husbands, 1996}. The subject history does not have an extensive
tecbnicollanguage, and, it is this lack oftechnicallanguage that creates problems
{Edwards and Furlong, 1978). The kind oflanguage needed to handle second order
concepts, abstnu"t terms and the interpretation of facts and evidence is propositional,
deductive and inferential and can to be problematic for students. According to
Coltham (1971) teachers need to be aware of this. In their discussion of the
importance of language in the learning process in history, Pendry, Hwbands, Arthur
and Davison {1998), state that:
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It is critical to the teacher's ability to convey, in some accessible and
meaningful way, the learning targets that have been selected for the
lesson. It is critical to the way in which the teacher moves between
the everyday language of pupils and the subject specific language of
the subject (e.g., reform, total war, Whig, revolution) in order to
support pupil learning.
(p.8)
Moreover, Edwards and Furlong (1978) note that history requires abstract terms and

a range of past tense fonns, which are not necessarily ~art of the everyday language.
(See also Hayden el a!., 1997). Using everyday language to explain the past can be
a problem when these familiar words have difi'erent meanings than from their past
usage
This issue of language is also raised in Shemilt(l983, p.13) in his review of

the "Schools Council Project, 'History 13-16'". He notes that students who
perfonned at the formal opemtiol)al stage still grappled wi!h language in historical
argument. For example, students had difficulty in finding "a propositiona! language
appropriate to history'' and as a result were employing the language ofMathematics
and Science to describe historical causality, by means ofa "deviant equation"
(Shemilt, 1983, p.I3) i.e., the language used to explain mathematical fonnulae.
Hirst (1974,. p. 72) has tried to define the kind of talk and thought that goes
on in the history classroom where the meanings of words are more concerned with
"coMolation rather than with denotation". Hirst, in his reference to the link between
language and thought, states that in communication, thoughts are not coded into
words and then decoded by the.recipients back into thought. This is because
thinking involves the use of words, sentences ami symbols. Meaning, too, has to be
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negotiated between teachers and students. Therefore. for thinking to take place in
the History classroom, students need to have mastel)

>:~fthe

whole range of complex

language games (to use Wittgenstein's term), specific to the subject History. Hirst
sees it possible to distinguish different uses oflllllguage in making assertions, in
asking questions. in giving commands and so on Wbat specific language moves
and games are used in the teaching and learning of history and in what context of
learning, is however, not known and needs to be researched.
Hirst's theory of\anguage and thought also makes reference to the concept
voice which originated in the work ofBakhtin ( 1981) who theo~ that language
and thought is dialogic in nature. This theory ofvoice was later developed by
Wertsch (1991) who explained that when an utterance is made, there are two voices
heard, ''the speaking personality and the speaking consciousness" (Wertsch,199I
p.13). This concept is important in understar,ding the exp\omtory and expressive
speech when students are thinking aloud. This notion of voiC\l constructs a strong
link between mental functioning and communicative processes whereby mental
functioning originates in social communicative processes (Wertsch, 1991). The
thoughts of students are also revealed by examining the language game that they
play, that is, in the way tt.ey use language. Wittgenstein's and Hirst's reference to
language games is pertimm( :o the current research as it indicates the language
demands of the gubject Historv. There appears to be both a "right language" B!ld a
"private language" (these terms are borrowed from Holtzman andleich, 1981, p.l).
There has been discussion on the objectivity ofWittgenstein's theory, how it can be
adopted and used by students of history to enable them to functinn at a higher level
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of cognition, but only if we regard them (the history class) as belonging to a special
linguistic community.
2.7

Teaching ped11gogy and the promotion ofhlstorieal thinking In the
dassroom

The importance of pedagogy in the promotion of thinking in history is
elCplained in the Nco Piagetian studies (e.g., Booth, 1983) which posits that, with
appropriate teaching-teaming strategies, it is possible to raise the thinking of
students to higher levels of cognition. This also supports the theory of Bruner (1960)
that with appropriate pedagogy ''any subject can be taught effectively in some

intellectually honest fonn to any child at any stage of development" (p.S2).
As a result of this interest in pedagogy, research in history has moved away

frNll looking at the maturation of thinking and towards an examination of the
effectiveness of various teaching techniques and conditions (Booth, 1983; Carey,

1985; Gelman and Baillargeon, !983; Mandler, \983: Downey and Levstik, 1991).
Accordingly, this section eiCalllines research on the effect that pedagogy can have on
historical thinking in the classroom
In 1975, Bate and Moore (cited in Steele, 1976) studied fifteen year olds

who were given initial instruction on the basic processes of historical thought
These students made substantial progress in the development of their critical
thinking ability compared to the control group. This research shows that special
programs and teaching methods do influence higher-level thinking in the classroom.
Since the 1970's, educators have believed that it is possible to accelerate
student's historical thinking through interaction with the environment, which is both
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social and intellectual (Ballard, 1970). Therefore, the teacher has a key role to play
in generating higher level thinking in the history clwroom. Coupled with this is the
concern of pedagogy that has developed since the 1970s regarding changing
students' attitudes towards the subject and aiding in the acquisition of skills (Steele,
1976). There is also today, a movement away from a transmission approach and
towards infonnation processing and student transfonnation as students become more
"active constructors of learning" (Blumenfield, Marx, Patrick, Krajcik and Soloway,
1997, p.869). Blumenfield et a\.(1997) summarise the impact of such technological
approach~:S in the

ibllowing remarks;

... these technological experiments are quite new. Questions
remain to be answered about how to design the systems, to use
combinations ofmed.iu, to scaffold learning, to develop
pedagogics to facilitate their use, and to evaluate their impact
Both the programs and technology to support teacher change
have potential for helping to create promising new occasions for
teaching and learning in schools. Exploring their potential, their
promise, and their limitations is the task that educators now face.
(p.869)
In the present millennium, new multimedia interactive technologies, such as
computers, are being used to complement teachers' attempts to enhance learning and
understanding in students. Some examples of such interactive multimedia for
teachers is the Project Support Environment (PSE) and the Student Learning
Environment (SLE) developed at the l.'niversity of Michigan and reported by
Blumenfield et at. (1989) and the Master Plan Two initiated in Singapore.
Because of changes such as these there is now a call by educationists for
more research into the effectiveness of teaching techniques, especially those which
will bring about the best learning in history (Barton, 1996). Barton supports this
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view by making a reference to Hargreaves (1994) who states that, rather than
elWIIlining the aims of teaching end learning in history, it is more important to
elWIIline the ~gy itself.
This interest in the effect of pedagogy on the thinking processes in the
teaching and learning of history has led Newmann, Onosl:o and Stevenson (1990) to
investigate the social studies pedagogy that may develop students' higher order
thinking. They used a rating scale to study the nature of discourse in one hundred
and sixty high school social studies lessons from five schools. They identified
several variables for quantifYing indicators of classroom thoughtfulness and
concluded that high thoughtfulness and low thoughtfulness differed on five
dimensions:
The teachers' careful wnsidemlion of students' reasoning;
The teachers' Socratic questioning;
The students' wntribution of original ideas;
The students being articulate and germane; and
The students being involved in the lesson
This resl:al'Ch indicates that, in contrast to leetcres and re.::itation, teacher- centred
discussions were more likely to challenge students to go beyond the infonnation
given.
Severul other research studies also have been carried out on discussion as a
fonn of pedagogy that promotes higher-level thinking. Discussion occurs when
teachers and students try to negotiate meaning and understanding by soliciting
opinions. It has been found that in discussions which contribute to the learners'
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knowledge and which promote higher-level thinking (Wilen & White, 1991 ), there
are longer exchanges, such as a shift from a T-S-T (teacher -student· teacher)
pattern to aT-S-S-T {teacher.student-student-teacher) pattern. Further, it has been
found that the teacher may prompt students to participate by:
Mald.ng a declarative statement (for example, give an
opinion); Making a reflective statement (give the sense of
what someone has aid).

Descnbing his or her stale of mind (I'm sorry, I'm not quite
getting your point);
Inviting the student to elaborate (I'd like to hear more of your
views on that);
Encouraging the student to ask a question;
Encouraging other students to ask a question;

Maintaining deliberate, appreciative silence (until the student
resumes or another enters in the discussion).
Dillon (1984, p.55)

In pedagogics where the teacher leads discussions there would be
opportunities that prompt students participation through the use of cognitive cues.
This suggests that dialogue and discussions provide an environment for students to
recognise such cues and respond l!Ccordingly (Gumperz, 1982; Vygotsky, 1986).
Pedagogies which involve interaction make a wide range of cognitive
demands on students (Nutlutll and Lawrence, 1965). The students are expected to
provide causal, sequential, procedural, teleological and normative expl:mations to
the teacher's questions. In causal explanations, students have to verifY and justifY
why an answer is wrong; in sequential explanation~ they need to explain bow
something has come about; in pr~Xedural explanatious they need to explain
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processes; and in teleological and nonnative explanations they need to verify and
justify their responses. Historical thinking also occurs when students are
encouraged to connect history with everyday experiences (Keeves, 1997). All this is
brought about when teachers and students are engaged in discussion (Nuthall, 2002)
in the classroom.
Teacher facilitated discussion involving the whole class or a group of
students is the most extensively researched pedagogical procedure in constructivist
teaching because in this fonn of discussion "significant knowledge and ways of
thinking are produced and assimilated" (Nuthall, 2002 p.47). Demands made on the
teacher are also great, as he/she has to be a good listener in order to facilitate the
discussion.
Nutha\l (2002) claims that there are two layers in this type of discussion. At
one level, there is talk about the subject matter. On the second layer there is talk
about the kind of talk that is occurring :lt the first level. Varela, LusWr and Wenzel
(1999, p.230) have identified the first layer as the "intellectual- thematic
dimension" and the second layer as the "social- organisational dimensimt ".
Nutha\1 believes that the teacher participates more at the second level of the
discourse as he/she fucilitates the discussion.
Another important pedagogy is that of skilful questioning. This is an
extremely important and useful method for developing historical thinking in the
c\assroom.(Mbenga, 1993; Smith, 1990; Young, 1992). If students are to be
engaged in critical thinking and historical understanding they too should be .able to
ask the 'how 'and 'why • of events (Issac, 1994). Smith (1990) devised a
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questioning approach that develops students' interrogative attitude to historical
information. It encourages students to devise their own questions for topics to be
studied. He believes that this approach can enhance understanding and the retention
of the facts. An alternative taxonomy of questions pertaining to history has been
produced by Garvey and Krug ( 1978). Their taxonomy includes: Recall questions,
comprehension questions, interpretation questions, extrapolation questions,
invention questions and evaluation questions.
As part of his study on the importance of questioning in historical thinking,
Mbenga (1993, p.24), fulm his observation ofTeacherTraining in Zambian and
Botswana y-.hools, noted that too many questions in history lessons were factual,
recall and memory questions. 11tis approach, he reports is even used with new
lessons and results in students guessing. He proposes a useful classification of
questions which is as follows (examples of the questions are given in italics.):
Comprehension questions (students recall information
intelligently):
"!f!!E!. made it so difficult 10 establish pear;e .•. "

Interpretation questions (students eKplain or paraphrase
information):

".ff'l.!l! were there rebellions omongwh/le se/1/ers ... "
Extrapolation questions (students use information to infer or
conclude what is not staled explicitly}.

"limf. would the desire 10 control the Deloga Bay trade
have ... "
Invention Questions (these are direct 'imaginative' questions
which reqnire students to put themselves in a historical
situation and use its evidence to inform their imagination)
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"l[vou had been the Zulu leader, D/ngane, haw would you
have dealt with .... "

Evaluation Questions (students are required to make
judgments and to substantiate or justifY them with facts or
examples being aware that bias exists).
"Is the Author sqvlng this because he Is a while colonial
officer or because that Is the only way Ia interpret .... "

Mbenga (1993, p.24), also suggests that the sequence of''routine, recall,
comprehension, extrapolation, invention and evaluation" should be followed in
questioning ami stresses that the IllS! four categories of questions assist students to
think historically. Further, these questions, he explains, are the very questions that
historians ask themselves when studying historical evidence.
Closed questions are often seen as being narrow or low-order questions and
open-ended questions as high-order questions. Closed questions are often used in
recitation (i.e., the teacher asks a closed question, followed by students' response
and its acceptance by teacher which is followed by another closed question). This
technique tests recall and comprehension. Such recitation fonns the predominant
discourse in many classrooms (Cazdt.:n, 1986; Hoetker & Ahlbrond, 1969; Mehan,
1978; Stodolsky, 1988). It has, however, been observed by Young (1992) !bat not
all recitation questions ate of a low-order as they can be directive, instructional or
rhetorical. In addition, teachers might use a range of questions, \ow-order to highorder and back to low-arderto stimulate student thinking (Wilen & Whit-e, 1991).
Dillon (1983) has, however, argued that teachers should use statements and pauses
instead ofquestioos in discussion to prompt more student participation. Similarly,
Dance (1970, p.62), in his discussion of traditional and modem methods of teaching,
states that "it is naturally the teacher's statement which is most important." He
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believes that some teachers with n gift for exposition can cnptivnte n class of
students. Therefore he states that traditional views of teaching should not be totally
discarded for "modern" mc:thods.
Researchers with an interest in social studies have called forteachiog and
learning methods that are meaningful, integrative, value-based, challenging, and
active in order to bring about high order thinking in students (Brophy, {996).
Recent published work on classroom pedagogy (Mcinerny and Mcinerny, 1994;
Brophy and Good 1997; Brophy 200 I, 2002) and constructivist learning theories,
center on the promotion of thinking in the classroom through interaction between
teacher and students.
Research on the teaching of social studies indicate various ways by which
this interaction may be fostered. This is demonstrated in the work of researchers
(Brophe, 1996; Barnes and Todd, 1995; Cooper and Mcintyre, 1996; Pendry,
Husbands, Arthur, and Davison, 1998; Britt, Rouet, Georgi and Perfetti, 1994) as
well as research carried out in metacognition (Vockelland Deusen, 1989), electronic
talk (Warschauer, 1997) and power relationships in the clnssroom (Candela, 1999).
Other pedagogics in the research concern student-centred strategies which
are applicable for the history classroom. Brophy (1996) has introduced several of
these which he believes help with the understanding of historical concepts and idens
in his "Learner-Focused Conceptual Change Model in Action" approach to the
teaching ofhistol}' (Brophy, 1996, p.\40). He stresses that the teachers should be
aware of students' prior knowledge of the topic and engage and elicit their ideas by
working with them in small groups. Brophy's strategy is inquil}'-orientednnd
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concept-focused. He first assesses students' prior knowledge then gives them
opportunities to express their feelings about that knowledge and follows this up with
writing and discussion. He uses a central question to guide students in contributing
their ideas and students work in small groups on creating a role-play. Students are
also encouraged ttl synthesize and compare their findings. Brophy has found that
this concept-focused inquiry helps in the teaching of history to fifth graders. Barnes
and Todd, have also researohed the strategies that students adopt in group
discussions. Barnes and Todd (1995) make reference to two dimensions, the
cognitive and the affective, as interacting with each other in group discussions
where students are engaged in divergent thinking.
Other educationists, such as Cooper and Mcintyre (1996) and Pendry et al.
{1998) have explored effective teaching stmtegies in the History Classroom. Cooper

and Mcintyre suggest that the best strategies involve students in the learning process
by stimulating and genemting their thought processes, with exnmples and
illustrations used in order to reach out and keep in touch with them.
Another important strategy that teachers adopt is the scaffolding of
information. Pendry eta!. (1998) make reference to Vygotsky's zone of proximal
development and scaffolding which involve more experienced and CJ[pert adults
helping the students through their intemctions. The adult, in this case the teacher,
helps the student by mediating between the world about which they are teaching and
where the students are functioning. The mediation occurs through the questioning
process.
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The impact of using historical texts of both a primllf}' and secondaty nature
in the classroom as a way of promoting thinking is anoth~r recent fi~Jd of research
(See Britt et al.,l994). Especially important in recent studies is evidence that is
available eleetronimlly. Sttxlents look at different authors' rux:ounts of the same
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event and through this they Jeam to identifY and question biased interpretations and
so study historical controVersies and learn to question the truth of factual accounts.
Britt et al. (1994) suggest that readers of such historical documents build for
themselves an "argument model" (p.n) which is a representation of the various
interpretations in the texts.
Educationists also advocate the teaching of metacognitive strategies to help
students think better. Such higher order thinking skills help students to reason and
to think critically. Metacognitive strategies may enable students to become both
aware of the process of thinking and to use it to solve problems. When students
become adept at these skills they perfonn them automatically {Vocke[] and Deusen,
1989).
Extensive research has been caJried out on how computers can help generate
higher-level cognitive thinking and language learning in the classroom, for e:wnple,
see studies by Vockell and Deusen (1989) and Warschauer(l997). It is believed
that on-line communication, which allows for reflection and interaction, is a
"possible cognitive amplifier" riarasbim, 1990; Hamad, !991). For these reasons,
computer- integrated lessons 11ay also assist in the learning ofhistory.
At the same time there is an argument that cautions teacher on the use of
technology for the teaching of higher order skil!s at the expense of "on-site"
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insbuction where there is eye contact, face-to-face discussion and interaction
(Zophy, 1998, p.35). On-site instruction, Zophy argues, accommodates the
processes oflearning, and technology is not a substitute for real social interaction.
He is sceptical about the belief that on-line communication allows students to
communicate because opportunity to develop quality of communication is not
provided.
However, there are authoring programs and COs which provide valuable
material for the history teacher, but more research is required on how these can be
integrated with cooperative and collaborative activities in the history classroom.
Real-time, on-line collaboration is spontaneous and more like natural talk and this
kind of talk also needs further research. Warschauer (1995) has studied the
language generated in electronic mail (Email) communication extensively.
However, further research is still required in the history classroom about how
"electronic talk", such as that generated when students use chat modes and Email,
can be used to promote high-level thinking. For instance, Warschauer (1997), calls
for more research on computer-mediated collaborative language learning.
Another area of recent research has been on strategies which allow for
greater participation from students and the study of power relations in the classroom
as seen in the work of Manke (1997), Cooper and Mcintyre (1996), Robinson (1994)
and Candela (1999). Power relationships in the classroom are often maintained by
teachers JC;ing the initiating question-student responding - teacher evaluating (JRE)
cycle. However, by departing from the IRE cycle, more thoughtful talk can be
generated (Cazden, 1988). Furthermore, teachers and students can have joint
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ownership of the direction of the lesson (Robinson, 1994). Teachers can achieve
this by adopting an interactive. reactive element into lessons i.e., by breaking away
from the IRE cycle (Cooper and Mcintyre, 1996). Another area of interest to
researchers is whether on -line coilaborntion using d!atlines creates more
responses from the students, than when they are in the classroom with the teacher in
control.
2.8

ConclWiion
Newmann's (1991) study on clmroom thoughtfulness bas generated a great

deal of interest with regard to methods for assessing thinking and teaching practices
that promote thinking in students. Wilen and White (1991) have examined
interaction and discourse in the social studies classroom and have called for more
research similar to Newmann's study t'l be undertaken. They have suggested that
more research is needed to show what is involved in the uctua! exchanges between
teachers and students in their discussions. Downey and Levstik (1991) have also
called for research to exlll1line the effect of classroom interaction on the teaching
and leamingofhJstory and others have called for classroom researchers to not only
code but record actual verbal interaction and analyse these transcripts in order to
understand the teaching-learning processes. When students interpret, arutlyse or
manipulate infonnation, and are involved in reasoning and decision-making and
problem-solving tasks, and go beyond simply applying previously learned
knowledge, they are involved in the complex fonns of cognitive activities that make
up higher order thinking (Newmann, 1987, 1991; Ericsson and Hastie, 1994). When
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such incidents happen in the course of the lesson they can be described as critical
incidents or episodes. Contemporary approaches to the study of thinking make
distinction between geneml forms of thinking and "complex" forms of cognitive
activities (Ericsson and Hastie, 1994, p.37).
Whilst there is research conducted on the thinking processes and teaching
strategies that promote thinking in the classroom and there is also research on the
diffen:nt fonns of thinking and activities such as problem solving that promote
higher order thinking, what is lacking in the resellrch on the nature of talk is the
thinking process and contextual factors that which may or may not be associated
with il That is, what promote or inhibit interaction in the classroom. Further, what
patterns of interaction emerge when there is historical thinking in the classroom.
These features need to be examined in other cultural context sucil as the one
presented in this research. Different cultural contexts may portray different features
unique to that system. Thus the nature oftnlk and interaction patterns that occur in
historical thinking in the Singapore classroom is the kind ohesearch that Newmann
(1991) and Wilen and Whyte (1991) have called for in order to have a better
understanding of the thinking processes and talk
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Thus the research presented in this thesis has sought to address marly of
these demands raised above. This study oflessons in six Singapore secondruy
schools considers the following research questions.
Research questions
•What is the nature of the talk in the history classrooms in Singapore?
•What are the patterns of interaction?
•Are there critical incidents where talk leads to thinking about historical processes?
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodology

3.1

Overview

This research is an explomtory study of the nature of talk and the patterns of
interaction genemted in twelve history lessons as teachers and students from six
secondary schools in Singapore, discuss historical concepts and ideas. The research is
particularly concerned with the historical thinking processes reflected in the language
used in the history classrooms when teachers and students are engaged in the
interpretation of history. Hirst (1974, p.72) in defining the kind of talk and thought
that goes on in the history classroom says that words used in this context, are
concerned with "connotation mther than denotation". Further, Hirst in his discussion
of the link between language and thought states that he does not agree that in
communication thoughts are coderl into words and then decoded by the redpients back
into thoughl He claims that this is because thinking involves the use of words,
sentences and symbols. For this thinking to occur meaning has to be negotiated
between teachers and students. What specific language moves and "games"

(Wingenstein, 1972) are used in the teaching and learning of HistorY. he says, arc not
known and need to be researched. Therefore it is the purpose of this research to do just
this. In order to do so, a high and low inference coding system was used to code and
analyse classroom-talk and the intemction th.at occurred.
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A special focus of the research is the episodes that occur when teachers and
students appear to be engaged in the process of historical thinking and in the
interpretation of history. In this study these are deemed to be "critical episodes". They
are similar to what Tripp (1993 p.25) described as "critical incidents." They appear to
be typical incidents occuning in the classroom until a closer analysis and study render
them to be critical and significant events in the classroom. Although Tripp's reference
was to incidents, as this research involves description of discourse, the term 'critical
episodes' will be used.
During these critical episodes it appears that teachers and students are engaged
in creating historical understanding tluough a negotiation of meaning. Contributing to
this process are factors such as the cognitive and Bffective characteristics of the
participants. The occwrence of critical episodes is demonstrated by the questions
posed by the teacher and students, and the responses, the meta-communication,

discourse and pragmatic markers, thinking fillers, hesitations, change indirection and
disfluency as they interpret events in history. That is, these features aetas- indications
that the teachers and students are engaged in establishing historical thinking and
understanding.
3.2

Participants
Six secondary history teachers and Qnc of each of their classes participated in

the study. The students were aged between fifteen and sixteen Yeat!i of age. Four
teachers were males 1111d two were females. They were all experienced teachers. Two
were teaching in the Special stream, two in Express and twQ in Nonnal stream classes.
As noted in 1.2.1 in Singapore schools, approximately 10% of students are in the

Special stream, 50% in the Express stream and 40% in the Nonnal stream. The Special
stream classes were in two independent sehools. The other four classes were located in
government sehools. A convenience sampling method was used in this study in that the
schools were selected based on the willingness of the principals and teachers to be
involved in the study. The teachers were working within a nonnally occurring unit and
the lessons were according to the work plan based on the National cwriculwn and the
history syllabus. All schools are encouraged to devote at least 30% of curriculwn time
for technology relnted activities (Educational Technological Division, 2002). The
composition of the teacher group and the nwnber and gender -lf students i~ giv~n in
Table 2 below.
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Tnblel
Pnrticipnnts in tbe study
Teacher

,_

·Gender
of

Teacher

Special
2

3

Special
EKpress

Yeru:s of
eKperience

Total
Number
of

students
in class

'

20

"'"'

3

25

Male

15

Male

Gender of
students

20boys
0 girls
13 boys
12 girls

39

13boys
26 girls

4

Express

Male

3

40

20boys
20 girls

'

Normal

6

Normal

Female
Female

'

"

22girls

8

32

20boys

13 boys
12 girls

"

3.3

Procedure
The steps described below were followed during the data collection:
3.3.1 Step one
Written permission was obtained from the Singapore Ministcy of Education and

all tht ,Jrincipals of the schools in whtch the teachers worked. NeKI, six teachers were
invited to b<l involved in the study. Letters W\."re also sent to the parents of the students
involved and to the students informing them about the study and seeking their
permission to collect data
3,3,2 Step two
Each of the six teachers was asked to conduct two double period lessons, each
lasting for about sixty minutes, with the same class. Therefore, the data corpus
consisted of twelve lessons (see Table 3). The teachers were informed that the focus of
the research was the nature of talk in the classroom. A table showing details of the
context in which the lessons were held is provided in Appt:ndix K.
Videotapes and audiotapes were used to record the classroom-talk. Data wus
also collected by way of observation and field notes. The field notes were taken as a
running commentary of the classroom events.
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TableJ
Distribution of lessons from each stream

Teacher

,_

Stream

!.<=>"
Lesson I

Lessonn

'
'
'
'
'

Special

""=

r..~m

Lesson IV

....,,v

Les.ooVI

Express

Lesson VII

Nmmol

""""IX
Lesson X

Normal

Le:lson XI

"'""" vm

"""'"""
3.3.3 Step three

Prior to the Jctual observation of the lessons, two preliminary visits 'Nere made
to observe each of the classes to familiarise the teacher and students with the
researcher and the research equipment. The researcher also used this opportunity to get
to know the teachers and students so as to reduce the observer effect of audio and
video taping of the lessons. 2

1

Stubbs and Delamont (1976) conclude that aliiiBtural speeoh is inQuern:ed by thllsih.t!tion presented
1111d the P"""""" of !he ta~ recorder, for example, is another such sit111lion and that tho clfoct of the
tape recorder on speech will deaease with lime.
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3.3.4 Step four

This step involved the actual observation and recording of the two 60 minute
lessons in each of the six classes. Four tape recorders were ~~ed to record the audio
data. A tape recorder was placed in tbe centre of the classroom, one at either side of the

class and one on the teacher's table. The teacher wore a microphone clip. A video
camera was placed at an angle in front of the classroom which best facilitated the
recording of both the teacher and students. The locu:.• of observation was the talk
generated as students interacted with their teachers and wit.':! their peers in the teaching
and learning processes in the history classroom.
3,4

Analysis
1he twelve taped lessons were then transcribed and coded using an adapted

version of the verbal category system of Amidon and Hunter (1966) and analysed
according to teacher-talk, student-talk and other lyJX;~ of talk. The interaction patterns
were described and classified, and the critical incidents identified.
3,4,1 Transcription

The twelve audio/video taped lessons were transcribed using regular
orthography by the resei!Tcher. The transcription procedures used in this research were
based on those advocated by Bellack eta!. (1966) [Appendix CJ. A line ofdi.scl''.ITSC
consisted ol" lOoms of type-written transcript An complete utterances ofless than one
line were counted as one line. In longer utterances, the final line segment was counted
as one line if it e)[ceeded half the line; if it did not; it was discounted. No e)[plicit
punctuation marks were used in the transcripts. MetnstatemenL~ such as 'okay' and
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'alright' that were used by the teachers; hesitations and pauses such as' ah... ,'
discouose markers such as 'but. .. because'; and noise 'unproductive' laughter and
inaudible parts were also noted and recorded [refer to App.:ndix D].
Twenty five percent of the transcripts were then checked against the video
recording, by the researcher, in order to ascertain accuracy. There was 92:% accuracy
and some changes hlld to be made to the transcript in accord with the identified
discrepancie<~.

Five SingRporean teachers listened in to the twelve tapes and checked

them against the transcripts for accuracy. There was 85% accuracy (the avernge I\COre
from all the five teachers) and again changes were mllde according to these
discrepancies.
3.4.2 Coding

The transcripts of the twelve lessons were coded using an adapted version of
the verbal interaction category system from Amidon and Hunter ( 1966) with the
incorporntion of some descriptive features of student talk and discourse moves from
Barnes and Todd (1995). The two systems are brought together because of the different
advantage offered by the other system. Amidon and Hunter examined classroom talk
more from the perspective oftbe teacher whereas. Barnes and Todd examined
clll!:ISruom talk from the perspective of the student.
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The transcripts ofthe twelve lessons were coded using an adapted version of
the verbal interaction category system (Amidon and Hunter, 1966) to detennine the
following:
i)

the nature of talk, namely the type of teacher-talk. the type cf student-talk. and
the interaction between them~

ii)
iii)

the patterns ofintemction; aM,
finally, based on a qualitative examination of these, critical episodes were
identified.

i)

Nature of talk in the history classrooms in Singapore
To address the first research question the data were coded to detelllline the

nature of llllk. The coding was undertaken using a category system that describes the
macro moves involved in a) teacher-talk, b) student-talk, and c) other classroom-talk
(e.g., presentationalllllk. verbalising while writing, and, talk off task). This system of
macro moves is based on that outlined by Amidon and Hunter (1966) [Appendix A}.
The coding of such moves also incorporated the descriptive categories of student-talk
described by Barnes and Todd (1995) [Appendix B].
The macro mows were coded in the following way;
a)

Teacher-talk

Seven types of teacher-talk (TI') were identified nnd coded. They included
those occasions when the teacher: I) gave content and infbrmation; 2) provided
direction or stated procedure; 3) asked a closed and inductive question; 4) asked an
open and discursive question; 5) accepted ideas and extended a response; 6) explicitly

so

rejected ideas; and, 7) disciplined students. Below are examples to illustrate these, all
of which are taken from the data of the current study,
Til

The teacher gave content information (explained, oriented, asked rhetorical
questions, gave extended lecture), e.g.,

IT:

Todu,y's lesson is on the Japanese
occupation it is on the Japanese how the
Japanese used propaganda
(Example 1)

IT:

You do remember what we did yesterday
(Example2)

Til

The teacher provided direction or stated procedure (managed information and
asked procedural questions), e.g.,
IT:

I want you /o work in pairs

(Example3)

IT:

The next quesllon is very simple and straightforward
Do )lllU want me to rephra:~e the question

(Example -I)

What else

(ExampleS)

IT:

TIJ
The teacher asked closed and inductive questions in order to test what the
students knew. For example, the lt::'icher asked drill questions, questions requiring
one/two word replies, questions requiring yes/no answers, questions to which a
response could have been predicted and pseudo (display) questions. AltemRtivelythe
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teacher asked inductive questions to get students to demonstrate their prior knowledge
and to motivate them to further enquiry, e.g.,

IT:
ST:
IT:

Poh Choo3 said communists believed that all people are!
equal
equal

IT:

Chiang;,;i was before the long march
but after the long march
what was the endpoint
yeah starts with a Y
Yangtze
no that is a river

ST:
IT:

(Example 6)

okay

IT:
ST:

IT:
ST:

the end poinl is Ymman Yunaan

(Example 7)

why did they need a base in the Malay
archipelago
they needed a distribution centre
okay
what was ilto serve as a what
to serve as the port to import goods from
spices from the spice islands to other parts like
China

(Ext!mple8)

IT4
The teacher asked open and discursive questions which called for unpredictable
responses. They could be described as thought provoking and, unlike display questions
they are those to which the teacher did not already know the answer. These questions
IIT<ol

discursive in nature and were apt to elicit a longer response lhllll those types of

questions described as closed (i.e., TTJ), e.g.,

ST:

... that is the reason evolution is supposed to be a lillie

' All narn.. wed in !lli• r=n:h are pseudonyms.
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IT:
ST:

more natura/like
people will term II no/ural when we say it is natural
okay
define what )IOU mean by natural
!think
natural means nat
ah ... ah ...
It is not dictated by any group ofpeople

(Example 9)

ITS
In Ibis type oflillk the teacher accepted ideas e.nd eltlended them by using the

students' ideas e.s e. springboard for discussion. To do this the teacb=r may have
clarified what a student he.d said or may have pmised the student's ideas, swnmarize or
simply comment without rejection, e.jl-o

IT:
ST:
IT:
ST:
IT:

what was the one product
what other products did China want
opium
that's right
opium they cameftom!
India
well done and
whaJ was the one product that the British will carry
on away back home which Is in high demand in
Europe
(Example 10)

IT:
ST:

first ofall why did they need a new base
because
the Dutch had conquered most oftheir MolaCC11porl

"lhe British needed a new pori to counter Dwell
IT:

in_fluence in the east
that's right
II was not just Malocco but also in Batavia that they
arrived that the British needed a port that would be
able to challenge or counter dutch mo!Wpofy of
trade in the region
okay
that was one reaJon
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well done
then any other points
what's wrong with Penang ami Bencoo/en

(Example II)

IT6

The teacher explicitly rejected the students' ideas or ignored :heir answers and
responses, e.g.,

TT:

No, that is not/he amwt!r

(Example 12)

IT7

The teacher disciplined behaviour or he/she criticized student behaviour,
sometimes using sarcasm, e.g.,

TT:

Well ifyou don 'twantto listen Its your own
funeral

T:

(Example 13)
Sit up
(Example!4)

b)

Student-talk
For this analysis five types of student-talk (ST) were categorised and coded.

The categories consisted of times when: I) students responded to the teacher in
predictable ways; 2) students responded to the teacher in unpredictable ways;
3) students initiated talk with the teacher; 4) students responded to each other; and,
5) students initiated talk with other stur.lents. Below are examples to illustrate these, all
of which ure taken from the data of the current study.
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STl
This is when students resoonded to the teacher in predictable ways (choru1

responses, scattered responses, and echoing of the teacher), e.g.,
IT: what was Malaya called by the Japanese
STs: .New Mafai

(Example IS)
IT:

... they will say rheycame to Singapore and in t,.e
course of the fights marry people died whereas here
we want to shaw cruelty they were ..• so we wlfl try to
say things sometimes some ofthe paints may be

ST:

takenup

ST:

e.;caggerated
that is good
exaggerated

•""'

what is the word
IT:

(Example 16)
IT:

STs

... no no what what is the main Interesting pari about
this party the three/
the three/
races
races
(&ample 17)

ST2

This is when students resoonded to the teacher in unpredictable ways, e.g.,

IT:

How how do you define what happened In

ST:

JapanMeiji
A speeded up revolution

(Example 18)
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STJ
Tliir. is when students initiated Ulk to the teacher ly asking for clarifiCDtion,

queMioning or challenging the teacher. The student may h11ve agreed or disagreed with
the teacher or added their knowledge as new informatintt to the class discussion, e.g.,

1T:

so
there were sam.~ changes then if he lost some of his
power.• yeah

ST:

so
rhat meom reformorion is important in the sa called
evolution
right

(Example /9)

ST4

This is when a student resoonded to another by sceking clariflcntion, eKtending
or qualifying what his/her partner had said, by questioning or challenging. or by adding
new knowledge, e.g.,
ST.':

why Farquhar is not being in Singapore is because
of Raffles
because
unnecessarily they fired him and sent him back
home In England
right

that wrong deed to Farquhar was righted rhere was
an announcement mode then Farquhar redeemed his
prestige

'"

in Singapore

ST2:

~Werybrxiy sill/ doesn't

like him

but
!think
also that the the achievements by Farquhar are are
nat like monumental or or they are nat like like big

ST!:

nobut
the things those contributions that he made
were vital to the survival of Singapore In its
budding stages

ST2:

I know
they were they were they were vital

'"

the only people who would truly reall:~e the Importance
would be people at that time and they are all dead

"'"'

(Example20)
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STS

This is when the students initiated talk with other students by asking for

clarification, making side n:merks, prodding, correcting, questioning, challenging,
disagreeing, or adding new knowledge. When a student initiated talk it may have
contained the following initiating moves such as, "I think ... " "okay... "" ... so". A new
perspective may also have been initiated when something is said after a pause in the
talk, e.g.,

ST/:

Farquhar only influenced the people in Singapure only sort
of influenced the people In Singopcre a/that time
ff (pause)
\1 (pause)

ST2:

history wru indeed unfair to people like Farquhar

in the sense that
when Farquhar was running Singapore he only
affected the island of Singapore itself while Raffles'

ST:

discovery ofSingapore would affect the East India
Company ..

(Example 21}

okay
now about democracy

(Example 22)
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c)

Other Talk
In addition to teacher-talk and student-talk, other talk(OT) also occurred

in the observed history classrooms. In this study this was coded as: 1) the teacher
verbalised while writing on the board or when a student verbalised whilst rlning a
writing task with a grnup nfstudents; 2) a student made a formal oral presentation 4 in
class 3) students were engaged in electronic talk; 4) teachers and students were
engaged in that type of talk which is "off task"; and, 5) when a student switched from
EngHsh to the mother tongue (i.e., code-switching). Below are examples to illustrate
these, all of which are taken from the data ofthe current study.

OTt
Tile teacher verbalised while writing on the board, e.g.,

IT:

Please take down this in your notes ..
set of ideos ideas set of Ideas ideas relating to
communism is a set of ideas relaling to government
economists and society a set of special ideas
relating to government,

(Example 23)

OR
the student verbalised during a written task, e.g..
ST:
ST:
ST;

s-o-c-i-a-b-1-e
now source b
oh
facial notfacef-a-c-i-a-1

(Example 24)

• See Barnes 01 al. (1986, p. 72) for a discussion of!his concept.
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OT2

The student gave a formal om! presentation, e.g.,

ST:

from the first picture
you can see
tha the is influenced by the wes/emers and he could
probably be western educated while in the second picture
youcansee
tha the wears his awn general suit which is
of his own country and af his own ranking
we can see
ftom the both picltJres tlwr the first picture taken
from Thailand is

"'

this/~· an the

right of the right hand side ofthe paper

you can see
that he is much more grander than the firs! picture which
shows his people that he is powerful and ..

(Example 25)

OTJ

The students engaged in computer mediated electronic talk, e.g.,

ST:

KM/''s chances of ensuring victory aver the

communists may hWJe slightly increO!Ied ifnot for
the exlmmce of the sino Japanese war
however
they would evemua!fy !rJIIe as there was rampant
corruption and'l'ery low morale omangst the KMT
forces and since the KMrwa.r sympathetic to the
industrialists and the more wealthy families they did
not have the support ofthe peasants and lower
classes, which constituted the majority of the Chinese
90

people o/so the CCP had more peasant-friendly policies
which helped them gain mass support from the
peasants and lower classes the sino jap war was
because
the KMF lost more troops ofbellerqua/ity fighiing the
Japanese while the CCP sustained relatively lesser lasses
(Example 26)

OT4

When a student, or teacher or both, are engaged in talk that was "off task", e.g.,
7T:
ST:
7T:

how could a teacher be like that come to class and ...
forgetful teacher
and forgetful teacher no salary forget you get fired
you know

(Example 27)

OTS

When a student switched from English to their mother tongue, e.g.,
ST:

ST:

How many similariries
one only
righr
anemia
(Example 28)

ST:
ST:
ST:
ST:

What is the meaning of revered
What Is the meaning of revered
No idea
You know what is revered
I know the Chinese sen sen
(Example 29)
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ii)

P!!ltems of interaction in the history classroom

As n first step to investigating the patterns of interaction between the teacher

and students, a matrix system was initiated This was adapted from Amidon and
Hunter (1966, p.216). Transcript data were entered into a matrix so that the patterns of
interaction could be identified (See Appendix E).
From the matrix it was possible to identity the recurring patte1ns of interaction
in the various history lessons. There were ten major interaction patterns with variations
within each of these (Note: some of the variations appeared with greater frequency
than others). The ten patterns included when: I) the teacher provided an explanation;
2) the teacher's explanation led to questioning; 3) there was qualification and extension
of questioning by the teacher: 4) the teacher's questioning was followed by student
response; 5) n student's response WllS followed by the teacher's treatment of the
response: 6) the teacher responded to a student's response; 7) a teacher's negative
response was followed by a student's response; 8) a student initiated tnlk to the teacher
and the teacher responded; 9) a student initiated tnlk to a peer and either their peer or
teacher responded; and, I 0) ether types of talk and where the teacher and /or student
responded. Below are examples to illustrate these, all of which are taken from the data
of the current study.
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I)

Teacher explanation pattern

There were five variations of this type of pattern as outlined below:

a) Giving of content followed by the giving ofmore content (i.e., ITJ-ITJ)
IT:

the only way to make Russia stand om above the
rest iJ to make Rwsia powerful when your country
is powerful the people will respecl you other
countries wiH resp<:et you that was what Slolin was
thinking about >imil.arly jumping ahead of the
chapler when Hitler was at the helm ofhi• coiiJI!ry's
power he w.. also ho wanted to make Hitler he
wanted to rnal:o Germany powerful again

(Example 30)
b) Giving ofproced!tra/ infarmal/a/lfallowed by the g1vi11g afmorB procedural
informal/On (i.e.,17'2-1T2)
TI:

when you rnal:e an opinion you must always back it
up with a historical f.ct remember your elaboration
recapitulate the thlng you have learnt and then as
you make the 5\atemenl think nboul how you oan
use the evidence to support what you !lfe going to

.,

(&ample 31)
c) Giving afcontemfol/owed by the provision ofprocedural informatiall
(i.e., 1TI-1T2)
lT:

altha! lime that was sometime around nineteen
twenty nine nineteen thirty at that time the world
was going through o greol depres~on and in
Ameriea many people were jobless
do you see the penple just now were all quelng up
for food

(Example 32)
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t:O Provision ofprocedural information followed by the giving of content
(i.e., 1T2-7Tl)

rr,

okay

So fur let me recap what do you mean by it'ts a b'tt
ofCYelylhing
oko
two thiDgs he WliS in1UC3ted in making Russia
powcrft.ilhen ho was also interested in milking
himself more powerful

(Example 33)
e) Provision ofprocedural information followed by rhe teacher's response
(I.e., 'l1'2-'JT5)

IT:

Let's hear your opinion opinions fint
here bo is thinking it ;. not two dilferem things on
• meter a range

(Exampfe 34)

2)

Teacher explanation and questioning pattern

There were four variations oflhis type of pattern:
a) Giving ofcontentfaflawcd by I he: asking ofc/asedquestion(s} (i.e., 1Tl-'IT3)
IT

rr

Allhi• point let us examine coUcctivisation
according to Stalin's colloctivization
Now
one ofth= people who went around to tho Kulaks
Now
who are the Kulaks

(Example35)

b) Provision ofprocedural information followed by the asking of(a) closed
quesllan(s) (i.e., 1T2-1T3)
if:

the onswer'ts there on page twenty nine iflho
MCP keeps on o<ganizing strikeo
what will the government do

(Example 36)
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c) Giving ofcontentfoflowed by the asking ofan open quesllon(s) (i.e., IT1-IT4)

IT

getting the people's cooperation winning lhe
winning the support is impoTiantlhls something you
cannot get by Just by simply being bar.;h iflhey 1uul
potnled a gun at your head and asked you to wnri<

Yo

you might still wnri<

'"'

how many !!11!'3 can you pun our in the long term

(Example 37)

d) Provision ofprocedural information followed by the asking of open questlon(s)
(Le., IT1-IT4)
IT·

IT·

,.,

now ler me go on to propaganda

t think your group also did propoganda
Okay
what i• propagonda
whar is propoganda

(ExampleJB)

3)

Teacher questioning pattern
These patterns, of which there were nine varieties, only involved the teacher's
participation in the internction.
a) Closed question(s)followed by the giving of informal/on (i.e., IT4-ITJ)

IT:

youknow
that ir helps a lor mare 10 hove a/
chinese representati•e and again businmman as
what James pointed out bu.sinos.mw~

(Example 39)
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b) Closed quesllon(s)folfowed by Ihe provision ofprocedural information
(I.e., 1T4-1T2)
IT;

what kind of government did they set up Eddie
you answer
look for !he aru;wer
quick go to five

(Example 40)
c) Closed queslion(s)fo/lowed by open quest/on(s) (I.e., ir3-1T~)
IT:

wha!l• the meaning ofr<Wolution
what iJ \be meaning of revolution
is it only [change or]

(Example 41)
d) Closed quesllon(s)foflowed by the teacher's response (i.e.. 1T3-7T5)
IT:

the Straits produce
we include •• you say spices ah bird'• nest
camphortirl
Alright
All these were goods that were ;, demand in Chi1111
cat~

(Example 42)
e) Open queslion(s) followed by the giving of information (i.e.,1T4-1Tl)
IT:

,..,

who! do you think is the difference ;, mentality
somebody who is at the base

1 have visited and I am waiting

Ok•y

'"'

then the communists were in various pockets in
the countryside

(Example 43)

j) Open question(s)foflowed by the provision ofprocedural information (i.e•.
1T4-1T2)
IT.

why \sit that the communis!3 were failing in !he
support of other er""-'
you need to mok<! !he direct contrast most of !he time
too you don't want to force your atgument through

.., """'

(Example 44)
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g) Open questitm(s) followed by closed question(s) (i.e .. TT4·TT3)
TT:

de!ICil"be the Japanese adminimation

talk about how the Japanese controlled Singapore

and Malaya

describe ~~government

you can give me one one infonnation enough
how did they control Singapo"' and Malaya
what do yeo c:all the nlltlles given to Si-~apore
what is the name given to singaporo

(EuJmpfe 45)
h) Multiple closed question(.v) (i.e.,TT3·TT3)
TI·

Cll!l

ycu""""""

Js it po55ihle
they both had
A>

revolutions
look at how both the countries are today

(Example 46)
I) Multiple open quesrion (s) (i.e., TT4·TT4)
TI': ... !IOm<lhing you cannot hold and measure
what is tn.!<l
what does it mean
what kind of effeet

{E:tompfe 47)

4'

Teacher questioning or provision of procedural information, followed by
a student's response pattern.
There were five variations of this pattern as indicated below;
a) Closed question(s) followed by student's predictable response
(i.e., TT3..ST1)

TT: what is the meaning of this word quick
ST:

To Nipponi&e the people means what
To Jopani .. the people

(Example 48)
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b) Closed question(.~) followed by u studenr's unpredictable response: (i.e., Tf3S17)
TI:

ST:

were they aulocratic

... a bit more bent towards

(Example 49)
c) Open question(s)fol/owed by a student's unpredictable response (i.e., 'IT4ST2)
what ;, the function ofthe strail• produce in the whole
trade Ali

Tf:

ST:

becauoe

"'

the Chinese were not illteresl<:d in the rmmufactured
go<>d• they were but interested ill from
Brilish excbw1g~;-'
lOads for spices Blld
tri<:d to trade with •
for theoe spices

(Example 50)
d) Procedural information followed by a student's predictable response (i.e.,
1T2-SJ)
TI:

ST:

what do you call the mi~tary polioe name
Mci Ling
Kempeitci

(Example 51)
e) Procedural information followed by a student's unpredictable response i.e.,
(IT2-ST2)
Tic

ST:

succession dispute

Do you think you want to bring the succession dispute in

>ore

Ah
He managed to he managed to
M

sort of something like debt slavery

(Example 52)
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\

S)

A Student'! response followed by tbe teatber's reaction pattern
The following are variations of the student response pattern that stimulate n
reaction by the teacher
a) A student's predictable resprmse(s) followed by the teacher's response
(STJ-1T5)

TI:
ST:
Tf:

Name
how did the Japoncse u~ tCITOr
give me one example enough
whoever •poke against \he Japonesc will be kiUed
very good
whoever spoke again•t the Japonese will bel
OX<CIIled

(Example 53)

b) A student's predictable response(s)followed by the teacher providing
procedural information (STI-172)
ycsnlltlle
ST: He introduced many reforms
TI: where i•it written
you mu•t focus on the oxtmct fil31
okay
it i• ve<y important for stimul\15 question that ycu
focu• on the C>rtn!ct first or whatever givo:m to you
Tf:

(Example 54)
c) A strtdent 's predictable re.rponse(s)fol!owed by the teacher's closed quest/on
(STI-1TJ)
TI:
ST:
TI
ST:

very good Poll Choo
All the rubber trees were destroyed by whom

Japnnese

By \he Japan ... or the Briti!lh
British

(Exomple55)
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d) A student's unpredictable response(s} foflo•,.,Jd by the teacher's response (ST21T5)
TI:

defino what you mean by natural

Tr:

it is not so dictated by ony
controUed

ST: !think

natural means not
Ah~

(Example 56}

e) A smdent's unpredictable response(s} followed by the teacher asking an open

question (ST2-IT4}
Tr.

lsltagoodthiiJg

STl:

-No

-because
tho revolution full belbn: they Cllll succeed
what about Japan
what about that

ST2:

n:

(Example 57)
f) A Student's unpredictable respome(s} followed by teacher asking a closed
question
(ST4-1T3)
ST:
Tr:

revolution is a lru:k of evolution
·wher<:as evolution having pliiiiiied can bo/

(Example 58)

6)

Teacher response pattern

In this pattern there were seven variations:
a}

The Teacher's response (s}followed by the provision ofinfonnat/on
(IT5-1TJ}

Tr:

you are trying 11> say that

Ah

the best WliY in which you can prove 10 be a good
government is when you ""' able 10 get tlte feel of
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the ground and in this case the ptruW!IS If you can
Do something for them while other people hove not
done Mything then you.,.. worthy candidate for
me to consider
h that why also some of the kmt trnops actually

defocted
alright
To the communist side that also turned tho table$

"'"'

against the Kuomintang

b)

TT·

(Example 59)

The teacher'stt'llporue(s) followed by the provision ofprocedural information
(Tl'5-if2)
communist countries you are tallcing ol>out the
communist COUlltries
~

long term cflbtt cold war e~~piiBil•m versus
communism
okay
when wto do thi• you arc doing your revision

(Example 60)

c) The teacher's respome(s)followed by the asking of closed ques/ian(s) (IT51T3)

ST:
TT:
ST

Tin mines to the port tin mines to tlw port
Trn mines to the pon tin mines to tho pert
what to the port
thetin

(Example 61)

d) The teacher's respome(s) fall awed by the asking ofan open question (Tl'5·1T4)

ST:
TT·

rt looks ~ke evolution involves only one party
evolution invclves one party
what do you mean
In the sense

(Example 62)
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e)

nre teacher's response(s) foil awed by (a) student's predictable response(s)

(!T5-ST1)
TT:

President such as the Sultan

TT:

okay

ST: No

the Sultan as the Pmidcnt

,..

the Sul!an as tile President

two Chinese representatives

ST:

(Example 63)

f)

The teacher's response(s)followed by a student's unpredictable respome(s)

(lT5-STl)
ST:

!mean
He ""'Plwize on the residential system the whole
extract is talking and exomining on residential
system ill Malaya and both Malaya and Petak the
!<!ales of Malaya ond Perak
TT· you are talking about politically here

ST:

politically economically

TT:

""

okay

that i• something you have offered actually how
it go-es from Petak and Molaya example
He is promotills promoting

ST:

(&ample 64)
g) 11re teacher's respo11Se(s)fo/Jowed by a student initiating more tafk (IT5-8T3)

TT:

SS

STI:

all

I agree we agreewitllyou

to a large extent b!d it waJ only good in tb1t it Willi
able to kill off people and that is corre<t
that i• the way to write

·-·

laugltter
I would say it actually bene6t the red army

If the peasants know that only the soldiers would

w

actually they actually

(Example 65)
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7)

Student responses followed by the teacher's negative reaction pattern

There wns only one variety of this pattern, namely (STI-TI7) ns illustrated
here:
TI:

Saiful did the Bri1isb consult the loca.l Mo.lay5
no
ST2: halfhalf
TT· no
lhore were the three problem~
you look at Jlll8e you have }'Oilltextbook you look ar
page - five and si><.
STI:

(Example 66)

Student initiating talk to the teacher pattern

8)

There were four variations of the students initiating talk to the teacher,
namely:
a) The teacher giving content followed by a student initiating talk (!Tl-8T3)

TI:

they could accept the ebange
you see
they wanted to go baek to 1he old waJIS of COili'Se you
will talk of such group~ there was a revolution

...

there were lots of•rurnbling blocks on the way

"

ST:
TI:
ST:

when we talk about revolution tong term and shon
term cuuses and •hon term and long 1erm ell"eet•
MrName
yes
can you add to tho definition of revolu1ion that it
involves no can you add to the deiinition or

"

evolution that it involves tho adaptation the adapting
Ofoh ah what

(Example 67)
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b) The teacher provision ofprocedural informotionfol/owed by the student
initiating talk to the teacher (!T2·ST3)
TT:

you can look at your notes

~·

it wiU not si•• you an)1hing much what is important

Is chapter thirteen ~are going to use the notes and

ST·.

••• whether
tM<Ilcr,...lt'sthequestion

(Example 68)

c) A swdent initialing talk to the teacher followed by the teacher's response
(ST3-1T5)
ST:
TT:

someone said tlult Jopi111 had • very rapid revolution
do you think evolution goes step by step with
revolution I don'tthink so
for Japan it is 111pid r<=-olution

(Example 69)
d) A Student initiating talk to the teacher [of/owed by the teacher asking (a)
closed que.•lian(s) (ST3-1T3)
IT:
ST:
IT:
ST:

when we talk about Japan talk about J•pan
No
Reformation
there was/
there was rcfonnotion

(Example 70)
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9)

Peer talk pattern

There were four varieties of peer talk patterns and these included:

a) A student initiating talkwlthpeersfal/owed by their response
(ST5-ST4)
STI: -revolution
;, like

this whole big thing

ST2:

""'
""'was

When you refonn it is just makiiJg changes

the government did not change

it

the policies tlla! were changed

(Example 71)

b) A student's predictable re~ponsefol/owed by the iniliatlon offurther talk
(ST9 -ST/1)
STJ: basi<:atlnou arc el<J)eCted to ... benefit tile army
right or not
ST2: but..
ST3: it did not benefit the army
ST2: Why

(Example 72)
c) A student's unpredictable response followed by the initiation offurther talk

(ST8-ST5)
STI:

ST2:

·-

itim'tcvenstep!
I think

it i• even "'ower something then a step by stop
it takes a few hundred million years

(Example 73)
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d) A swdent initiating talk with peers followed by another student or the
tear:her responding (STJJ-ST9/1T4)
ST:

TT;

the (the) Dutch still were not like lnfiinging on the
sovereignty of the state like what the British did

-~
they
were only setting help from the outside
they didn't 80 in and shift the positions

Ah
Alriaht
So
how then shall we so by tloe Malay eustom of
instolling tho

"

the rigluful ruler (or should or b..) British a pm to
play in oll of!his

(&ample 74)

10)

Other types of talk p11ttern

There were five varieties of this pattern of talk, namely:
a) A presentation by a student followed by the provision ofprocedural
information (OT2- m)
uyoucan see from the source is taken from tho
magazine Thai airways international which could be
for the tourists to know that tho king from Thailand
is a grand king and to avoid sU5pidon
from the tourists that he is influenced by the
westerners that is why the picture is taken for the
Picture for the thai magazine is is on his own
tradition the picture on tho lelllook more like a rich
merchant which is what he lhiaks and I personally
the second picture look like the guy 1111der ono roof
Yusor
TT· okay thela.st comment you should not put in writing
but you """ 58.Y but he had made some good point
the point to quote i• another level look at the two
phologmph and the group !1!5 correctly summarized
very well the or.e taken from the Thai international
maga>:ine
SS:

(Example 75)
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b) A presentation by a student followed by the teacher asking (an) open
question (s) (01'2- 7T4)
ST:

the peasants gave the goverruncnt a ootain amount
of output as the lox ond

=
then they could sell the e>rt111 crop tlmt they grew
for their own private pm!it
00

this was an incentive and

"'
TT:

he hoped that the fnod production would rise whloh
it did by nineteen twenty six to increase world war
one level
what do you think w.. the m.oln reason for the
increase in production

(Example 76)

c) A presentation by o student followed by the teacher asking (a) closed
question(s) (OT2-1T3)
SS:

IT;

Jnduii!ries were nationBlized induii!ries were
important and ah they were key economic
enterprises whl~h helped the country to function
propetly
wlmt are the heavy indU5lries

(Example 77)
d) A presentation by a student followed by the teacher's reaction (OT2-1TI)
ST:

ah
crops gmlm were seized by the government

So
obviously the PQSW~tslmd to resist
00

what they was did was to destroy their life stock
and then there lesl food and there was fanline
TT· Fwninein 1911

(Example 78)
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e) A presentation by a student and the initiation oflafk by a peer

(OT2.ST5)
STl;

Stalin'• <=nomic poffcy the situation there was
still very backward and he

""

wanted to keep the rtandard.. of other odvanced
oounlries and
~

ho turned to rapid illdustrialimtion
b«ause becaUJe

he wanted to wengthen tha military faster with
communic
ST2: (a;ide) communication

(ExtJmp/e 79)

It must be noted, that in addition to these, other internctions did a<:curbut the

combination of the different types of talk within these could not be categorised as
belonging to one of these ten types, nor did the interactions occur in consistently
distinct ways and/or they happened very infrequently. For example, one of the VCJ>'
unusual interactions was the case of(TTS-STS) where student overrode and cut short
the teacher in the midst of a class discussion. Such an occurrence is very rare in
Singapore classrooms and would be deemed to be culturally inappropriate. Other rare
internctions included; The teacher giviog procedurnl information followed by a c!osed
response (Tr2·STI); teachers and students vetbalisingfollowed by1lllk olftask (QTJ.
ST4); talk off task followed by talk to peer (OT4-ST4); a formal

pre~entalion by a

student followed by the students engaged in off task talk (OT2·0T4), a teacher's
response followed by verbalisalion (TI5-0TI ); talk off task followed hy students
raising a question or commenting to the teacher(OT4-ST3): and, talk off task followed
by the teacher provi~ing conteot or procedure.
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iii)

Crilical Episodes

To address the third research question, the next step undertaken was to identify any
'critical episodes'. Critical episodes were those interactions where ll) teRCher-talk and
b) student responses appeared to involve talk that focussed on historical thinking
processes. For rut interaction to be identified as a cririclll episode, it needed to be
obvious from the transcripts that the teacher was in 'contact' wrth students. It was
apparent because there was evidence of implicit dialogue (as in the concept of 'voice'
descnbcd in Bakhrin's theory on the dual-voicing and polyphony)' or because of a
dialogue between the students working alone and/or with the teacher showed that they
were engaged in historical thinking such us through the use of"exploratmy" talk. A
further in-depth analysis was undertaken of such episodes to explore the interaction
patterns, pedagogical stmtegies used by teachers at these times and the other contextual
features that seemed to promote their occurrence.
3.4.3 Types or Analysis

Once identified, the percentages of teacher-talk (TTl-Tii), student-talk (STI·
ST5) and other types of talk (OTJ -OT5) in the twelve history lessons (lessons IXI I) were calculated. Next the proportion of the different interaction patterns that

occurred in th~ history lessons was detennined. Finally, aqualitativ~ ann.lysis of these
was undertaken so that critical episodes (i.e., when teachers and students appeared to

' Knodlor (1998) explains Bokhtin'1 thoory ofvoice iii hi• di5CUS&on ofhow voices Blld voicing onter
lho writing and talk of students, thus pmviding anolher pe.-.pocrive to understanding claumom langu.age
events and 1111 analysis or clos<mom language.
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be engaged in historical thinking processes) could be identified and their contextual
features described.
3.4.4 Reliability

The assigrunent ofthe types of talk and the patterns of interaction were checked to
detennine reliability. An intra-reliability test obtained bytbe consistency of self·
rating (i.e., agreement reached after coding the same transcript two separate times by a
single observer) and an inter-reliability test (i.e., testing coding with a co-coder) were
carried out using coefficient fonnulne described by Croll 6 to test for consistency in
coding.
The percentage agreement reached on inter and intra coding was as follows:

Nature of talk:
Patterns of interaction

Intra Reliability

Inter Reliability

88%
95%

90%

89%

By their very nature, being based on high inference coding, the reliability of the
identification of the critical incidents required an alteTnlltive appmach. Two trained
raters were given four trnnscripts and they were asked to highlight "critical episodes"
in which the interaction between the teacher and students seemed to reflect historical
thinking. The results from the two raters were then tested against the researcher's
ratings. The intra-rater reliability was 85%. The indicators used to identity critical
episodes included:

•emu (!986, p. 152)
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i)

When the teacher appeared to establish 'contact' with the students through
an 'implicit' dialogue. During such incidents the teacher's 'voice' seemed to be
mediating between the historical past and the present in order to establish
'contact' with the students. To do this the teachers used aspects ofmetn·
communication (e.g., hesitation markers, thinking fillers, discourse and
pragmatic markers).

ii)

When the teacher and the students together, or the students wmkingwith
their peers, were engaged in dialogues thnt reflected historical thinking and
interpretation (e.g., showing evidence ofanalysis, synthesis, empathy and
hypothesising). Once again in interactions such as these there was a greater use
of meta-communication, hesitation markers, discourse and pragmatic markers,
thinking fillers and pauses, and, change of direction. There were also instances
of eKplomtory talk Exploratory talk appears to be those interactions which
involves talk about evaluating and interpreting infonnation, asking appropriate
and searching questions, drawing conclusions or inferences from evidence,
making sensible conclusions, seeing things from the point of view of others,
setting up hypotheses, raising new questions, challenging issues, contradicting
issues, extending and qualifYing statements by dmwing on other evidence and
adding to shared knowledge by referring to own experiences.
The following chapters, four, five, six and seven, report on the findings of the

analysis of data Chapter four reports on the types of talk that occurred in the
classroom: teacher-talk (TTl - Tr7); types of student-talk (STI- ST5); and, other
types of talk (OTI- OT 5) in the twelve history leSSOD.'I (lessons I- XII). Chapter
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five describes the patterns of interactions that occum:d and chapter six examines
the critical episodes. Finally, chapter seven provides a summruy of the findings
and presents implicntions for history teachers and curricu\wn planners.

CHAPTER FOUR

Nature ofTalk

4.1

Introduction

Chapter four reports on the findings from the data analysis on the nature of talk
in the history classrooms in Singapore. In this study it was determined that classroom
talk was comprised of three types and they are, teacher talk (IT), student talk (Sn and
other talk (OT). Within teacher talk, there were seven forms. They include those
occasions when the teacher gave content and information (Tfl ); provided direction or
stated procedure (TT2); asked a closed and inductive question (TT3); asked an openended and discursive question (TI4); accepted ideas and extended a response (TIS);
eltp!iCitly rejected ideM (TT6); and, disciplined students (Tf7). With student talk there
were five forms namely: when students responded to the teacher in predictable ways
(STI); when students responded to the teacher in unpredictable ways (ST2); when
students initiated talk with the teacher (ST3); when students responded to each other
(ST4); and, when students initiated talk with other students (ST5). There were also five
other types of talk. These included when theteaci!er verba!ised while writing on the
board or when a student verbalised while doing o writing task with o group of students
(OTt); when a student made a fonnal oral presentation 7 (OT2); when students were
engaged in electronic talk (OT3~, when teachers and students were engaged in talk

1

See Bomcs et 111. (1986, p.72) for a dis<:wsion ofthls concept.
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which was 'offtnsk' (OT4}; and when a student switched from English to his or her
mother tongue (OT5).
4.2

Nature or cill!l!lroam llllk
As can be seen in Table 4 below, the mean scores from the twelve classrooms

show that teacher talk was the predomirumt type of talk in all the lessons, representing
an average across the twelve lessons of 63% of the total classroom talk. In contrast,
student talk directed at either the teacher or other students constituted 28% of the
classroom talk Other talk constituted 8% of classroom talk time.
Table 4
The percentage or three types or classroom talk in the twelve lessons

Spttls.l S~rt~~m

t.,..,ns

Expi"Kll Stream

Teacher

Teather

Teacher

""'
'

~

'"""

m

rv

"
Tr.Tolk
" " '" "
St.Tolk
' " '" "
om
"
"
'""" '"' '"' '"' '"'
%
%

0

0

Teacher

foo•

...

Teacher

"' "'' "'" ,."'
" " " "
" " " " "
' ' '
"
'"' '"" '"' '"" '""
v

Nonnlll Stream

X

Tcacber

,,

"',.

m=

Xll

"
"
" " "
• •
'"' wo '""

"
"
•
'"'

Further, it was apparent that there were variations in the forms of talk ("IT, ST
orOT) according to the teacher, stream (Special, Express and Normol) and according
to the pedagogy adopted. These variations are described in what fol!ows.
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·~

Teacher Talk

This section provides a description of types of teacher talk which occurred in

the history classrooms observed in this study. Firstly, it describes the seven types of
teacher talk, and then it examines these with regard to teaching style, stream and
pedagogy.
TableS
The I!Cn:enta~Q: oftvues ofteqeberTalk in the twelve ~~~O!IS

Spt<ial Strum

W•ons

ll•preu Suum

NonnaiStream
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Teacher
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"'
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~
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"'
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" •
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"
"
"
"
"
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" " " "
"
" '
•
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"
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0

0

0

0
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m

m
m
m
m

"'

MO

0
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o;
MO

'

""'
""' "'

X

••
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X<
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M•o

" .," " " ," "
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" "

"

' " " " "
•
'
" '
"o.o " " • ' "

"

'

'

0

0

,00
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SA

WMre IT\mgiving eontent; ru~ provides dlrcetion·, TTJ" closed & inductive question~. TT.;---openended&. rlisc:ur$ive questions; ITS" ICCepls ideai; 'IT=6 ""Plicilly rejects Srudwt's ideas; 'il""l
criticises student behaviour.

As indicated in Table 5, the predominant types of teacher talk across the
twelve history clELSSrooms were: IT!- providing content lind information (28%); TI'2providing direction or stating procedure (27%); and TIS which related to acceptanell

'"

and extension of the students' responses (22%). The nsking of closed questions, TT3,
occurred less often (13%) and the nskingofopen-ended questions, 1T4, made up only
8% of teacher talk. There were very few explicit rejections of students' answers
(1T6=1%) and very little talk used to discipline students in class (1T7=1 %).
However, there were individual variations in these results, which in turn seemed to be
determined hy the style of the teacher, stream in which the teacher worked and/or the
pedagogy employed.
4.3,1 Teacher providing content and information fiTl)
As indicated in Table 5, the most common type of teacher talk was the giving

of content and information Tfl (mean =28%). It also can be seen from Table 5 that
there is a difference in the distnbution of Til. Lessons I and II from the Special
stream had 49% and 47% ofTfl, is in contrast to lessons ill and N which had only
18% and II% respectively. Therefore, although of the same stream, different teachers
using a different pedagogy resultl:d in a marked difference in the production of this
type of teacher talk. In a similar way, within the Express stream, lessons VII and VITI

had 39% and 28% of Til, '¥hich was distinct from the occurrence in lesson V and
lesson VI which had 15% and 8% of TIL There wns less difference in the Normal
stream, lessons XI and XII which both had 32% of Til and lessons IX and X which
hod 19% and 28%. The differences that occurred within the streams may be attributed
to the different pedagogics employed and to the distinct teaching styles of the teachers.
A closer examination of the discourse of the teacher giving content also shows a
distinct difference in the quality of talk. This was especially so with regard to the
Special stream lessons I and II compared to Normal stream lessons XI and XII.
!16

In lessons I and II, the teacher provided input in various forms. This was to

prepare the students for a challenging group task before a teacher-led discussion. The
most important way by which the teacher provided this input was through the giving of
content inforrnntion. It also appei!I'Cd that the talk the teacher used was more dialogic
in nature and one that engaged the studerts in historical thinking. This appea."''d to be

the style of the teacherin both the lessons. The exchanges were longer and the Tfl
involved the use of meta-statements, discourse markers, hesitations, change of
direction in talk, thinking fillers and paw;es. These were indications that the teacher
was trying to establish meaning with the students through a process of interpretation

mtherthan mere transmission of information. Wertsch (1991,p.67; p.93) refers to this
form of exchange as the intemction between the "inner thinking self" and the "outer
speaking self." When gtving information (TTl), the teacher was keeping"in touch"
with the students covertly. This is referred to as the hidden curriculum by Stubbs
(1983). The use of the various pmgmatic markers, thinking fillers and pauses are
cognitive signals that thinking was occurring. An example ofthis is given in the
example below.

IT

N~

the.fapanesc controlled mMt of the cities and the

porn
B"'
the cmmtry side area 11w more or leS$ left
rmwuched

theydidn have the
,_
becm~se

't

mmtptl!<~r

to control these

So
in other words
you haw! the when the K110111in when the forces
retrl!tmd to Clttmg Ching what was left II'QS that
lite conttmmists ltegan loft// up
Alright
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lh=place•

"

/fl the country side
Alright
So
In other words
you have the ell)' here the cmmtry side some e>f
the Communist Guerillas ~'l're there a1Jd then
another ell)' this [XU/the C()lllmull/sts ,....,..
in mher words
this whole idea of how the Japa11ese were in /he

''"""'

Alright

and In this >ml sea/sla111is in the >mt sea of

ermrmllltisls
Alright
pockets e>f ClJmmlmlsts here a11d there
CCIII J."U ple/ure that

(Example 80)

The transcript in Example 80 showed the teacher trying to make sense of and
building up an idea about, what had happened in the past through 'cause and effect' as
indicated by the use of discourse markers, such as 'because' .. 'so'. This is also
indicated by the change of direction, the pauses, the thinking fillers and the re·
sllltements that use evidence from the teKI. Hence, the teacher appeared to mediate
between the teKI and the students. At the same time the students were involved in the
co-construction of knowledge when the teacher used meta-statements, discourse
markers and pmgmatic markers to involve them not overtly, but covertly in the lesson
At the end of this m interaction, the teacher obtained the consensus of the students
when he said,

't:a~t JiQII ploture that'

and students nodded their bends.

In Special stream lessons ill and IV, the teacher and students were actively

engaged in the co-construction ofknowled~ through discussion. In lesson ill the
students had come prepared for the discussion on the divergent topic of 'Is revolution
evolution' as it had been set as a homework task. In particular, Revolution in Russia
was the topic of discussion. In this Jesson, the students (twenty in number) were seated

!IH

in a semi-cirole and the teacher was seated comfortably on the top of his table. Thus
teacher adopted a ruther informal style and he did not seem to e:1ert llDY tight control
over the class but rather allowed for free discussion among the students and himself.
The teacher made short relevant statements to challenge the students and it oppeared
that the teacher and the students were engaged in the co-construction of knowledge.
'This is shown below in e)[ample 81.

IT

revolution means a vlo/em clom>ge or a system of
grwemmenlln

"

hlstorl<allerms /hal's whal il metJIIs It cmmot he
ptuu:ejll/11/s a Yla/en/ chango
Okzy

/halls according/a hislorlcaltorms
it should not be pe~afo/ via/em
Okzy

(Example 81)

Lesson IV, by the same teacher, was in some ways a student-centred lesson in
that a student presented her project work to the class and the presentation was then
used as a stimulus for class discussion. In this lesson the giving of content infonnation

represented only II% of the teacher interactions compared, for example, with
procedural talk which made up 27% and the asking ofcloS!.ld questions IS% of the
teacher talk. Although the actual giving of content in this lesson by the teacher was
brief, it was usually in the form ofa summary, comment or an elaborntion on a point
possibly missed by the students. Sometimes these short summary statements were
simply content or content laced with procedural talk. It appears this is how, in this
particular lesson, the teacher directed and managed the information in the discussion. It
may also be that the teacher used this as a way of establishing rapport with the students
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as well. The two transcripts below show a swnmruy and then a swnmal)l interlaced
wi!h procedural talk:

'IT

the kulaks
that is the Impact cf co/lectlv/sat/an an kulcl«

'""

mid the nason why they are cpposiug they were
obviously having o gocxl time

17'

there wru 110 1/mcfrom• as to how long 11 wru
supposed to lost IJ1Id that wru
oh
I stand to be corrected you must give a tlmejrome
11ot haw /o11g 11 WV~~Id lost
it prused
'"'

"""lY /Nifore he could give o time frame
tho/ is whm LeniTI came ill

(Example 82)

In the Express stream, Lessons V and VI were mainly group work where the
students were given the task of comparing two pictures (which were that of King
Chula\ongkom). Teacher L'lree went around asking questions in order to generate talk
among the groups. The teacher's giving of content was therefore minimal compared to
the other categories of talk that he used. He asked more questions than the giving of
content. Titis was especially so in lesson VI. The Til talk of this Express stream
teacher only occurred when he provided some content in between questions, which in
tum he seemed to

ask in order to prod and steer students in a particular direction.

Overall teacher three mainly used Til at the end of a group discussion or after the
students had presented their report to the class. It appeared that he used it as a way to
substantiate and clarify infonnation that had been missed out by the students. TI1is is
illustrated in Example 83 where the teacher provided content and information after the
presentation of a report by one of the students.
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7T

the judiciary I~ the placo where they would go If
there are ""Y d/sp!JI•s "">' laws

rl""

Or lfthey....,t te>.<l!t!r any justice they 0111 go to the
courts lJ1Id the CC>Urls will decide .fll In a democratic
country

"',.,.

the judiciary Is indtpei!di!nt they act ott their awn

J'OII hm>e compl•ted the /Welve words

(Example 83)

There was some similarity in the pedagogy adopted by Special stream teacher
one and Express stream teacher foUl" which may account for the closeness in the
proportion of Til used in these two classes. In lessons Vll and Vlli, the Express
stream teacher, like the Special stream teacher in lessons I and II, provided input in
various ways, such as through the use of videos and CO-ROMs. Generally, however,
the teacher's giving of content infonnation was most prominent. In lesson VII the
teacher's giving of content was high as the teacher had to teach some difficult
historical concepts and events related to the Rmsian revolution. The input provided in
lesson vm was also to prepare the students for a cha!lenging group task. The quality
of the Til ofthe Express strenm classes Vll and VIII were similar to that ofthe
Special stream lessons I and II in many ways except that, as mentioned earlier, the
Express stream teacher was dealing with difficult historical concepts and the teacher
tried to evoke empathy and to stimulate the imagination of the students through the
giving of content. One method the teacher used to give content was to personalise the
information and generate historical understanding by putting it in a form that could be
understood by the students. In the following interaction, Russia is portrayed as a
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woman who is bullied. Example 84 shows how the teacher evoked empathy and
imagination through this personalisation, while at the same time providing content.

7T

Rm;s/a had a pall!fol memary 111 the"''""' that she
wa.o bullied by tlu! ns/ of/he WOI'!d

"'

"~
,,he had /a grow up 1/Jru/a agai11 so that she =rt

herself
Shirley
do you agree with that,.
do you thillk that's allmmsonve
Sta//11 basically was a pmw!T crazy guy,.·ha wanted
To became fXTII'I"iul aJldfu/1 slop aJld didn 'I care
whether Russ/a was strtmg or not
(&ample84)

Normal stream teacher five in lessons IX and X and teacher six in lessons XI
and XII, although adopting different teaching styles used a similar pedagogy to each
other. This may account for the similarity in their use ofTI'I. Both v.-ere concerned
with preparing the students for a forthcoming Normal stream examination, While one
exerted Jess control over the students and tried to engineer discussion and historical
understanding the other exerted strict discipline and control over the chw. and was
more concemed with transmitting historical information. Both, however, used a form
of pedagogy that involved breaking up and simplifYing the content so as to 'scaffold'
historical infmmation for the students.
The TI'l used by Normal stream teacher six was brief and often interlaced with
procedural talk. This seemed to be done to prod, simplifY and guide the students in the
lesson. The example given below shows the teacher giving content to scaffold
information for the students.
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IT

"
" grem benefit andfrom /here straighlall'a)'
brought
jrcm lhe back vfyour brai11 you cwr hrlng /1>
whateoer policies whlzte~~er reforms /hal he

••
,..,
""

had do!ro for Perak

anythlug dse
how about this

particularly as a result of the failure that occurrul
before his arrival

(Example 85)

In lessoas XI Wld XII instances of the teacher giving content was higher than
for the other Normal stream teacher possibly because she exerted a strong authoritative
control over the class. It appeared tln1t she dominated the interaction in order to
maintain discipline. She also used a teacher-centred pedagogy, possibly for the same
reasons and as a way to prepare the students for the forthcoming examination. She
used worksheets based on a series of convergent questions and the students filled in the
worksheets with the help of the teacher. Similarly, in Jesson XII, the same teacher
provided worksheets as well as guide notes and again the teacher helped the students to

fi11 in the worksheets as a class. The teacher adopted a fast paced drilling of historical
facts. In the words of the teacher, this was done to provide 'quick revision' before
going on to the next chapter. Therefore, the teacher provided content information
(TI'J) using short exchanges in between drills to emphasise and stress information so

that it was informative, concise and precise. Transcripts in Example 86 (overleaf)
show a series of chunks ofinformntion given in between drills.

IT

Guerrillas means members of a fighting group and
usually /hey a/UJr:!c the enemies !Uie¥peCied/y
these an /he me/hods lhese ore the methrxls /hal
tlwy use GueTTIIIawarfun tho/ meam they a/lack the
memy unerp<cledly
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ST

lh/s 011e Important ill

TT

this is a very lmporllllll exp/anatim1 there the nrNes
dou/1'1 gi>'e you the tutbocl<doesn 'I g/W! you

"'

youjusttak dawn this

sr

the British govemmenl war trying to find out who
Is this party who Is this party tzylng to c"'ole trmtble
wl/h lllfl ""'kers the II'IJI'kers we"' being used ami
if the wark2rs ""'"' pmsured
what would the members of the MCP do
w/1/ld// them

TT

tho British guvemmemjind out about/he strikes

TJ'

before the gnvemmcnttake action
what would lhe members of the MCP dlJ

sr
IT

TT

whal would they do
klllthem

runtothd
Jungles
!hoy belie>"ed IJJ equal sharing equal sharing of
n.rources amlewrylhing wmmunlsm /sa set of
ideas<md peap!e who belie»ed in these /dens.,..
CQ//ed/

Commu11/sts
TJ'

the British military atfmlnl.rtrallon wm started
mid the Brltl.<h w!cd tire Br/1/sh asked 1M MPAJA
to surmi<h:r all those Wl'apolts they didn 'I sumnder
a/mmto/1

'"'

some w..aporu were were hidden In the!
Jungle

(Example 86)

4.3.2 Teaeber providing dir~tion or ~tating procedure (TI'l)
As indicated in Table 5, next to the teacher's giving of content and inform Ill ion,

the teacher providing direction and procedure ('IT2) wtLS the moSt frequent type of talk,
with a mean of27%. The distribution of procedural talk in the twelve lesso!lS ranged
from I0% to 56%. Occurrences of procedurnl talk were generally high in Special
stream lessons I (30%) and IV (27%), Express stream lessons V (56%) and VI (38%)
and NoJmn[ stream lesson IX (47%) and XII (27%). Tf2 was comparatively lower in
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Special stream lessons II (15%) and III (10%), Express stream lessons VII (19%) and
VIII (20%) and Normal stream lesson XL As with TTl, there appears to be a variation
across streams. within streams, ns wetl as individual differences. However, overall, the
use ofTT2 appears to be determined more by pedagogy than stream or teaching style.
Procedural talk was often high when lessons entailed complex tasks. This was seen in
Special stream lesson I (Tf2 = 30%) which involved the use of the computer where the
students had to use particular software to engage in electronic talk Although &press
stream lesson VIII also involved the use of the computer, the students used a CD Rom
which was less intricate and the procedural talk was thus only 20%.
In Special stream lesson N, the class had a discussion about a student's

presentation of her project work. Proceduro.l talk in this Special stream was relatively
high as the teacher made comments on and evaluated the presentation though
procedural talk. It also appeared to be a devise used by the teacher to evaluate the
comments of the other students which served to trigger further discussion. Transcripts
to demonstrate this are given in E)Uitl1ple 87 below:

ST
IT

that was one of the objectives In the first place
that is why 1 say you must lookyou must look ot
the ohjecllves
w/Jotwos the o/Jiective.J )1011 must look ol o/1
polntsojvlew

~"

tiW' gglflllr your tiKlughl

look at the rea.sonjor

the implemeu/atlon did they achieve the olm$
yes no why gl"" ,.tlSOIU

o..,

you must do tho/In the examinations dm•'l}usl
give me be W!ry clwr

IT

gl"" general statements 0101/ysv what you Anew
first the focu don't make general stoterne111s
<»ICe )1011 make general s/olemenls what hoppens
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is thtzt.f"'llml)' mlsinle!JHetwhtzl )'011 have read

0""
t!!l1tw011/d cost

adjustmtnt.r /tis qulle common
am<mg ~""guys you see one aspect Jl"'l don't sec
All the ether aspeci.J

ST

Ithcughtthey b~.-,t all the crcps Initially

sr

"""kulab
the

IT
IT

0""

We 'II go "'' tc thtzt Tal Hm~gwl/1 erpla/tt

(Example 87)

Another exam)ie of the very high use of procedural talk (56"/o) occurred in
Express stream lesson V. In this lesson not only did the teacher provide explicit
instructions on how the group was to examine the histC~rica! source he had brought into
the classroom, but he also spoke about the procedure for handling questions related to
source materials in the fonhcoming examination. Again the same teacher in lesson VI
provided explicit instructions on how he wanted the group work organised The
transcript below shows the teacher explaining the procedure about answering sourcebased questions.

17'

''""""d

,;/tat
you 10 give lsajlerloc!ring at the
photograph whtztldud of Impression do you get of
Chulalongkom at cnother lew/ at t1 higher level
what is II going to tell you about this mtJ/1
yoajalluw onwl
Ifyou gl-;e me pure tkS<::rlpllonfrom the .wtll'<:e yoa

quote from the .rource then you tJre ctt/y a/level 0110
that meum you have net gone to the next lew/this
IS vezy good to lest your thln};;ng skills to go beyond

this Is the new c/10llengefor slluknls nat yetJr
(/they just quote only from the passage you wm
only get one mmHuvc/ one level but ![they go forth
10 thin!rfurther 10 517)' that the .rource an lolren t/te
let me give you an examplelto!dyou about XXX
Right

(Example 88)

!26

In the transcript below, the teacher also provided explicit instructions on how group

work was to be conducted:

1T

what we w/11 f.e dol~g //1/J momlng Is very simple
you will be J/><:~~ssing In·""'" own group your

groups have bffll divided w:d I will <=/gtl lhe

question /o you and wllol will happen Is rho/ you will
w/11/hm number yourself lei's say for aample
group one the~ on m ofyou m you number
yorrr se/...,..,., 10.<1% I will osslgn you fet•s say.
for emmple a group ofsix I will lake munber jour
willjoJ dowtr "'' /IYJnspareru:y ur mll)lbc uumber lwJ
will be the /e<Jder lJf number jive witlllave tu prese/11
which me11n< • .....,.,.,. ofyou must be prepared

....,

(Example 89)

One of the teachers in the Normal strerun also wed a high proportion of
procedural talk (lesson IX"' 47%). This is because the teacher in this lesson had
devised a complex way of grouping the students for discussion. AJi. a consequence, she
used procedural talk to organise and engineer student participation. This is

demonstrated in Example 90 below:

IT

you might wmJtto tell me whtJtls the answer for

for lmlwrce /Ike

"

what are some qfthe (JJI.JWers or points tht:!t your
friends might have and you might /llJI
you/mow
you might mort:oW!r no/see /1

a.,

'"

1wmrl you to d/SCiill In thai "'U' and

" if

Ills a group effort again I con call <mybo<zy /won/
and your friend cannot answer by all metm.J
pleare help yor<r friend

(Example 90)
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At the same time tbe teach~r also prodded and coaxed students into participation using
procedural talk.

1T

0..
Elsie Elsie want< Ra:ak~ group to"""""''

0. .

cotddyott please pul/n your own words

0. .
just give a rough ltka ofwhalthl• extTat:t/s telling
you 1>1'/e//ing all nfwjusl a rongh Idea

(Example91)
In comparison to the lessons described above, the teachers in Special stream

lesson II, Express stream lessons VII and VIII used less procedural talk, 15%, 19% and
20% consecutively. Although these lessons involved some procedural talk they did not
require as much explicit instruction
The lesson that had the least procedural talk was the Spe>:ial stream lesson ill.
In Ibis lesson the class was engaged in a whole-group discussion and the teacher often

used the students' answers as a springboard for further discussion.
A close examination of the procedural talk in the Nonnal stream lessons (i.e.,
lessons IX, X, XI, XII) shows how it took on 11. slightly different function than in the
other streams. The teachers in these lessons seemed to use procedure to 'scaffold' or
simplify information for the students. For example, tbe following excerpt shows tbe
teacher managing Md slowly feeding information to tbe students:

IT when Is// wrlllen
you must focus on the

~lfiru

0. .
II is very imptll'lantfor stimulll!l quullon thtJt you

.{ocus on the ex/rae/first or whatever gil/fUll& you

befon you bring ycnr prior whatwer
,..,_

lowwlodg~
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17'

Alright
read the question again I ll'mll everyll<:t<ly to read the
Qu....l/011

o.,

plooselake 11ole of this the markers group
Listen
[!/other than Improved e.:onomlc dowlopment
LWen
'""'
o.,
other than imf'I'O"'d I!COIIMIIC ckvelopmem]

IT

IT

underline that
Nan )'Wig com11111nlst porty b~f= 11..,.. called MCP
the old name..,.. Nw1 yang communist party
which year ..,..Itformed

o,

Alright

o.,agr•• wi/!J you

11

what James said is this Birch ..,..fot:I11J: a lot af
prohtem.J
because
the person Abdullah ..,.. somebody wha does /KJt
follow Birch whatever he wants much mare easily

o.,

"'

please lake ntJte
Birch Is also o wry d!/ficult per.mn

IT

0""

and haw does the reskkntial system will be a
benefit to Molaya /11 general

o,

So
I waJJt you to while you are IJliSWI!f/ng tlte quest/oilS
have that i11 mind because 1om going to ask you for
theaJJS'd'er

0""
17'

the Sui/an very good
N~

have you tnktn dow11 this
umler the Malay conru/totlve caunc/1 Malaya..,..

""'""'""""

Ah

odd words there

Malaya was divided Into how m"'!l' pnwinces

(Example 92)
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4.3.3 Asking of closed and inductive questions (TfJ)
As indicated in Table 5, the distribution of the teacher's closed and inductive

questions (i.e., TT3) ranged from 1% to 26%. Generally there was a high proportion
of closed questions in all the lessons with the exception of Express stream lessons VIII
(I%) and IX (3%) and Special stream lesson I (3%). A consistently high nwnber of
closed questions were asked in the Normal stream lessons XI and XII which
constituted 26% and 24% of the total teacher talk. There was also a fairly high instance
of closed questions in Special stream lesson III (20%) Md Express stream Jesson VI
(20%). Generally, the asking of closed inductive questions appear to be detennined by
pedagogy, but Ill the same time the function of the elosed questions in the lessons
differed in the various streams. The difference is most noticeable when Spei.:ial stream
lesson lii and N are compared to Express stream lesson VI and to Normal stream
lessons XI and XII. The Special stream teacher in lessons III and IV seemed to use
closed inductive questions as a technique to draw and engage the students in the
discussion. Similarly the Express stream teacher in lesson VI used them to move the
students along with their task. However, the Nonnal stream teacher in lessons XI and
XII used closed inductive questions as a wny to have the students recall infbnnation
and relevant historical facts in preparation for the forthcoming examinations.
As well as a variation between streams, there was also variation within streams.

For example, in the Special stream there was n difference in the number of closed
questions asked. with fewer in lesson I (3%) and many more in lesson III (20%). A
close examination of these closed questions in this stream showed that the asking of
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I'

I

closed questions served different functions at different moments in the lessons. The
teacher in Lesson I used closed questions to enable students to recall information from
a previous part ofthe lesson as the eXl!Inple below shows:

1T

Alright
what were the three people£ principle•
Se/trn. ifyou CWI 11/Ctl/1
what were some of the three people's prillelp/es

(Example 93)

In contrast, the teacher in Special stream Jesson Ill appeared to use a series of

closed question to generate talk and to encourage the students' participation in the
class discuo;sion. Another strategy be adopted was to ask an open-ended question, then
qualifY this with a series of closed questions. Again it appeared that he did this to
stimulate the dialogue and to enhance the !low of the student talk. Such closed
questions also seemed to be uo;ed by the teacher to steer the students' talk and therefore
their thinking in a particular direction, as seen in the following example:

1T

w

it is ""JY close

to /he roumr/es tho/ we have !coked
Gemumy ChitJOJopa,
who.t kind ofa revoh11/rm did they /J[JVI!
did tho/ hrNe '"' evc/uti<JJJ
did th.Jy /J<M1 a revc/utlrm 01" evc/utloff
What abo 11t Ru.<.JIO

(Example 94)

There was also a difference in the percentage of closed questions asked in the
lessons of the Express stream. While in lesson VI they constituted 20% of the teacher
talk, in lesson vm they only made up 1% of the same. in Jesson VI the students were
first given a task which commenced with the asking of several convergent questiollS
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typical of those which students are required to a.n.swer in their examinations. The
questions were as follows:

'Di~mJSs

the main steps the British took to prepare Malaya

for Independence; what prom pte< I British to grant independence to Malaya? Why were
the British reluctant to grant independence? What do you understand by the lenn full
independence? Why did Singapore want to merge wit.- l..fulaya? Why did Singapore
leave Malaysia?'
The students, workio~;. in groups, ···'-"!1. I" quired to refer to the chapters in the
textbook as indicated by the teacher f.~r an~wers. During the group task, the teacher
went around providing assistai\Ce as required. This the teacher did by asking closed
questions to check the students'understanding and to support the students with their
task. The teacher also 1m:•sted by helping students locate the infonnation in the
textbook. The teacher then stressed and reinforced the point for the group. An example
of this technique is giveo below.

rr

om,

ym• hao>e already Identified thefir/II step what Is the
secm!d step they allow what!

ST
IT

.
,...

Chines~

whal is /he secand slep
/he m~mher sylilem i.• what!
1he secm!d step /hey a/low the th<ly allow what

,.

~/ect/0/U

So
the /!&t slep WfJII/d bel
haw mall)! tl~lillll.l wut thm IJjltr tht ~mber

ST

IT

""'

m.
~

you write down the 11m yews they had the e/ec/10/U
So
(Example 95)
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In contrast, in the Express stream lesson VITI the lesson consisted of answering
a series of'how' questions. Hence only 1% of the talk consisted of closed questions
and 11% of the teacher's talk involved the ~king of open-ended questions. In other
Express stream lessons, for exrunple, lessons V and VII, closed questions constituted a
small proportion of the teach<'l''s talk, 8% and 9% respectively. As mentioned earlier,
in Express stream lesson V, which Wli.S mostly a group activity, the main fonn of
teacher talk, as mentioned earlier, was procedural talk (56%) and the closed questions
were asked as the teacher circulated to provide some help in the progress of the task
Closed questions were also asked when the teacher made some comments at the end of
the lesson after the students had presented their work to the rest of the class.
In Normal stream lessons XI and XII the closed indw.:tive questions appeared to

be used to test the students' recall of information and for the drilling of facts in
preparation for a forthcoming elQlJTiination comprised of a set of objective questions on
the facts of history. The teacher used work sheets and the students worked with the
teacher to fill in historical facts in the blanks that appeared on them. The teacher did
this by providing content followed by quick paced drills to test these facts. The
tr'arulmission of important facts was conducted through the Initiation-ResponseEvnluntion (IRE) cycle of questioning. Through this method, the teacher broke up and
simplified infonnation in order to help the students. This fonn of questioning is usually
accompanied by a process ohevoicing either by the teacher or the teacher wi~h the
student/students (Cazden et al.1972). The revoicing could also be in the tbnn ofa
chorus response from the students. An example from one of these lessons in which
drilling in of facts was undertaken 11.1ing the IRE cycle is demonstmted below:
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7T
ST
7T

which pans of 1/re world an trxJey Wider m/11/ary
Gllvtmmenl
military rhe word military reftr4 101
armyla[army}
[[army}} army

7T
ST
7T
ST

Malayawauallednewl
MWMafal
whtll/sthe meaning <>.fni!W Mofof

IT

new Malaya

nowMa~

""'"
IT
ST
7T
ST
7T

what whal wmthe /srue
whtll wm the problem
Cillzemhlp
Cillzertthfp
{equalclll:ernhip}
ff"'ll"'lciliullship}}
rlghUWil.•""" of/he main problems the Malays
Objecled

STs
IT

what wa< anather problem"wllh regard/a tho milan
i<=ofp<.wer
/<=ofJX~~nr

(Example 96)

Sometimes when providing this information, lltl open-ended question was first
asked, lltld then it was qualified with a closed question and sometimes simplified
further by the use offi]]e(l. An example is given below to demonstrate how the
teacher used closed questions to simplifY and scaffold information.

IT

wrygoodAhU11g
China
why do I call/hem commmrist cmmlr/1!.'1
wlw are Ike commrm/4/S Daniel
wlwknaws

• A filler i• a closed p=do question v.hich !he reacher""""" with a ria!ng lone 10 denote !hat an answer Is
mqnired. I! ;, urually used by teachers In drill$.
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IT

hlgh/igln that hlghllgln that
Nan}Wlg communi$~ pari)'Wilf Sl(111ed to rpread
commrm/<111 a set of ideas Ideas that lite MCP

what
""

happened In nineteen thlny

LW

what happentd to the NonytJJ>g Communi$~ Party In
193/J
It was reorgrm/:ed ond rolled!

(Example 97)

Within the Normal stream there was also a difference between Lesson IX
where closed questions represented 3% of teacher talk and Jesson XI where the
proportion for the SWlle was 26%. In lesson IX the teacher used a complex. strategy of
colllting members of the various groups to pose questions. Thus the teacher asked
fewer questions and there was a comparatively greater proportion of students initiating
talk and responding to their peers. In contrast in Nonnal stream, lessons XI and XII
where a large number of closed questions were asked, often the teacher would first c<1ll
on a specific student before posing the question. 9 The Nonnal Strei!III teacher appeared
to keep the cll\Ss in order by adopting such an approach, for example:

1T

"""""'
can yrmtt/1 me whetl-.er the MCP Wllf Dpl!nly
all~~t:l:lnglhe grwernment

(Example 98)

• tt Wli50bsmted tha! then was a dilfermce in poslng a que•tion before calling the name of the ~rudent
and oalling a name before posing a question. Wben the former metho-d was u...:l it was lolest the
student'~ recall Blld ro I!Xert conlrol over the •tudenls, however, when the IBiler motbo-d wru wed it ;.
often for the purpose of oblainin.!l a studont's opinion.
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4.3.4 Allking of open-ended and discnnive questions (IT4)
A close e=inntion of the open-ended questions shows some similarity among
the teachers in the technique of asking open-ended questions. There were often
multiple questions leading from open-ended to closed and closed to open-ended
questions. During the asking of such questions the teachers used meta-statements,
hesitation, thinking fillers and pauses. This le!:hnique appears to be used to stimulate
the thinking in the students and to draw them in to the discussion. Refer to transcripts
in Example 99 which show multiple open-ended questions leading to closed questions:

IT

what is the meaning ofrt!W>lutkm
what is the meaning of rovolut/1»1
ls/11»1/y [change or}

IT

what abol111he (the) cwtharily of the Temmengong
for imtance
Do you think he wifl go all au/to sign a con/TaCtual

lr<aty with the Temme11gong at that point in rime

IT

J'Mhohly

Com what sort ofmoney Is tills
compeiiSOIIonfor getting that thatlrmd tiH! strip
of lm!dfor for being aJ/<IIffii

"'
""'"""'

to build a factory
what mm"')' Is this

IT

what had happened

where lVII$ t4e Temmer~gMg"s

"'""

village In the first pla<:e

(Example 99)

Similarly in the following example the teacher appears to ask multiple
questions to stimulate thought and discussion:
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rr

what happem
what Is the reasonfDI' gfolng pulling them Jlllltlng
them In .<Oim!lrlnd of a restTW! ana

""'

we gfw }1111 this area and we gfve}I)U this ana

rr

rr

alright
what are we que•llonl~~g
whase sll>/ldards are we using here
Alright
/0 judge whethu this Is legal Dl' noi then again when
we judge /~gal or not
/.J II alsoo question ofethics here

//OW

the quest/an/$

.,.cy does he have to miJke R.uma powerful
be.ridr.s making hlmseljpoweiful molri11g Russia
Pawerfolls}u.rl molring him powerfol
or are there other reasons

(Example /00)

As indicated in Table 5, the distribution of the teacher's asking of open·ended

and discursive questions ranged from 14%, which occurred in the Special stream class,
to 3% in the Normal stream class. There were more instances ofopen·ended questions
asked in the Special stream lessons I, (10%) III (14%) and IV (9%); &!:press stream
lessons VD (10%) and VITI (11%); and Normal stream Lessons IX (7"h). The Express
stream lesson V (3%) and Normal stream lessonsX(3%) and XI (3%) however, had
the lowest percentages of open-ended questiorn. Once again, it appeared that generally
both the pedagogy and the stream determined the number of open-ended questions
~ingasked.

The largest percentage of open-ended questions ( 14%) was asked in Special
stream lesson III. This lesson involved n. class discussion where both the teacher and
the students were engaged in the co-construction of knowledge and they were
discussing a divergent topic, "Is revolution evolution?" In the three lessons, Lesson I,
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VII and VIII where computers and ~hnoJagy, such as video and CD ROMs were
integrated in the lessans, they also had a fairly high percentage of open-ended
questions, 10%, 10% and II% respectively. This might be attributed to the fact that
the quality of the lesson was different with input coming from various sources and with
the Jesson involving interpretationofhi!;torical facts, empathy and imagination.

Very few open-ended questions were asked in a number of the Express and
Normal stream lessons e.g., V (3%), VI (6%), IX (7%), X(3%), XI (3%) XII (S%).
In lessons V (3%) and VI (6%) the students were involved in a group task and there

was little teacher talk. In lessons X. XI and XU. however, there was more drilling of
facts and tmnsmission ofinfonnation. Only one Special strenm Jesson (II) also hnd a
low percentage of open-ended questions (6%). This seems to be because in this lesson
there was more giving of content by the teacher as he provided input for the group
discussion and he also used uptake building on the respanse of the students. What
began as a teacher-centred lesson soon developed into a discussion which was more
student-centred as students raised questions of, and responded to, their peers.
A close examination of the open-ended questions in the three streams revealed
that their function differed. Most of the open-ended questions asked by the Special
strenm teachers were multiple open-ended questions that seemOO to stimulate and
engage the studeots in the thinking process. When the multiple q\ICStions were asked
the teacher himseJfnJso seemed to engage in the thinking process as seen by his use of
thinking fillers, pauses and changes in direction. Although there were one or two
incidents of an attempt at multiple questions most of the questions asked by the
Express strenm teachers were single open-ended questions. For example,

\38

1T communism hei/Wf1 In violence
why tklthey wi!f tklthoy resort to violence
TT

what a~outtho rommunlsts

1T

Whatl.r /he meaning oftheju/1 selfgovemmenl

(Example 101)

4.3.5 Acceptance or atudeot ideas (TTS)
As indicated in Table 5, the highest occurrences of this type of teacher talk

appeared in Special stream lessons II (22%), m (38%), IV (38%) and in Express
stream lessons VI and VIII which had 26% and 39% respectively. Lower proportions
of this type of teacher talk also appeared in Special stream Lesson I (8%) where
students were engaged in elei:tronic talk, and Normal stream lessons XI (B%) and XII
(5%). As with the other types of teacher talk, TIS appears to be determined by
pedagogy and specifically whether the teacher acknowledges, or evaluates and/or

develops a student's reply. It was also evident that TIS turns were longer when the
teacher undertook this last aspect, that is developing the ideas of the student
TIS's occurred most in teacher-led dist:~~ssions such as in Specilll stream
lessons II, ill, IV and Express stream lesson VITI. The teachers in these discussions
promoted and sustained the dialogue with their students through closed and openended questions using the students' response as uptake for further discussion. For
example, lesson ill involved the discussion oftbe topic, "Is Revolution, ev<~lution?~
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The teacher wed the student~' ideas to build and generate more talk in the classroom,
and as such, both the teacher and the students appeared to be engaged in the
development of historical understanding. e.g.,

IT

ST
IT

Yeah
what wru the good thing during Stalin's lime which
CmrdJdn'tdo
Ccl/ectivlstUion
co/lecdviwdon was tlwt good

(Example 102)

In a similar way to other types of teacher talk, there appeared to be qualitative

differences in the way TIS was manifested in the different strenms. For instance,
Example 103 below shows a Special slreiiill teacher using a student's response and
personalising the historical event in order to evoke empathy:
ST
IT

they tried but they failed
Yeah
llleJ /rled but they failed
N~

before we go to that
1 wamra take upfrom where Ah Ler>g has left off

0"'>

He rlld ~that II was neC<!ssary lct'slfO)' that you
you are WI ordinary Singop<>rewt you have a shop ta
sell food /toms and somebody c.omesto your shop
llnah down your gltm breaks down yaurdaOI'
look everything that you had and /WI ~next day
you repair the slNJp get some money you repair
the shop fiTid SINied lmsln= again 1/wy wiff cmne
again break tfu.vll the door talre everything they
cotJid punch you In }'QUI' face they slap you then they
ran <nt<lJ' how would you feel

(Example JQJ)
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In contrasL in the Nonnal stream the teacher often accepted and acknowledged

astudeot's response, sometimes by simply repeating what the student had said, for
example:
IT

ST
IT
ST
rr
ST

what is c01JSI/tullrm
,he/ of laws
Asetajlaws
and then ccntinue
prindples
principles
lawafthecrnmtry

(Example 104)

4,3,6 E11plidt rejection of student ideas (1T6)
According to Table 5 there were very few instances that involved the rejection
of a students' ideas in the Special stream lesson, although there were more in the
Special Strelllll, especially in lesson VI (2%) where the teacher used the IRE technique
of questioning. Example 105 below shows explicit rejection of a student's idea.

1T
ST
IT

whatls/Mjlr>tsfep
the Malayan uniM

rwtthe Malayan union

(Example lOS)

Most instances of rejection appeared in Nonnal stream lesson XI and xrr. One
example of this is shown below.

IT

why did the Japanese change the name

""'
,_,,"

why Edmund
why should the Japant~se chll11gelhe name to

ST
IT

Ills bettor
No
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ST

whotls the moaning ofmilitary go~~enrment
llghtofthuouth

IT

No

'IT

(Example 106}

Although limited, these examples seem to highlight once again how the type of talk
varied acwrding to both stream and pedagogy.
4.3.7 Teacher criticises studenf!l ideas (TT7)

There were no occasions of any criticism of the studeni!l in the Special stream
cli!Sses and very few in the Express stream classes. There was, however, a small but
significantly greater proportion in the Nonnal stream lessons. Lesson XI and XII had
the largest percentage with 5.4% and 4% respectively. It seemed that although
attempting to simplifY and scaffold ir("ormation in order to help the students, the
teacher at the same time had to work hard to maintain discipline as shmvn below:
'IT

nineteen /Wentyftve
M/ nineteen thirty
Mei/Jng
nineteen twentyfi~~e the Nan )lang communist pari)'
wassttJTted

"' was

wh<lt
the aim oflht•· pm-ty
)lOu must be a b/1 alert l\n reading the IJO/es you
have to be very sharp

IT

pie= he a/en
nanld
Ohzy

this is for Dante/

N=
Guerrilla warfare
C'= l=
please taU dow.• this Inside the=
Guerrillar
wha are Guerrillas
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IT

Fedet:stlonajMDll1)'<l
Daniel
}tnt must s/1 stmlght
Da11iel

"""'"
TT

the Chinese
wry good Elaine

X=

ajler the IV<U very importQtlt tale the htghlighter rm
goingfaster """' ullderllm the word very Important
<if/r:rthell'<lr

0. .

"'

doll'/ tum}tnlra«entirm Is divided

l'mgolngbllj<JStormJW
after the II'QI' Is called c postwar pulod

(Example 107)

4.4

Student Talk
As mentioned earlier, classroom talk is comprised of Teacher Talk (TT 1-7),

Student talk (ST 1·5) and other types of talk (OT 1-5). Student talk (ST) comprised
28% of total classroom talk. This was made up of five types, namely the giving of
predictable responses to the teacher (STI ), the giving of unpredictable responses to the
teacher (ST2), initiating talk to the teacher(STJ), a student responding to another
(ST4), and a student initiating talk with another (ST5). Table 6 indicates the percentage
and mean of different types of student talk across the twelve lessons.
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Table6
The percentage oftvpes of Student talk in the twelve lessons(%)

...

Spedal Suum

Teacbu

n

Tucber
Thm

ru

v

Two

IV

...

Norma!Stftalll

Expreu Sirtlllll

Ttscbcr

Tucber

Four

Teacher

VlVUvtniXX

Tucber$1:1:

"'

ST1

19

12

2053725693855

ST2

41

2S

230.7755382463

ST3

14

16

33

74

SJ

14

34

STS

14

13

!S

,..

28

47

100

1011

TOI!ll

Talkta
Teacher

To/a/

"

0

3

10

44

15

17

39

766

4?911884861JJ7

'

" ' •

35

17

7

S

6

18

23

mean

xn

"

"
"
" "
0.7

20

3

2

12

1.7

JJ

17

2B

27

23

95

U

10

13

5J

40

J.8

100

1110

11111

1110

IUD

100

100

100

100

talk

.!:1.10/l

STl

~

predictnble response to Teacher; ST2 "'unpredictable response to Teacller; STl

Teacher; ST4

g

IIIII
~initiates

100

talk to

Student re•pond• to onother; STS "' Student initiates talk with other otudentJ.

As indicated in Table 6, 68% of !he student talk was directed at the teacher and

33% involved interaction with peers. Of the 68% of student talk directed to the teacher,
27% occurred in the form of predictable responses to the teacher's question, 21% as
unpredictable responses, and, 20% in the form of questions to the teacher. With regard
to peer talk, there was a higher percentage which was made in response to the peers
(20%) thnn WllS initiated (12%). As in teacher talk, there were variations in the types of
student talk that occurred according to the stream in and the pedagogy employed by the
teacher.
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4.4.1 Predid.able respolllie to the te.acher (STl)
It can be seen from Table 6 that Normal stream lessons had genem\ly mor(;

instances of predictable responses from students. The highest proportion of predictable
responses (STI) occurred in Normal stream lessoosXII (79%), X (38"/o) and XI (55%).
Only in Normal stream Lesson IX was there a small percentage of this type of talk.
Express stream lessons VI and VII had higher occurrences of predictable responses of
(37% and 25%) compared to the other two lessons in the same stteam, namely lessons
V and VII which bad 5% lltld 6% respectively.ln the Special stream lesson, predictable
responses represented between 12% and 20% of the student talk.
In the main, it seemed that the occurrences of predictable respons.es were due to

the pedagogy employed. Genemlly there were more predictable responses by the
students when the lesson entailed transmission and learning of historical facts. There
were fewer such questions in lessons that involved discussion and group activities.
Within the Express stream, both lessons V and VIII had a low percentage of
predictable responses (STl) because of the way the teachers had structured the lessons.
For example, lesson V was a group activity that involved very little teacher talk, in filet
it was the lowest of the twelve lessons. As such, there wns an equally low percentage
of predictable response to teacher questions. Lesson vm we.s a lesson which involved
several "How" questions being asked, and because the:re were more open-ended
questions (38%) by the teacher, there were fewer predictable responses by the students.
Similarly, in the lessons where there were active discussions such as Special stream
lesson II (12%) and lesson m (17%), there were fewer predictable responses. This is in
contrast to the lessons where the teacher was the authoritative figure and directed the
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learning process, for example in Express and Normal stream lessons VI, VII, XI and

XII.
Lessons XI and Xil were based on the transmission of historical facts. The
teacher provided simple information about the historical facts possibly as a way of
assisting the student to learn them. The teacher then used a high proportion of closed
questions, which in tum resulted in predictable responses. It seemed that 1he teacher
did this to exert control over the lessons and as a management technique to maintain
order and discipline a difficult class.
The predictable responses of the students in these lessons were brief,
sometimes containing just one word or a phrase. The predictable replies also often
came in the form of chorus answer or •scattered replies'. i.e., different answers directed
to 1he teacher in unison. Examples of predictable replies of this kind are shown in
Example \08.

1T

But
one very Important li/Je wh/c!J. ..

ST

stale COU/ld/

1T

... s/ute council which fall ull<kr which categcry
Poi!IIMI
Political

sr

1T

1T

0""'
that one Is very /mpartw•l

what IIWWI~ther problemA with regard Ia the .mltall

sr.. lossojpawer
IT lossojpawer

(Example JOB)
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4.4.2 Unpredictable respoll!le to tbe teacher (ST2)

As indicated in Tahle 6, generally the unpredictable response occurred more

often in the Special and Express stream classes than the Nonnal stteam classes. But
there were some exceptions to this. as seen in the Express stream lessons V (0.7%) and
VI (70/o). Although it appeared that th: stream to some extent determined the number
of open-ended questions asked, it was also apparent that the pedagogy employed by the
res)l'lctive teachers affected the p:oporticm of this type of student talk.
The largest percentage of unpredictable response were made in the Special
stream Lesson I (41%), and the Express stream Lessons VII (SS%) and VIII {38%).
Apart from those lessons noted above (i.e., V and Vl), the least number of
unpredictable responses were made in Nonnal stream l~ssons X (6%), XI (3%) and XII
(4%).

In all three lessons (1, VII and VIII) where there was a high occurrence of
unpredictable response, either the computer or other mediums such as the video and
CD ROM were used in the lesson. The teacher also asked more open-ended questions
in these lessons, and therefore, the students provided more unpredictable responses.
Not only were there more unpredictable responses, but Ill so the replies of the students
were longer and often in the form ofexplomtory talk. According to Barnes eta!.

(1986);
... explorato1y talk serves the purposes of understanding, giving the
pupils an opportunity to reorder their picture of the world in relation to
new ideas and new experiences. The explomtory uses of language, both
in speech and writing, are impor.ant because they lead to understanding
rather tnan mimicry.
(p. 73)
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According to Barnes et aL. exploratory talk enables the students to think for
themselves. An example of a lengthy unpredictable exploratoryrespons~ is given in
the Example 109 below.

1T

ST

what/syrmr polm of con/ent/011
what/ /111latJ
Is thai ooluoi!J' /his is the /ntemal affairs of the

Malays

""'

Ills actu111(y fon:ign ln/e111entlon

'"

ytJO are just//~

ma.te wry old how male a guy
who has acwally .<ame blood links to /he prul
Suitt'.• < '1<1 tlum you jus/ Install him

'""'
AI"

/tis /he (allimlgh) he has"" older brother but he I•

some sort acct~pted in there !hat he is the S>S!ItDJ
already he i• recognized by most of !Ire people

"
'"

happy at leas/ olsa by the Dutch which Is oc/lially
mol'l1 ofa mojor power lhere

you are jiJSI coming In "''d Interfering wl/h /he
foreign qfftJirs
(Emmple 109)

4.4.3 Students lnili11le talk with te~~eber (STJ)
As indicated in Table 61he proportion of student-initiated talk to !heir teacher (ST3)
ranged from 0% in Express stream Lesson V. to 44% in Express stream lesson VIIT.
There were differences in the distribution ofST3 both within a.nd between the streams.
II also appears that !here was variation according to individual teacher differences. For
example, students with teacher one 14% and 16%; with teacher two 36% a.nd JJ,%;
teacher three 0% and 3%, and teacher five 15% and 17:0. This was however, not the
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case with teacher four (lW/o and 44%) and t~.achersix (39% and 14%) where the type
of pedagogy they employed was more influential.
Two of the classes which had the largest percentage ofST3 (lessons m and
VITI) were classes that were engaged in discussion. As mentioned in previous sections,
lesson ill involved the discussion of the topic 'Is revolution evolution?' In this lesson,
the teacher and students appeared to be actively engaged in the co-construction of
meaning and knowledge. Lesson IV (by the same teacher) was a student-centred
discussion that occurred after a student gave her presentation. Lesson vm also
involved the teacher and students in a discussion which involved historical imagination
and empathy. Here, too, students raised questions to the teacher to add meaning to the
discussion In contrast to these lessons, Normal strenm Lesson XI, which also had a
high proportion ofST3, was a lesson where historical facts were transmitted tluough
scaffolding ofinfonnation and through fast-paced drills.
A close examination of the results ofST3 shows that there appears to be a
qualitative difference in this type of talk used in lessons ill, IV and VIII wh~n
compared to that of lesson XI. When students raised questions to the teacher in the first
three mentioned lessons the student talk seemed to add meaning and to contribute to
the discnssion. However, when ~tudents initiated talk in Nonnal stream lessons XI, it

was to seek clarification of a point that the teacher had raised. In addition. there were
aiso subtle differences in t'Je ST3 talk that occurred in Special stream and in Express
stream lesson VIII. In the Special stream the student exchanges were longer and
students appeared to use exploratory speech as they tried to develop and construct
meaning with the teacher. They also displayed more confidence, verbal dexterity and
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social skills io the discussion. This was not the case in the Express stream classes. In
the Express stream lesson the eJ[Changes were brief involving just a statement without
much development and questions were mainly raised ror Ute purpose or clarification to
eJ~:press

empathy and imagination. The transcripts showing these differences are seen

in the two examples below. Example II 0 is taken from the Special stream students and
example Ill rrom the Express stream:

ST

soso
II m=" revolution evolutiOn l.r noll$ notlwl>
/IVQ terms ills something

·-·
"'"'

,,_

Ilk meter where ero/ullon Is one end revolution Is

~ne~nd

ST

(Example 110)

but

iflei~~ that they had bern <kCDpllaled mrut
prn/Jably they arc murdered

!,T

like what they think later they think the end ~jlhe
world Is coming and all cammll suicide
justnawthenews~

'"""

(Example Ill)

These examples Kill in stark contrast to that taken from a Normal strenm class:
ST

teacher yw write like /hi shaw am! go/1'1: Ia write

ST

repeat repeal Governor titan whar

(Example 112)
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There were also differences both qualitative and quantitative within the
streams. Spe1lial stream lessons I and II had 14% and 16% ofST3, while lessons m
and IV had 36% and 33%. It appears that the difference was due to pedag()gy, The
latter two lessons were class discussions, while the fanner involved group activities.
The greatest difference, however, was seen in the Express stream with the range of
ST3 being 0% to 44%. Once again, this appears to be due to pedagogy.In lesson V
(0%), the students were engaged in a group task and the teacher then went around
checking students' understanding. From the observations made and through close
examination of the transcripts, it was apparent that theteachere~rted a strong conttol
over the class interactions and perhaps because of this, the students generally Jacked
confidence and had difficulty in expressing themselves in English. (Note also that
code switching represented 11% of other ta.lk in this class). In contrast, there were
more questions raised of the teacher in lesson VITI where !here appeared to be greater
equality and the students were encouraged to participate, and thus in spite of their
language difficulty, lhey tried to actively contribute.
In the Nnnnal stream lessons IX and X and XII, ST3 represented 15%, 17"/o
and 14% of the talk, which is quite different to the proportion in lesson XI which had
39%. Interestingly, it was in this class that there was the highest category for 1T7
(where the teacher imposes discipline on behaviour). In addition, the talk that was
initiated to the teacher was often 'off task' talk and as a consequence, much of it was
ignored in her attempt to maintain discipline and order. See eXIUllple Ill below:

ST
TT

sr

TT

tmcherll
the wltan wm wry =td the governor IMI' very
lmportaJ1t he ,_fe all the dec/SIOIJ.J
theface a/S(J II~ the Jl>f'UMse
(lgnareutatement)

(Examp/el/3)

However, lesson XTI, conducted by the same teacher was quite different, and
there was a much lower proportion ofST3 talk. In this lesson, although the teacher
maintained very strict discipline, the lesson was a :"ast·paced drill e)[ercis.e and there
was much less disruption.

4.4.4 Students respond ton peer

Table 6 shows a high percentage of occurrences ofST4 in lessons II, V, VI and
IX which had 34%,66%,47% and 35% respectively. There were ve'Y low
occurrences of this fonn of talk in Special stream lesson IV (7%), E)[press stream
lesson VII (5%) and vm (6%), and Nonnal stream lessons xr (1%) and XII (0.7%).
Naturally the category ofST4 was high when the lesson involved a longer period of
group work and group activity as in lessons II, V, VI and IX. Although stream did not
seem to impact on the occurrence ofST4, it did appear that the quality of student
responses differed. For example when compared to lessons V, VI and IX, the students
in lesson II tesponded to their peers by qualifYing the previous statement and in this
way were able to evaluate, contradict and raise new questions and ideas. In addition,
there was more exploratory talk used by these students than by the students in the
other lessons as seen in the example below:
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STK

ST D
STK

STD

but
/think
al;w that the tlu: achievements hy Farquhar we an
Are m>l /Ike momJmemal or or they are nm /Ike
Likehlg
na hut the things time Clmtributlrms /hat he made
were vital/a the sur>'IM/ af Singapore in Its
butlding staps
Iknaw

they were they were they were vital but/he rmly
Pe"f'l• who WOII!d trfl/y realize !he lmpartrmce
would be pe"f'le at /halt/me and they are all dead

'""

But

11'1! have

ST K

ST D

ST M
ST D

Ia look hack In retTospect and realize
that wilhm.t Farquhar there lt'Cllld be no Sillgapore
abvlouslyw/lhoul Raffles obviously the lack of
JJOPI'Iarity naw with Farquhar shows thai there
haven'/ been people going back /a laakal
Farquhar's achlewmems
they have but/he maill pal/ll th<ltthey IJJllle thai the
maiiJ = n why he Is t/IJ/Ihat great is beCQI/se he
was]ired QJJd he was putln such a had light/hat
people (Qllg kah)
laugfller
whe10 people !Ike he=e of/he damage /o 1he
rcpulalion lha!llu:re is no Wll}' Ji<t!' can restore the
You are forgolflng that when Rajjlesjired Farquhar
and Farquhar was lea>ing a lot ofpeople
actually came to the I"'" to sec him off
Yeah

Bm
his repu/QIIon was s/11/ di!Siro)'<llwhat

(&ample ll4)

In contrast, the ST4 spoken in lesson V nnd VI were mainly briefelctensions of
the previo!l'l speaker's response and there were only a few rare occasions when the
students contradicted each other. In addition, and beca!l'le of their lack of language

fluency, there WllS more P'Xf scaffolding. This cnn be seen in example below:
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ST D

mJd that sholo·s tholtM did IIQ/ wanl/o <=:.>pi the
m/Mr people's yah proJJIJStll
writing 'revered'

STC
ST A
STC
ST A

whatlsrevereha
reVI!re ah he/om/
what tis be/CIW!d

STC

well re~~pet:led
most re~~pet:ted

STC
STG
STC
STG
STC
ST F

eh high rank high rank o.ffiCi!r
huwdoyouknawthathelsao.fficer
/JecmJse his uniform whal
lmtthan o/1 kings wear like thai
you !Mardmyheadyougoandseeyougm the Thai nate
look a/ his a3Sislw!l ah ho wears a differelltlrind of

STG

dayau !lal'l! a Tho/ banklwte
do yau see the present king some"""" aisv
wearing the headdress or nat
beCIJIIse all k/ngJ him! high rank

Ourf/1

STC

(&ample 115)

In addition, some of the ST4 turns in these lessons were spoken in the student's
first IMguage (i.e., code switching occurred).

ST C
STG
STs
STA
STG

but he wore
.. ,thislscalledwantlalaughwrysmlle {d)
#
huwdoyau""Y
wrysmi/e(<lh)

(Example 116)

In Normal stream lessons XI and XII talk among peers WIIS discouraged and

therefore there was only a small percentage of ST4 events (I% and 0.7%). This was
further exacerbated because the teacher closely controlled the students' responses to

IS4

their peers. This appeared to be because of the teacher's attempt at maintaining control
and order in the classroom took on a high priority.

Lessons I, vn, VIII and X were teacher-led discussions and therefore less
student-to-student interaction occurred. In Special stream lessons lli ll!ld IV, although
the percentage of student response was only 12% and 7%, there was a qualitative
difference in the responses. For example, in the following examples the first student
initiates talk with her peers and the second and third student responds by raising an
hypothesis.

ST

ST

-revolution
is/ike
this whole big thing

.""

wheTI .)<IU nfomt Ills just making chtmgos
the govemmeTII did rwt change

.,

II war the policies that""'"' chatrgod

S1'

M

"'

Ills rt<J/ govcmmelllthiTig a rew>/utltm/SI cht:mgc

(Example 117)

In contrast, student response in the Express lessons VII and vm do appear, but they

are brief, as shown in the following example;

'"

SF

sr

threate11ing
But

studenllnlliates ta/Jc

Ills rou:/ly d!fferent

student responds

(Example 118)

4.4.5

Students initiate talk to n peer (STS)

As indicated in Table 6, there were more instances of students responding
{20%) then iuitiating talk with each other (12%) in ST5. Similar to other types of
student talk, the occurrence ofST5 seemed to be determined by pedagogy. For
instance, the greatest number of instances of ST5 occurred in lesson V which was a
group-based activity where students had to compare four source-based materials. After
negotiating with each other, the students were required to write their comments on
transparencies for projection to the whole class.

[n order to

complete this task, the

students initiated talk with their peers. The initiation of talk was spoken in English and
Sing] ish, as can be seen in Example 119 below:

ST D

the people tUm 'I want him /(1 they rltm'l want WI)'01IC
like wtsi<krs Ia crlltclze him"" he. wantu//(1 rule

ST C

yeah Ia"" he want ta role the ct~~~ntry by himself by

STs

big mQI/ ~ lrferi.s flll
oh ill• big mm1 's idel13

t~e

country a/ane Ia

his thoughts

ST C

•

lramloted in Chines~! <I}" transk:tedjmm Chinese

(&ample I 19)
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The next lesson, which involved the same students, was also a group-based
activity and had only 7% of STS. The difference seemed to occur because of the type
of tasks the group had to complete, namely to give infonnntion about a list of concepts
and definitions from their teKtbook. Therefore, the type of the initiation of talk was
mainly the reading of the question.

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

can """"'e jllld the 1<wd Malayan union in the boo}:
whe"'

"

Including the meaning

wherewhe"'

pagr: what

"

sr page 11ro hundnd tmd eight
(Example 120)

Lesson X, which was conducted in the Normnl stream, did have a high proponion of
ST5 events in the lesson. The initiation of peer talk happened as aside comments or
questions asked ill hushed tones. These were often asked so thnt studellls could seek
clarification from one ll!lother, e.g.,

ST
ST

ST
ST

.

(11!Jide) Kuomlnlangand CCP Is what

,. ,..,

Chlrruc Cammunlst Pllt"/y
Oh
thls/s what KMT

Ah
ST
ST
ST

noKMT/edbySun Yal Sen
If he Is haw can he he a wwlwd
He a warlard dan '1 have m go andjlghl he on(Y h/1!J
Taslltmdeol@

(Example 121)
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4.5

Other types of talk
Other types oftalk(OT) constituted 8% of the total class talk (see Table 4). It

was comprised of: OTl- verbalising by either teacher or student whilst writing; onStudents giving a formal presentation; OTJ -Students engaged in electronic talk
(reading from the screen): OT4-teacber/student off task talk; OT-5 Code
switching/speaking in mother tongue.
When this type of talk was examined (see Table 7 below) talking off task (OT4)
constituted 46% of the total of other talk, making formHI presentations (OT2) 20%, and
verbalising during n task (OTI) 18%, code switching (OT5) 7% and electronic talk
(OTJ) 4% of the other forms of talk There were, however, as in teacher talk and
student talk, variations according to the stream and pedagogy employed
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Table7
Percentage of other types of talk In the twelve lessons

...

Speclll Stream
Te.a<h"

n

on
on
on
0"
OT'
OTU

EipruoStream

Teach"

Teacher

""'

Th~

m

"'

v

"'

Teachor
Four

vn vm

' " " " " " '"

" "
" "
" '"
" "
'"" '"

" " "
" " "
" " "
" " "
"" '" "'

"
"
"
'

'"

Normal Stream

"
"
'"
"
'"

...

Teacber

"'
" "
" "
" "
" "
" "
""gives'"'

Tea<bn

'"
X

"'

xu

" " "
" " "
" " "
" '" "
" " "
'" "' '"

-~·

'"
"'
'

"
'

'"

OTt ~ Teacher/Student verbalizes while writing; OT2 a •tudent
formal present•ti~n;
OTJ ~ Student engagl:'i in computer mediated talk with peer (reading from screen)
OT4 a Teacher/Student engt~ged in tolk offt.,k; OT5 mCode <witching lspeakin.(l in mother tongue

4.5.1 Whett teacher and stPdents verbalilled while writing(OTI)
As evident in table 7, the largest occurrence ofOTI was in Express stream

lesson VII which had 50%. Other lessons that also had high proportions of OTt
included: Nonnal stream lessons IX (33%); XI (37%) and XII (29%). There was no
verbalisation in Special stream lessons ill and IV and only 5% in Special stream lesson
I. In this type oftalk there was also variation within the streams. While lessons VII in

the Express stream had SO%, of OTI the other Express stream lesson had only II% of
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this type of talk. There were also variations in the Normal slnlam where lessons X had
17% while the other lessons in this stream represented 29% to 33% of the other types
of classroom talk. However, the Special stream lessons consistently showed little if any
use of this type of talk. It must also be noted that the variations depended very much
on the teaching style of the teacher and the kind of task given to the students. For
instance, the students verbalised a great deal when working on the task that required
them to write points on a transparency for presentation to the class as in lesson V. For
example,

ST R
STC

this one wrong spelling
which"""
chiefs

ST J

"''
c-h-i· e-f-s
(Example 122)

Tenchcrs also verbalised when they wrote on the board, such as in the case of
the teacher in lesson VII.

111l/witrialise the country so thtrl Rtrula will become
a pawerfill country
hut what was the mher main aim
STs .we/a/lsi cou/1/ry
IT

IT

.wc/aJ/s/ country
/0 llltiU £11ruia/

STs

IIIIo a .wc/a//.fi r;rmmry

IT

'trwrilingon board'

wa a socialist country

(Example I 23)
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4.5.2

Wben Btudenlll made formal presentation io class (01'2-)

Occurrence ofOT2 was evident in special stream lessons I (47%). and IV
(53%) and Nonnal stream lesson X (33%). This fonn of talk occurred in lessons which
required students to make fonnal presentations to the class. The types of presentations
varied from students reading from a paper or transparency, as in the case of Express
stream Lessons V, to referring to notes and part reading and part using explomtory
speeeh as in the case of the Speciel. stream lessons I (47%) and lesson IV (53%). In this
lesson, the students who did the fennel presentations had to present their project work
to the v.ilole class which was then used as a trigger for further class diro115sion. The
presentation in this Special stream lesson was presented with the student referring only
occasionnl\y to his notes as shown below.

ST

1be govemment agreed to pay

""s.

the pew;aniS a certain ammmt of money and

""

the peosmrls gave the govemment a certoln amaunt
of cm/p!lt <><the tw: and
~

then they cauld lil!ll the ettta crop that they grew
for their own prtVIJte profit
So
this was mr Incentive and

""

He hoped that thefood produ~tltm would ril!l! whlc/1

it did by nineteen twen.y sf% to II!CFW!ie world"""

cme/e;'l!l

(Example/24)

whilst the students in the Nonnal stream {e.g., Lesson X) read their entire presentation.
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4.5.3 When student engaged In electronic talk (OTJ)
There was only one lesson, held in the Special stream Lesson I where the
students engaged in electronic talk with one nnother. The quality of this talk was
different from the other types of talk that occurred. At the same time it was not written
speech and it contained elements and features of oral discourse, such as fragmented
speech and incomplete sentences. This is shown in Example 125 below:

ST

/think
the Sino Japanese war Is Important for tho ctJmmun/SI
victory before the strut of the war the CCP were hold
up In YeiiQJI after tho long march good pet1SQJlt

""""'
'"'

a.>1(y in Yem~/1101 enough for them to taM orer China
Slno.!op '""provided opportunity for tMm to gatn
more mpport.from tho peosants lmporloltlfoctor in
CCP victory KJ.{I also lost mpportfram peosants due
lo Its tmdi! space for lime palicy.., tMy felt KMTWIU
not doing anything other than retreating not t111ly
fighling tho .lops KMT lost most of Its best/1\:>0ps In
SinoJap wor hen<:e Its mil/tory wa< rwtru efftctl"" as
it t:011fd be agai11sJ cmnmunists CCp was aurying out
Guerilla II'IJT/on tmd this =sed less /ruses this also
madi! them more experienced 111 Guerrilla II'IJT/are tmd
more able to beat the JO,IT In tho Chinese c/Vi/wor
hence sino Japamse ...,.. Is a ""'Y important factor
for tho communis/ victory

(Example /25)

4.5,4 When the teacher- students engaged in talk off task (OT4)
The occurrence of off task talk (OT4) happened in a!\ the lessons except for
Special stream lessons I and Ill. It often occurred in group work, however, it did vary.
It seemed that the vwiation depended on the style of the teacher.
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In Special stream Lesson II and E"press strenmlesson V and VI the students

were engaged in group t!ISks and the level of off task talk was high. In special stream
lesson IV the teacher and students had a t:hat where the teat:her told the cl.ass about his
illness and his reason for being on medical leave the previous day. Although this was
completely off task, it demonstrated a significant level of rapport between him and the
students. Similarly, in Express stream lesson VITI the teacher spoke about the need to
have a goal in life. He gave an eltEUllple about how, as a student, he ac!Ueved his goal
of going to the best Junior college in Singapore and he hoped that his students would
be equally inspired to do well in life.
4.5.5 Code !Witching (OTS)

Whilst there was no code switching in the Special stream lessons there were
instances in two of the Express stream. c!!ISses 1111d more instances of code switching in
the Normal stream classes. In the E"press stream, lesson V code switching only
occurred during group work, however, it occurred in a variety of contexts in the
Normal stream. The following shows an example of code switching in the Nonnal
stream lesson IX.
ST L

nJI MV<r mind

STJ

"'

STI

Now

[said in Malay)

Now

what are }~U doing

ll<~mwb

"'

nJih:nafourh

STL

[Malaytenn)

j(JIJrh

"
""""

trJiuntukf(JIJrb
he wanted the rupporl of the Malays

[Malay]
[Malay]

(Example 126)
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4.6

Conclmion
A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data in the twelve classrooms in

Singapore schools revealed that the nature of teacher talk, student talk and other types
of talk varied according to the stream and to the pedagogy adopted by the teacher.
With respet:llo stream, the difference in the quality of talk was particularly evident
when a comparison was made between that which occurred in the Special stream and
the Normal stream classes. The teacher talk in the Spet:ial stream lessons involved
drawing the students covertly and overtly into the discussion of historical concepts and
events, whereas in the Normal stream lessons the teachers concentrated on scaffolding
information and transmitting important concepts in preparation for the examinations.
The large percentage of procedural talk indicate that they play an important function in
teacher talk. One function identified is that the tcachen; used procedural talk to manage
information and giving of content to the students. This they did by using procedural
talk to prod as in the case of the Special and Express stream students and to scaffold
infnnnation in particular in the case of the Normal stream students. As for student
talk, there were more instances of exploratory talk in the Special stream students,
perhaps because the students were verbally more dexterous. In addition, their speech
turns were longer which was in contrnst to the student talk in the Normal stream where
responses were mainly one word answers. There was also a difference in the nature of
group presentations in the different streams, for iust.J.nce, formal tall-s by students in
the Normal stream tended to be 'scripted' whereas they were more interactional in the
Special stream. Another difference was seen in the lalk directed to the teacher. In
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Special stream classes student contributions appeared to add meaning to the discwsion
while in the Normal stream classes student directed talk appeared to be mainly for
clarification.
It also seems that the pedagogy adopted by the teachers affected the IUlture of
talk For instance, the talk in tencher led discussions otlen appeared to be more
interpretive. In these discussions, the teachers used meta-communication and voice to
reach out and keep in touch with the students. This was quite different from the type of
talk that occurred when transmission approaches were used or when the teaching
involved drill and recitation. The quality of talk also varied when the teacher provided
input in the form of computer-assisted learning, or with the use of CD ROMs and
videos. It also varied when authentic materials were used when compared with the type
of talk that occurred when the lesson was more textbook and worksheet bound. Finally,
the nature of talk varied according to the topics covered in chiss, so that group
discussions involving divergent topics were quite different from discussion about
convergent or structured topics.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Interaetion patterns
5.1

Introduction
This chapter eXIIIIlines the patterns of interaction that were generated in the

histmy classrooms in Singapore as teachers and students were engaged in the teaching
and learning of the subject history. The interactions consisted of teacher-talk, student·
talk and other types of talk that occurred in patterns that could be categorised in
distinct ways.
From an anaiysis of the data, ten main patterns of interaction emerged, each of
which were in tum made up of similar variations of types of talk. Of the patterns that
did occur each could be further categorised as belonging to one of three distinct types
of patterns of interaction. They were as follows:
a) Teacher·centred;
b) Student·centred; and
c) Patterns centred on other fonns of talk.
Once the data was coded, th~ mean percentage of the interaction patterns in the
twelve lessons was calculated. These are indicated in Table 8.
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TableS
Mean oen:eotage o£the ten maior patterll.'l or interaction in lbe twelve hbtory

classrooms

Patterns orlnten~ction
a:

Mean%

Teacher-centred
26. l%

,.

..•..

T=her "o qu«tiocine; follow..! by otudau'o '"'~""""

'·

•

Q.JoWi<atioo ood""""'"011ofTeocbcr "1 qmotioo

T=btr "> te>poru< toollldeQI"o ._,.."' upt.b

'

Teo""'"oncgoti..,....,.,...roll<m«lby""""'"'''=-1"'''"""
Sub Total

,.

..

, ,.
,

b: Student-centred

l.l%

Sttldmlioitwmg<a\~tolachcrondl<e<ber'o,_po...,.

Sob T<U!

ll. 7%

c: Other types oftalk
9.

X

Oth~r

patterns of interaction nat categorised

l%

21-.1%
Total

100%
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As evident in Table 8above, of the ten major intemction patterns, the most

predominant patterns were those that appeared under category (a) Teacher-centred, that
is when the teacher playe<J a centml role in the classroom. This category constituted

50.6% of the interaction Of this total, the teachers' explRllation patterns made up
26.3% of the total, teacher's questioning followed by a student's response was 7.5%,
the qunlification onddevelopment of the teacher's questioning pattern was 6.8%, a
student's response used as uptake by the teacher6.4%, the teacher's explanation
leading to questioning3.5%, and the teacher's negative responst: folloWlld by
student's response patterns 0.1 %. Category (b) student-centred patterns of' interaction,
only constituted 11.7% ofthe total. In this category a student's response followed by
the teacher reaction represented 6. 7% of the total, a student initiating talk to a peer ond
a respon~e to this by the teacher or a peer was 2. 7%, ond students initiating talk to the
teacher end the teacher's response was 2.3%. Category (c), which compr:ised patterns
in otheri'JPCS of talk, constituted 9.5% of a!! the interactions. Category X, which
comprised all the other interactions that could not be classified as belonging to patterns
in categories (a), (b) and (c), constituted 28% of the interaction.
However, these percentages represent mean scores from the twelve lessons and
the occurrence of the ten main patterns of interaction, as with the types of talk, varied
according to the stream andfor the pedagogy employed A description of the variations
of these patterns is presented and described below using exll!r- ..s from the transcripts.
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S.Z

Teacher-centred patterns
5.2.1 Pattern One: Teacher explanations

The teacher explanation pattem (Til-Til; TI'2-Tf2; TI1-Tr2 and Tf2-TII)
occurred 26.3% of the time within the twelve lessons and it occurred in all the lessons.
This pattern of interaction showed variations according to both the pedagogy and the
stream employed. With respect to pedagogy, for example, there were times when the

teachers gave content in lessons with the aid ofCDRoms, videos and computen; in
Special stream (lesson!), and Express stream (lessons vn and VJJI). In these
interoctions they gave lengthy amounts of content. Lengthy content was also fairly
prominent in the Normal stream (Lesson XII), but here the teacher transmitted
historical information in between drills, fillen; and closed questions. Lengthy
sequences of the teacher giving content was, however, less prominent in Special stream
lessons ill and N which involved mainly class discussions and in Express stream
lessons V, VI and Normal stream lesson IX which comprised mainly group nctivities.
A closer examination of the TTl-TTl sequences (i.e., the sequences involving
the giving of content) in the Special stream Lesson 1, Express stream Lesson vn and
Nonnul Lesson XII reveal different ways in which the teachers interpreted the events
in history whilst providing content. In the special stream Jesson I (shown below) this
interaction pattern appeared to be more dialogic in nature and the teacher's talk was
marked by tentativeness, constant modification and change in direction, with the
occasional use of discourse markers and meta-cl'mmunication markers such. as,
'alright', 'okay' and 'now'. Added to this pauses, hesitation and thinking fillers such
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as 'ah' seemed to indicate the teacher Wll.'i searching his mind in order to interpret the
facts and at the same time keep in close touch with the students.

rr

Alright
Th< Three People's Principles

"'ami;,

/he lostle.<son ,.., /oolred ol how he fell for

"'"'

Alriglti
Ill the aspect of givi11g la11d 10 the filler the filler Is
Harw:sler
Alright
thtre wos wry lillie regan/for

"

t/le peasants ll"e/farc Illjoel some ojlhe londlotd<
,.~,.made

"'"'""

""
0..,

were made even more pow<rju/

'"'

,..,

,.,ry /Jtt/e reforms were imrodu~ed to sol"" the
plight of the Chinese pea<On/S 111 the coUIIfry side
Example 125

{Le.>cn I Special Stream)

In this example it would seem that as well liS the teacher providing content the
use of the meta-statements 'alright'; 'okay' served the function oft·aintnining contact
with the student The teacher was modelling the thinking process (as seen in the
hesitation, the thinking filler.; and the change in direction) as he explained the
predicnment of the peasants and his interpretation (as seen m the use of the words, 'in
fact' and 'made even more' and 'very little') that the reforms did not solve their plight.
Finally, the teacher drew the students into an understanding of his interpretation with
the use of the word 'okay'. The contact the teucl.er made with the students was
reflected in their behaviour. They kept eye contact with the teucher and nodded their
heads. D••ncan (1972) describes this behaviour as a back channel. Further, Mehan
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(1979) suggests that when students are engaged in this fonn of back channel, even
though it might seem that the students are passive, they are in a joint dialogue with the
teacher.
The Express stream teacher in lesson Vll and the Normal stream teacher in
lesson XII used a different technique. They interpreted historical events for the
students by personal ising the infonnation. They used the second person ''youh and
pragmatic mnrkers and discourse markers to simplifY and relate historical events and
concepts to the students' own experience to help them make sense of what happened
For example, the teachers said, 'you see... ' 'you lost your job... ,' 'you had nothing
'you had to work hard ... '. In example 126 given below, the teachers drew on the
students' everyday experience of concepts such as the taking ofmedicalleave,
reporting sick, working hard and the loss of jobs to explain how the government of the
Soviet Union maintained its hold on the people:

rr

you see
everything in the SoWe/ Uld01t a/that lime <Upended
on the gavemment all the jobs In the coun/1")' were
=igned by the gavemment el'el}'NI<' ....., a
gawmmem employee so the minute the mllwte
you IllS/ your job you had rtOthlltg you had nolhittg

'"

/if~ t«r.r very badyou had to WIH"k very hard you
cannot ll1l<e medical certificate the way you W<J/1/
you cannot report slckwhe" you wall/ unless you Me
very sick you camw/ go 011/eave
E~ampte

\26

(L=cn VllExprl!$0 Stream)

In rhe case of the Normal stream teacher the personalising of infonnation

appeared in ~[tort stmtches and between fillers and closed questions (see example 127
over leal). Further, it appeared to be used as a way ofscaffoldinghistorical infonnation
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for the sh1dents. The teacher introduced the term government by means of a dialogue
with the pronoun 'you'. This appeared to be a strategy the teacher adopted in order to
establish contact with the students and to get theirattention. It appears the use of'you'
is a powerful tool for interactions between the teacher and the student. The teacher
used this slrategy even before explaining that 'you' represents the guerillas. She also
stressed the point that the guerillas are communists tluough the use of the filler'

7T

underthe 11m govemme/11 annoum;ed
wh<>erer II'OJIIS /O :mmnder con summder lj)!Ou
surrender we will gire you we won/ [lllllishyou
leaflets papers were dropped asking tim guerillas

gueri'Ws l1tl! /he I
ComlffUnists

[/indicates rising intonation]
EltMiplc 127

(Le"on XII No~mol stream)

Another form of explanation involved procedural talk (TT2-Tf2). These
interactions were often lengthy turns when the teacher ]X'Ovided a description of the
procedure to be followed by the students. For exlliDple, in lesson 1the teacher
provided a lengthy description about how to plug in and use the computer software.
Similarly, in lessons V, Vl and IX the teachers concerned described in detail the
procedure for canying out group tasks. In Lesson IV, although the lessor. was a class
discussion, in the early part of the lesson the teacher spoke to the students about how to
answer examination questions. Procedural patterns of interaction also occurred

• ]he power oflbe filler in drills will be discu""" laler in the chapler
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frequently in Nonnal stream lesson XII where the teacher used this to scaffold and
manage infollUation by drawing students' attention to certain important facts, e.g.,

IT

No
there were /he three problems
you look at page )"'U hove ,;mr tatbook ,;m fool: at

page -[tile and six.

fire ami six are very Important it rells JIOII almutlhe
Malays reactlm1 the Malay ollilude Ia /he Malay
Union

Example 128

(Lesson XII Normal strwu)

Often the giving of content was lacect with procedure, and conversely the
giving of procedure with content. This happened most often in lessons where there
was a high percentage of teacher-talk such as in lessons I (49%), II (47%) and VII
(39%), and in the Normal stream lessons XI (32%) and XII (32%). This pattern of
interaction involving the giving of content and the provision of procedure and vice
versa (TTl - TI"2 and Tf2 -TIl) appeared to be 1111 important device in the
management of content, and for the interpretation of historical facts. For example,

1T

I "WI/ you 10 thl11k of these three questlm!Sjor today
alright

/tis OIIJiOUni'OI"I<sheel
Alrlghl

!lad had It not beert[or tlu< Sino Japanese 11<11" in
1937 10 1945 the cmmmmisiS would natlta>e
aohieved~iclory In 1949

(Lesson l Special stream)

In the example below when the teacher said,

'lwolll)"'u 10 be c/earaiNJutthispoilll"

he was

placing emphasis on 1111 important point dmt he wanted the students to note.
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7T

red """Y co/lductcd Guerillawaifare ;,. the Japanese
occop/ed anas these lrka/ si/!Jat/tmjor f"Ople 'SIIIQJ'
N~

I wam you 10 be dear about this ptJint

&ample 130

{Lesson 1 Special stream)

The interweaving of content with procedure can also be seen in the Nonnal
stream class in example 131, Here, it seemed to be used to enable the teacher to stress
the importance of a specific historical fact, as compared to other facts, by drawing the
students' attention to it. This can be seen for example, when the teacher said, '!want
yau ta be c/earaboutlhisfXJ/"1 .... ' The teacher also managed and oriented the infonnation

and in the case of the Normal stream students this seemed to scaffold the infonnat;on
for them e.g. when the teacher said, 'remember •. ' 'uuder/1"" 1001 ... ' '/will repeal ... ' 'look
althispoiul ... '. See also example 131 below:

IT

cau youfimJ tl1e ar~SM-er please
laokfor lhe llJ,..,.·er ofmilitary gavemmml

'

quick look for the answer <m tho military
govemme/11
what did the J"f''O/ese dr.1 page /Y.<> mllilu{y
&ample lJl

{Le!;son XI Normal stream)

In the special stream lesson when the teacher said, 'Let'•lalkaboutthis" the teacher seems
to steer the discussion in certain ways, as illustrated below:

IT

let's 1<1/kaboullhls

reWJiuliOJI mem/S a via/em change 01" a system of
&ample 132

(Lesson m Specio.J stream)
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In sunumuy, the giving of content and procedure by the teachers in this pattern
of interaction involved either interpretation of facts and ideas, which in tum seemed to
engage the students in historical thinking processes, or they provided scaffolds to help
draw the students' attention to the important aspects ofthe historical thinking process.
The teachers in all the three streams also used various strategies in the TTl-TTl
patterns to engage the students in the learning process. However, while the teachers in
the Special stream ](',ssons used dialogic strategies, the teachers in the Express and
Normal stream appeared to use more personalised examples that seemed to be used in
order to appeal to the imagination of the students.
5,2,2 Pattern Two: Teacher's que!lt:oning folluwed by !tudenl'! response

In this pattern, the teacher's closed and npen-ended questions were followed by
the student's responses, both predictable and unpredictable (TT311T4-STIIST2). The
TTJ-STI pattern where the teacher's closed question was followed by a predictable
response from the students formed part ofau IRE cycle. The pattern appeared in all
the lessons but wns especially prevalent in Normal stream lessons X, XI and XII and in
Special stream Ieason Ill In addition, the function of this form of pattern appeared to
be different in the two streams. In special stream lesson ill it was a device that
appeared to be used by the teacher to stimulate the flow of talk, but in the Normal
stream lessons, it appeared to be used more es a scaffolding technique and as a device
for drilling important historical facts and ideas. These are demonstrated in the two
examples bel0w:
In example 133, the cless discw;sion focussed on the concept of revolution. It
can be seen that the teacher probed the students and steered the discussion in order that
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the students consider and compare conditions in Russia under the Czar and under the
coalition Government.

17'

sr

17'

S1'
17'
S1'
17'

sr
sr
ST

who 11'03 ujfectrd the most
commtmists
communisls wlklngabaut society In lbtssiWt
who will gain /he most
the town workers the peasants and ike town workers
wlwshlm/d gain /he most whmthere /sa r~mlutlmt

....,
"''

town workers
/own IWNkers

pe=ts
peaswrls
mwn Wtl:rkers and /he peasmrls
E>wnplo Ill

In example 134, the Nonnal stream teacher in lesson XI used the IRE eye le as a
technique in drilling the term 'NeYJ Melaya'.

7T
STs

rr

uhali• the m•wting ajMW malai
ttai'Mnll.IJ"'
nowMai'!J-'1

""'

Exampl~

134

(Lesscm XI Normal mum)

However, there were some occasions, although these were rare, when the
teacher's closed inductive question,

inst~

of resulting in a prediclllble answer such as

'yes' or 'no', prompted an unpredictable response from the students. There was an
occurrence of this in Special Strear.1 lesson IU. ln this example, whilst the teacher's
first question on whether the Czar was autocratic received a yes response, the next
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question on whether Lenin and Stalin were also autocratic, was followed by an
unpredictable response. The example is given below:

IT
Sfs
IT
ST
IT
ST

was the c= aulrx:rat/oe
Ytah
11w Unln and Slalln
UninUni11
were they autocrative
a bil mtJrt lxmlloward<

E"""lple IJS

(les:10n m Special dream)

In the fol!owing example, the teacher's question (in th~ fonn of a filler) 'whe,..as
erofutimrcan be I' is not filled by the student with the word 'revolution' as expected by

the t<:ncher but instead the student ignores it and puts forth an unpredictable response
that in revolution people adapt lo the situation. It occurred in the fonn of eKplomtory
talk and demonstrates the confidence and veri:lal dexterity of this Special stream
student

7T

ST

-wherear ti'O!uti~J~r ltavmg plmmed can bel
when we think of reWJiulimr Is

"'"'

the slllla/lorr Is pr<st11/od If> )"011 and

"'0""
"
like

the people
becazue of the s/tualiott
you see
adapt to the sill/a/ion

I• that wl10t is e>ullltion

jot"" re•ululiorrthe people In place and they 1m.. this

,w_
AM/iry

Example 116

(lemn U1 Special !lream)

Another variation in this pattern of interaction w~s the asking of open-ended questions
followed hy an unpredictable student Te$ponse (TI4-ST2). This variation was most
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prevalent in Special stream Lessons ll, Ill and IV and in Express stream lesson VII. In
the Special stream lessons there were discussions of divergent topics such as in lesson
n where students were given an ao1thentic tourist btochure with a picture of Sir
Stamford Raffles and 11 caption. The statement in thl." caption was that 'Rnffies
acquired possession of Singapore in 1819'. The students were required to mount a
challenge to the tenn 'acquired possession' and discuss wheth~r or not the credit
should go to this one person.

1T Raffles Mt]Uirtd 1/ul pos.ressi(Jio of t/ul /.<land of
Sll'lfCll"J'" in eigh1u11 ori11e1een
haw OCCiitale Is 1hi.> ttalcmen/
Eownple 137

(LeMon I Special stream)

In the case ofF.11.press stream lesson IV, the questions given to the groups for
discussion were textbook based and initially appeared to be convergent. However,
when the groups met together in a teacher led discussion the talk developed from being
convergent to divergent in nature. Examples 138 and the 139 show this development:
Convergent topic
1T

l will assign all e%m:l.._. lo J.I'U

for Alan Mary Ahmad's group you look ar chapl<r
se ...n Jopmttse pclicles tOHwrl.< t/ul main ethnic
groups and la.stly for'"""" name '5 group )'1111 wJ/1
look ot chapter tlghilhe doily lifo under the
./ap<JJoeSO! daily life under the Japa1oeu say for name

""'

for name and 1oame 's group l M"nt J.I'U ro /<>01; <11
chaprernine
Ok<zy
chaplet"'"' lht md <Jf rhe Japanese OCC!lpcllon
hDih w/11/ook I<Jgether

Example 138

(lesson IV Eltp=s !!tam)
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Divergent Topic

IT

,_

you ha.e to be fair
you ha-;e to be fair you """a judge please do11'/
use yor~r emotions

"""

don 'I want you Ia tell me oh I will dcfinlle/y
he/lew the locals beCQI/se they they tlury m!l.l't be
right you are tl"' jttdge """" though )'<N/tel strrmgly
that the Jap:n,.;re were the murderers )I'll C<IIli!Ot
pw.< a sentence based on hear say )I'll lxrve to
e•tab/Jsh the evidence
I

Example 139

In addition to the variations described above, sometimes the teachers, instead of
asking a closed or an open-ended question, asked a procedural question to elicit a
response from the students (1T2- STIIST2). This was especially the case in the
Nonnal stream (e.g., leSSilns X and XI). It also occurred in Special stream \esso!L'l II
and III. An example of this is given below. Here the teacher requests the students to
'throw (in) some points... '

IT

ST

Ju>tt/Jru.v ;<ame poll/Is and then the rtsl ofyou
cmt counter tile polllls or ropportthelr points

~""
oh

"""
""

acnwlly we are Ultde~/ded because there were
fact= leadin!( to us believing that it""" legal
yetthern wet ;orne which

••

made us thlttk that it 14m ///ega/for uample we
thaughti/IVQJ' legal
because {be<XliiSI!)
Example 140

(Lesson II Special stream)
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In summruy, although various types of pattern two appeared in most lessons, the
student responses and the function of these interactions varied according to the stream.
5.2.3 Pattern three: Qualification and exteD!Iion ortbe teacher's question

The teacher's questioning pattern not only took the fonn of a single question, as
discussed in pattern two, but often the question was developed and qualifir:d by the
teacher. He or she gave further content or pr....::edural infonnation possibly to help
develop the students Wlderstanding of the. historical concepts.
One of these variations of pattern two was where the closed question was
accompanied by the giving of content (Tf3·1Tl). This happened predominantly in
Nonnnl stream lessons XI and XII. Here the teacher seemed to use questioning to get
the students' attention and then he gave the content to emphasise the point Sometimes
in other lessons the question was not in the form of l 'wh' question (as in w/uJr, which,
who, when) but mther was asked using rising intonation (f) at the end of the sentence,

in the form ofa filler (which the teacher sometimes completed himself). This
technique was one often used by the teacher in Express stream lesson V. In this class,
the teacher appeared to use this technique to scaffold and dr:i! important historical
facts as he circulated arow>d the c!IISS during the group tasks. He also provided
infonnation about the 1959 e\ectiollS in Singapore because the students had confused
this information witlt tha!Jtbout the elections in Malaya. He clarified then coaxed the
answer from the students and finally drilled it, as sh[Jwn below:

rr oo

that is 111 Malaya 111 Sirrgap~Jre
t"WelllJ' I>!Wil/MJ' thru out offrjty"""
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do they need Ia gel onolher party Iafont~ the
go""mmenl
J'"SOTIW
ST 110
1T wl(vno
ST they can rule ""their own
1T II<J/workingrmthe/rownhecausenow they are
hoviiJg /he what I
ST P'""'
1T /he mo}IJ/'II)I.forl)llhm out offifty fi"" this Is
majorltylhereforo tl111y M 1101 lta>s Ia gel another
party to form /he go""mmenl the C(J(Jl/1/<m
government mean5 }'Oil hale mOTe than one party
jtmning !he I
govemmenl
right
~ttplain govemme/JI mrl /egiskJtl"" =embly
this Is something /hal you have /erun/ from lhe //me
of 1he lllralts settlement.; 1fJJ Ia the ""1;1' <lull/OW
we do /I<JI ctJ./1/t/eglskJ/ivt mscmbly
we call it the wha tl
ST /egisltltilll! crmnc/1

(I"' rising intonation)
Example 141

(Les>on VI E:r;press stream)

This pattern of interaction also occurred in the Special stream lessons TI and ill,
It seemed in these lessons the teachers used this ns a way of gaining the students'
attention and as a means of stimulating thinking. In the example shown below the
teacher posed a question, a student responded and then the teacher posed & pseudoquestion or a filter to which he immediately gave the answer.

1T

sr

1T

who/ aboul Russia
"'""1u11m1
definitely a!
t"el'O!uticm

I:xamplc 142

(lown m 5~1!1 il!Um)

The other variation of this intemction pattern involved the teacher asking a
closed question fol!ovred by giving proceduml information (Tf3-m). Once again
this occurred often in Nonnal stream lessons XI end XII, however, it also dc'clirred
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frequently in E)[press stream lesson VI. The same pattern happened very rarely in the
Special stream and other Express stream classes. When it did occur, it did so in the
fonn of the teacher posing a question before calling on a specific student to answer.
This is slightly different from the other similarpattem (TT2-TI3) when the student is
called before the question is posed. In this variation it appears that the teacher uses the
teehniqne as a way to drill facts lllld to test recall.

'IT

w/w an 1/>ese warlrers
Ctrtherine quick
Elwupl~

143

(Lesson XI Nolrlllll stream)

In the case of Express str;:nm lesson VI, the procedural talk was used to

encourage a response. For example, the teacher used it to coax an answer from the
students.
Tf

1T

Why why the Brit/s/1 ""''e reh1clant
islt
thtsls quite straighljonwml
E>wuple 144

(Lesson VI Express stream)

E>wuple !45

(Lesson VI E:qlles!l)

somethlllg to do with wllrl' I

""

At other times, a closed question sometimes led to l!ll open-ended question.
For example, in Special stream Lesson IV the teacher started off with a filler and then
developed it into an open-ended question. This appeared to be used as a technique to
probe and generate thinking In the students.
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IT

sr
1T

PI
1T
Pt
1T

wh,
hlM 11'41 war communism supposed ra help them
(aside) no
why were they 1!01 happy w/dr/1 having a mutifl)'
supposed to he very/
why do !hey haw a mulhry
ltwasaworhr'sstrik2
pardon
It WQS a worker's strl~ It WQS
military mutiny 11 wasfor m;l/lary noljor you toxx
lfil/sfor whom ther.you will .ooy

Examplo 146

(Lesson IV Special stream)

In the Nonnal stream \essc.n XII, however this same pattern appeared to be

used as a technique to scaffold infonnation before a response was then elicited from a
student:

1T

one group ofpeople name whom am 1 going Ia talk

ST

obout/11 this chapter
(aslde)MCP

sr
1T

••

/he OOJttmunls/s

/he communists
who are the communists
who bmws whll were /he cmnmun/stf

ST

MCPMalayan mid Malayan communist pany

1T

who ""''" the commun/m
wl(l' do we tJQI/them the co;nnmnists

"

n
JII!S Name wlw ""'"" lhe communists

'!T

Example 147

(lesson XI Nornml stream)

Another variation that occurred within this pattern of interaction, and that

which is common to large classes in general, and to the Singapore context in particular,
is the use of chorus answers. Chorus answers appeared in all the twelve lessons but
were more numerous in some Express and Nonnal. stream lessons. The asking of a
closed question or filb by the teacher was followed by a chorus (TT3-TIS) from the

student.:;. For instance, in Express stream lesson VI, the teacher tried to traru;mit
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historienl facts by drilling important facts and concepts based on the stud~nts'
textbooks and the use of a chorus response was used to emphasise the point thut the
communist guerillas in Malaya resorted {0 violence:

1T

/hey t.milo go elsewhere a'ld lhaliswh•n lhey well/
undergrou1Ki wl<i•rgrou1Ki m.ans ""'"t to dl:!
jungles and naw tilt!)' .-.sur/ed to J
viol•=

STs

viol•nce
Example 148

(Lesson VI Express)

Similarly in the example 149, below, the teacher drilled the tenn 'tmde union'
with the students.

rr

ye~ t/Hl workers

ST
1T

w
they jolmtf IIH! what
who/ do>"" call/hat
t/Je trade t<lllon
1/Je tro<kl

STs

rmlon
rmlon

Example 149

A

(Les.lan VI Express)

third variation of this pattern was when after 1!11 open-ended question was

asked the teacher developed and qualified the question by giving further content ( TI4Til). This happened only in tluee lessons: in Special stream Jesson I, in Express

strewn Lesson VIII, ond, in Nonnal stream lesson xn.
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IT

Did t/Jt Sl110.lapano!s< WW
a/right
wa.othat the turning pclnt
a/rigllt
with the Kmmrintang farces

""oh

}"II .!now

dod/ned
E111U11~le

150

{Lesso1. I Sp:cial meam)

In Normal stream lesson XII the open-ended question was qualified by the
giving of content, a closed question, and fil!er, which appeared to serve the purpose of
scnffo\ding infonnation. For instance:

IT

W/Jat abam govemmml
they boliowd in e'fllalshal'ing Oqtla/5/Jarlng aj
,.,sources and everytlling rommuni11m i• a set of
Ideas and p<ap/e w/"' believed in tl1<se Ideas are
called!
communist:;
E111U11ple IS\

(Lesson XII Normal 51ream)

Similarly, in the fol!owing example, the same teacher nsked a closed question on
whethe• the Malayan Union was a failure or n success to which the student gave a
predictable response. The teacher then followed up with an open-ended question on
why the Malnys refused to accept the Malayan Union. When she fniled to get the
correct reply from the student, she simplified the open-ended question by turning it
into a closed inductive one and asked who objected to the Malayan Union. On
receiving the correct response she then asked another open-ended question. This
appeared to be another example of the scaffolding provided by the teacher.
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IT

ST
IT

ST
Tf

ST
1T

Mo/1')'<111 Union war il a failure or 12 .n1ccus Llli
war II ofollure or .n'"""""
failure

•
"'

wl!}'wosl/afollureL/11

he=se they allrwl agree

who actually resc,ud or ohjecred to tho MaiUJvnr

unla11
lheMo/ay
why the Malays
w/Jotwar the most problemc/lc /S.JIJI!
E.ump!e 152

(Lesson Xtl Normal •!ream)

Another strategy used in the Normal stream, this time in lesson XI, was where
the teachers simplified an open-ended question by following it with a number of closed
questions. In doing so, she simplified the difficult concepl of'Nipponisation'.

1T

whal dow" mean by Nipprmi!M .rnmem1e
if/ am trying to Nlppo11/so a .rnr./o/}'
whnl will/ he doing

EXll!llp\e IS3

(Lesson Xl Nomud)

Sometimes the teachers asked a multiplicity of questions. A closed question
followed by another closed question (TIJ-TIJ). This variation appeared in most of
the lessons, however, this form of questioning was most prominent in the Normal
stream. Like the variation noted above this seemed to provide a scaffold to elicit the
correct response from the students.
By contrast, when the multiplicity of questions took the fonn of an open-ended
question followed by another open-ended question (TI4- TI4) the purpose of the
interaction seemed to be that ofstimulatingthinking. This is demonstrated in example
154 below:
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IT

wiiJI did !hey stey 011 /It Chtmg Ch/11g

what is tlw {l!Jrpos<! ujmovi1og /1110 Cha11g Chl11g
)~ahA/on
E><M~ple

\54

(Lesson I Special stream)

This pattern occurred predomimmtly in Special stream lessons I, n, Ill and Express
stream lesson VIII.

5.2.4 Pattern four: Teacher's response to !tudeot's response.
Often the teacher's evaluation of a student's response went beyond just an
acknowledgement or a repetition of the answer, such as occurs in an IRE cycle. At
these times the teacher would take up the response of a student and use it to further
develop the point This pattern of uptake (IT5·Tfl; TT5·1T2; TT5-TIJ; TI5·TT4)
occurred in 6.4% of the intemctions in the twelve lessons. However, the pattern varied
in the different streams. For example, in the Special stream there were more
occurrences of content being given in the teacher response (ITS-TTl). For instance,
in the following exchange (Example 155) taken from a Special stream clru;s the teacher
responded to the student's answer of nepotism in Russia by further elaboration on how
this situation was inevitable.

"·-

IT why Is II 110t fair

IT

'"" c:m·s relalives wldfrle/fl}s some relatlon<frlellds
com~/><"' CII/Ite/1 people a lot of things

'"'

people are nat stupid thoy look at people and elect
tlwm they look a/the people who hod bem elected
the relatives of the czar were the O/U!S who hadWOII
tlw election< were in power and of course t/u!y
would 110/supporl It
becouse
thoy ore a part of the "fllem
ro

tho duma Itself
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"""

11 was not ejfeotire we talk ahoutthc October

manifesto ltr>W he said he wanted the Immediate reforms

talk about the long tenn talka/mur
'"'
immediate causes of llw Revo/miml
don~

short term

rememlmr thallhero were two revolutlom Fehn~ory
and October we follow the Rlmlan calendar

'"'

Oc!obcr difference between February and D<:lober
Example ISS

(Lesson vn Expres• strewn)

By contrast, in the Nonnal stream this did not occur as often. When it did, the
teachers' response usually involved the asking of a series of questions. These were
short anJ to the point. Thus it appeared to be more of a drill technique. In the example

156, below, the teacher in the Normal stream lesson asked a closed question on the aim
of the Nan Yang Communist Par1y (infonnation is given in the textbook}. The student
replied 'to spread ct>mmunlsm •. The tencher than asked 'when'?

TT

what was tin: aim of /he Nan yang cammrmlsl parry

rr

to spread communism
very good'""""

ST

in Sauth East Asia

ST

to spread Cllmmunl.<m "'''""'
ElWtlpl~

IS6

(Lesson XII Normal srream)

5.2.5 Pattern five: Teacher '9 explanation leading tn questioning
The pattern of giving content or procedure which led to questions (TilfiT2Tf3nT4) was present in all the twelve lessons, although in total it only occurred 3.5%
of the time. In some classes these interactions seemed to be a device used by the
teacher to facilitate discussion because they elidted responses from the students. They
also served the purpose of promoting interpretation of history. However, in other
classes they seemed to be an explicit attempt at control by the teacher and it is notable
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that !his lockstep pattern was predominant in the classes deemed less capable, namely
in the Normal stream. In these classes, such as lesson XI ami XII, the teacher provided
small amounts of content followed by closed questions. It seemed he did this in order
to test reca11 and to reiterate important facts in history.
There were times when the closed questions occurred in the form of tillers as in
e!Wmple I 57. At other times the closed question was followed by procedure as in
example \58 and in eXlllllple !59 where the teacher provided content and 'then nsked a
closed question which was then followed by the teacher requesting students to
underline the important points. In this latter example, it appears that this procedure
adopted by the teacher is used to help the students to manage the information.
IT

they beflewd 111 equal sharlllg equal sharing of
resources and owryth/11g cammu~lsm Is a se/ of
!<leas ond people who belte"'d In thtJii! Ideas are
called/

communists
( I indicates the rise in tone as in fillorJ]
Example 157

11

{Lesson XI Normal)

this chapter deals with mm group ofpeople
who knows which group ofpeople f om rejtrrlllg to
just loolr otthls and which group ofpeople am I
I'm referring to

Example 158

TT

{lesson XI Normal)

tht• party befor< II M"' rnl/1111 Malayan a>mmunlsr
~,,

what""' tho old name ofthU parry
ST

Nan yang rommunW patty

TT

underlln01ha1
Example IS9

(Lesson XI Nonnal)

Similarly, procedural talk followed by closed questions provided a scaffold to
help the students manage and make sense ofthe infonnation, as did the giving of
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content or procedure followed by a closed inductive question (TilfiT2 -TI3), For
example, in the Special stream 1es50ns ill and IV this pattern of interaction was used
by the teacher to elicit talk from the students and to engage them in the inte!Jlretation

nfhistory. (See example 160 below).

IT

what ah<>u/ bloody Sunday In /905 deJIWIISirai<JI"S
who ""'e em dmm by the .>Oidiers

would that be short or lrmg term causes or Immediate causes
llxample !60 (Lesson m

Spc<:ial stream)

Another variation of this TTl - TT4 pattern was when the teacher 's giving of
content led to an open-ended question although not frequent, did O>:cur in most of the
lessons. It seemed tlwt this type ofmteraction promoted reflection by the students
about a particular historical interpretation e.g.,

rr go-..:mm•t/1 ,.,., seen /0 bl' ""' retrcallngjorco
bill

why were they relreatlng
Why did they stay on In chong chmg
What is the purpose of mov//Jg in/" chottg ching

giving of ccnlenl

open ended que:uiun
E'!.1111ple 161 (lesson I Special stream)

Thus while the giving of content or procedure leading to closed questioning were
attempts used to manage, drill and transmit historical facts and ideas, the giving of
content or procedure leading to open ended or discursive questions seemed to facilitate
discussion appeared to be attempts by the teacher to stimulate the historical thinking
process.
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5.:Z,6

Pattern sill;: Teacher's negative response

There were very few instances when a teacher gave a negative response
{0.1%). The few such occurrences happened only in the N01ma.l stream lessons. One
instance, as shown in the following example, occurred when a student addressed the
teacher in Chinese (outoftum) while the teacher was talking. Speaking c-ut of tum
especially in a language other than English, is not accepted in the Singapore classroom
and was frowned upon by this teacher, as can be seen by the way she reprimElllded the
studenL Such an unusual outburst in a Singapore student is regarded as defiance.

IT

ST

later I will ccmmem
nowmymain/(}CII5 ...
teacher
l1h (I![>Caklng In Chinese}

rr
ST

/fymt are still la/k/ng/wl/1 stop!II'On i teach
your wl•l•
Example 162

(le9son XI Normal stream)

Other instances of this pattern of interaction occurred as the teachers had to calJ
on particular students to pay attention or to sit up straight as slouching on the table is
not acceptable in the Singapore classroom.
In another case in the Normal stream lesson XIT, the teacher had to constantly
watch over a difficult student'Daniel'. To achieve this she called on him now- nnd
then to make sure that he was paying attention. She even posed a question to him to
try to keep him engaged. It appeared to be a rather difficult task for the teacher.
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IT

1T

musl be alert Daniel
Exomple 163

(Lesson XI Normal stream)

Example 164

(Lesson XI Noni\al stream)

FedcraliO/JojMa!trya
Da/J/el
you must s/1 straight

-·

Daniel

\

In the example 165 the teacher posed a question which 'Daniel' failed to nriswer in
spite of a prompt from a peer. His ll!Ck of response caused the tel!Cher to ask 11
somewhat sarcastic question about whether his throat was sore.

1T

mas/ be alert Dante/
MCP stands for

"ST

X
(arlde)Malaycm commurJist p<rrty
sore throat

1T

Example !65

(Lesson XINornml stream)

Later on in the lesson 'Daniel' wns still inattentive, so the teacher makes one
more attempt to involve him in the lesson. She prodded him twice but he refused.
However, the class answer in a chorus on his behalf, which enabled the teacher to get
on with the lesson.

1T

wrlle there
To fig/Jtlhe Japanese
take down special Silde notu to fight/he J<IJXOrese

"""

and who trained them In guerilla worjllJ"e

Drmte/
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wha lro/ned /hem In guerilla warfare
who trained /hom Ill guerilla wwfare

STs

Britl•h British
Example 166

5.3

(lesson XI Normal stream)

Student-centred patterns:
5.3.1 Pattern seven: Student's response followed by teacher's response
Unlike pattern four where the teacher developed predictable and sometimes

Wlpredictnble responses of the students, in this pattern the lencher evaluated the
responses. This made up 6.7% of the total interactions. In this pattern, students'
predictable responses were either followed by the teacher's acceptance of the ideas
expressed by the students or alternBtively the teacher asked another closed question. In
addition, sometimes students' predictable responses were followed by procedural talk
by the teacher.
This pattern was predominant in lessons which involved the drilling of facts, such
as in the Nonnal stream lessons X, XI and XII. See for example 167, and 169 below:

IT

ST
IT

rr

ST
rr

what other h..,ejits Cll1l JX>U lhink af
commrmicatirm
cammunlmtlrm
Example 167

(Lesson X Nanna!)

E>eample 168

(Lessen X Norma.\)

tin m/ms to the port tin m/111.</0 the prm
wharwlho port
thetl"
lhellnouyili11foll
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In the Special stream discussion lessons II and m, however, the teacher used a similar

pattern not as a drill but in this instance it was done in order to elicit responses from
the students so as to steer the direction of the discussion which was if Stalin was
autocratic. See example 169 below:

IT
STh
1T
ST
1T
ST
1T
ST
ST

11m tile Czar autocratic
yeah
was Um/11 and Stal/11
Ltmi11 Umln
,...,.. they autocrolic
... ab/1 more bent/awards
ami //om was It mare IIW it better under Stalin
nola
he was rmly a bit better
E.umplc 169

(Lesson rn Special)

Other examples of student's response followed by teacher's response patterns occurred
when the teacher asked a closed question of a student to which the class gave a choral
response, with the teacher voicing in wtison with the students. This can be seen in the
Normal stream lesson XII {example 170).

IT

"'
IT

"'

orltrlglotmemiS!
ope11

''""

1"1!hdllo11 memiS!
fight
fight
Example 170

(Lesson XU Nonnal)

With respect to unpredictable responses the teacher either accepted the
students' idea(see example 171):
ST

becm•se

""

the Chinese,...,... not/lllerested lntlo: m=factured
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IT

goods they ""re buttntere.rted tnjrom
British exchanged their goods for spices wtd triod to
trade with china for these sp/c;,s
alright

""

Example17!

(Lesson I Specialstrcam)

outlined a procedure or challenged the student with another question, as in eXIl!llple
172:
ST

hecanse
when Hugh Luw arrived In Percl Perclwos In
the JN!ople wos supported different mltwJS their tax
ctJI/ect/an wos done again and again

IT

...

lei me ask )'<Ill a questirm then
when Hugh Luw came JIW" there aped sultan

"'"'""

Examplo 112

(LeSSOIJIX Nofiillll streatn)

In the following exchange the teacher responded in an accepting manner to the

student's initial response, she then asked another question. This results in another
unpredictable response, which once more is followed by more questions Wid similar
unpredictable responses by the students, for example:

IT
ST
IT

where would this revolution come jr{J!II
Mr Dakar w1 a small sro/e the setting up of the
speaker's corner CCliJ be ctJnsldered a revolution
how do you define that
Example 173

(Lesson II Special s~ream)

Withio this pattern of interaction, there were also instances when the teacher evaluated
the student's answer through the use of explicit correction, as in the following
example. This mostly occurred in lessons in the normal stream classes where a drill of
£ • rs was involved
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1T
ST
1T

whaii.J the

meaning ofma.wcred

massage m=ge

don 'I simply soy I'm going /fJ .<hoot

m=red means a very cruel"<u' ofkilling
Example 174

(Lessen XINorlnal stream)

5.3.1 Pattern eight: Students Initiating talk to teacher and the teacher
responding
On a few oc:casions (2.3%), students initiated talk to the teacher after the

teacher bad given content or procedural infonnation. As a consequence, the teacher
responded by givin,

1

1er content, or altellllltively, by asking a closed question.

However, the fonn this interaction took varied in the different streams. For example,
while the talk initiated by students in the Special stream was of a kind that added to the
discussion, much of the talk initiated by the NollDal stream students was usually in the
form of them suggesting they had difficulty following the: teacher's meaning. And,
unlike the talk of special stream students, the talk initiated by Normal stream students

was brief, sometimes just a word or phrase. In the following example, taken from a
Special slre!lm lesson in which the teacher and students are discussing the Singapore
town plan and the British policy of divide and rule, the teacher makes reference to the
power of this treaty assigning Singapore to the British. The student showed reflection
and thought when he commented that such planning helped the British to assert control
over the people.

1T

ST

this Is the power of/he treasy
right
that is the power of mch lawn plans i1Jn0C<11f/
docnments hut actually they tell )'011 a different story
Ifyou combine all of/hem Into one ana you cw•
aii<N:k a11d control/hem )'011 cat/ rule them
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"'

Instead ofsny you give the pressun to one group and
anmher group and 110 /J<ldy hlaws and rwbo<zy talks
To"'((''llll'else ln/Marea

Example 175

{Lessonll Special stream)

Fmther, the student's responses in the Special stream are longer and they use
explomtory language in their responses. By contmst, the Normal stream students'
questions and comments do not add to the discussion or to the lesson, for instance:

1T
ST

"""
let us ru11 tlvough the re.vblonjor )11p<DI and cbiM
I didJ1'/ buy th~ hook
Example 176

5.3.3

(Lesson XII Normal stream)

Pattern nlue: Student initiating talk to a peer

In this pattern, students initiated talk to a peer or teacher, who then respond.
This pattern of interaction appeared to encourage and tOster thinking. This first
variation involving just the students is illustrated in the following elUI!llple:

ST

llls11'1 even steps

I thlnA/thlnk

ST

Ills e<l!n 3/~r something then a £1ep by step
It takes a few lnmdnd m/11/Myears

Example l71

(Lesson m Speciru stream)

The second variation of this pattern, which involves the teacher's response, is shown in
the fo!Jowing example. Here, a student miscs a point with a peer but it gcnemtcs a
response from the teacher, which in this case, is in the form of an open-ended question.
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ST

1T

we ca11nol SGJI for wre that every change in tho
govemme/1/lsfor good and lunical/y eiiQ/utlon
Is about everything
but
what causes eY<Jiution as compand to nVQ/ution
Example 17R

(Lcsron m Spoclolstream)

Overall this pattern of interaction occurred 2. 7% of the time and it was more
prominent in the Special stream clnss discLISsion lessons II and ill and Normal stream
class discussion Lesson X.
In Special stream lessons II, ill, IV and Express stream lesson VIII, this pattern

of interaction seems to engender a smooth flow in the discussion. Further, it
encouraged the students' use of genuine exploratory language to express their views.
Another feature of this talk, especially in the Special stream lessons, is th~t the students
tend to 'qualifY' the statements made by their peers, rather than simply 'adding an
extension' to tlle talk whicll is what seemed to happen in the discussions in the other
streams. In other words, there appears to he a difference in the quality of the peer talk.
This is evident in the two examples given below. The first example, taken from a
special stream class shows the students exploring and building on issues together.
ST

Olle po/111 10 note to 11010 is /WO wrongs do 1wl
make aright
So
the Dulclt what they dldwnmg ~tnl 1/u>t they
Interfered 111 the matter

"'

you ""'Y think It Is legalfor the /Jrltlsh to /11/r:rjere
ohou
ST because
from what! see whoever ts wiled the sultan Is the
ST i•lh< what
ST WhOI<l'<!r W<U the sultan a/this polnt/1! //me was the
legal n~lor
Example J79

(Lcsron II Special stream}
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By contrast, peer talk appears to be quite different In Express stream lessons V,
VI and in all the Normal stream c\nsses. The exchanges are brief and the peers tend to
provide prompts to help each other to BllSwerthe question posed by the teacher. This
can be seen in example 180 below. Note that the prompts by peers are shown in
bmckets.

ST

the relildentlal system a/sa hroug/11/aw and rmkr
allrof;//he /m'l!.<lon to i11>'tlst i11 Perak
which [tnrnased the ecattmny Ill Perakj
w {fltu:rease the rtW!n~ejj
this this

which

ST
ST

"
ST

relildemlai.!)U"Iem was a $1/o:"<ru il was also ...WIn
other stales in Malaya In Malaya
{husinessj ..
f{lmslnessjJ
Examplo ISO

(Lwon X Normal ruum)

The use of prompts seems to occur because the students have difficulty with the
language of the lesson and lack confidence in their speech. For instance, in the
following example, the students are examining !llld describing the picture ofKing
ChulalongkomofThailand. They stumble over words such ns 'westemisation' and
'modernisation' and words such as 'dressing' and 'clothes'. To overcome this they
provide help to one another. Oden during the course ofthcse prompts the students
code-switch, especially when the teacher was not within their vicinity w.

10

Code-switching is discouraged and frowned upon by the Singapllre teachers.
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STD

ohu'ala;v

so wt!steml:edwt~sleml:ml aha lot of badges
wt!stemi:ed and what and tpJIIe modem qui~
MMeno
ST B m<Xkn!btd
m()(/emi:ed or western/sed
STC ""ryhlghcklss
ST D and IIU>Ifem
STC ""ryhighc/assveryhighcltm
ST A

o..,

.f"U neve~ SG)' pictun

ST A
ST D
STG

<me picture 1\W)
ah modem/sed
Modem
modemi:ed mJaJJ.J tho/>""' deWJiop dre rotmtry
modem or whol
SG)'we.<temi.red
later thm write wrlle mrd lheot explain wcy
he loolr western
western like cowboy ah western
1/ren /hen you luJcause of tlw clothing
becau<e ojtlw clothing
because ofhis dressing ah

STC

ahahah

ST A

ST B
STC
ST D
STC

Exump!e ISO

5.4

(Lesson V E><press stream)

Patterns centred around other types o£talk
This final type of interaction pattern involved other types or talk. It comprised

9.5% of the total interactions, but once more its occurrence varied according to

pedagogy and stream. There were occasions when teachers verbalised as they wrote

on the board and students verbalised what they were writing on the transparency while
they were undertaking writing tasks as part of group activities. This was especially
!rue as the students helped one another in preparing their answer, making sure the

spelling of their answers were correct, e.g,,
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STC
STF

.

ST D
STF
STC

wl{l' /,,he friendly rmd ;roc/Qb/e
Bect111se of his look an his face
(wrltl11gl
now SIJI/rce (b)

STD

fac/a/1101/ace~

ST B
STC

'"

&>clah/e
Yeah

Ullg Lellgji/IQI/y .JtJid ;rome/hlng

IH>-C-1-a-b-/- e
ml{l'why

"

"""'

Example 181

{Lesson V Express stmun)

While students were engaged in group discussions and tasks there were also
occnsions of code switching (OTI-STS), especially in the case of students in the
Nonnal stream clnsses. In the example given below, the students interacted by
switching between Malay ami English.

STJ

whatah

ST H ml chakap slid/ pla11 plan
ST J

Yeah
but this ane slu! says Is Perak's I!CtJIWIII)'
Right
So
!think rei'Onue has llothlllg to do with II

o..,

Example 182

(lesson IX Normal stream)

There were also occasions when students gave long formal oral presentations,
referred to as «presentational" talk by Barnes and Todd (1995, p.9), whilst the less able
students from some of the Express and all Normal stream classes read out from written
scripts (see example 183 below). The formal presentation by students in one of the
Special stream lessons (IV) was slightly different:
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ST

Singapore has only a lihort I!XpCrience Ia democra<;l'
which mean/that/here were less peuple voted for
/ab01" front and /he .ecaml pa/11/,., hod 11-m /hat
/a/Jlmr from did Ml get a IMge IM}orlty ofvmes in
/he elections /he third poim was that there was /here
was CC/1/Irmed commnn/sr mmble In Slngapllre
which lhrealened /he people In SI!IJJ<lP<Ne and thai
were the reaso/ISWhy !he British didnot\11011/10
givefo/1 selfgm•emmen/10 Singapore a11d bectruse
of/hat/he British would srj/1/fke 10 have Singapore
for themselves
for the mxl que•tion what do you all underst<md by
/he term full .elf8"Wmmcntwhalwe galhered Is
thai/he grwemmenl nlled by Its OW/I peuple

IT

"""

"""

alrlghl

ro

thi.J group has more w less given )'Oil the mW11
rcasrms why the British did 1101 W<llll/0 grant
ir!dependt!IICI!
Example 183

(Lesson V Eltpres• slream)

In the special stream lesson the student made an attempt to speak with less

reference to her written notes. She was also able to genemte questions and respond to
comments from her peers and from the tea~her which arose in the course of her report.
Her present.Rtions by the Special stream students were followed by side comments to
their peers (talk aside), and it also triggered further development in the discussion. For
example, an opea-ended question was asked which this in tum led to an unpredictable
response from the presenter or from the other students. This is demonstrated in the
example below.

Pt

umyeah

while /he Bolsheviks had this a lillie bit of Sllpporf

"'

Kml Ml11'X Sllpport

ro

Ills needed more ropportfor the lll<l<S<S and
ahyeah
it has

~"'
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future to he more :supportive of/he mass<~s It
Yeah

"""

II war hoping to loo~r dawn war ru/Utlng at sir

!nmdredpercenl and production >>'<IS •••
tltc Man:/sts also hellelled tlral

••
crops helonpd m the state

w••
it was o
ST

Pt

comm~n/111

Ideo

'"what Lrm/11 did was Ito lntroduccdWIIr communism
War communism (ruide)
/oe ul:edfood.from pe=ts

'"

for tho red guards

IT

ST

"""
Hold on
war commu11/.rm
what was tho what wm tlte political rtostJIIfOI" tho
lmplemematlon of war oommulllsm
:;TJrvilY:Il of tho nd

to"'""'"

""to etl.mte s11n>iw>l oftho 8rJ!shevtks

(Pt. stands for presenter)

Eixamplo 184

(Lesson IV Special ilream)

Within this pattern ofintemction was also talk which was categorised as being
off ta.'lk. There were several instances when this occurred in the lessons. In the
following e=ple the teacher and students began to discuss the topic of getting into a
good junior college after the Cambridge Examinations. The teacher talked about his
experience B:l a student and how he wanted to go to the best college. A student made a
comment in jest in order to tease the teacher. He said that if one was so obsessed with
getting into a good junior college one could easily purchase a unifonn of the college
and pose as a student of the col!ege. A light banter followed between teacher and
students over this remark.
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ga and buy fa
wewi!lfeel.ro
huyfa
!mJghler
rr Th<ll's different James
ST kmghter
rr /jymtbuyillsoolyours
ST Buy/a
IT If you buy
Yauhww
Youdon'lawn/1
what is lhe polm of chwling If cheallng Is If
cheating Is lying fi"ople
ST okay Ia ga and buy Ia
Don't worry
IT malring fi"Ople belle"'
ST C<mcerrn:d abCJUt
ST You li<IIJ/ to WMI' lbe sh/!1/ben
ST teachr /war tbe 3hlrt I didt! 'I force them to belle"'
Tht!tl'm Ctlptlble ofwarillg II
IT Yllll know that that Is a lie
be caus.
your aim when )'OU walk <NI of the school people
Will .blOW that II doem 'I matter whether people
believe /1
ST 1eacher your aim Is just to wear it
laughter
yeah
uo::tly your aim lo}LISt to wear II andwollr
STs laughter
IT os o Be11liemeer stu<knt I 111nn 'tjust C0/1111/Ic/ng
people up there but I was also can•im:iug myself
Th<ll "'"" /hough I camejrcm a neighbourhood
uhool I could still mah! II
IT

IT
ST
STs

sr

N~

Example 185

The final variation of this ofp~ttem involved the use of computer- mediated
C(lmmunication. There was only one lesson in which students engaged in such an
electronic forum discussion. In this lesson the students keyed in their comments,
which were then available for others to read. One notable observation about these
exchanges was that the il!dividua\ turns were longer than in face-to-face
communication, as can be seen in the ekample below:
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ST

lth/n!c
V.e Slrw Japanese war is importantfor the oommunl•t
victory before the <lart of the war the ccp were haled
up i11ye11t111 qfter the long march good peasant
nspport

'"'

ST

cmly in Ye'""' no/enough for them to la.b! owr chlsw
Sino jop war provided opportunity for them to gain
more supporl.fram the peasants lmportantf<JCJor In
CCP victory KMT a/.w lOST support from peasants d!Je
to its trade spare for lime policy as they felt kmt was
not doing WIJIIhing other than N!lreotlsog 110t truly
fighting the Jops KMl' /Mt m0<1 of lis he<1 troops In
SinoJap war hesu:e i•s military was not as effective Q.l
It cms:d be agalslll communists CCP was carrying 011/
guerilla warf= and this M~~mf les.losscs this also
mode them more aperiem:ed in guerilla warfare and
more able to beat the KMT In the Chinese civil war
hence Silltl JUJ'CIMI!e tvar Is a "''Y imponant}ilcror
for the communist victory
71/e camnmnlslsiVOUid have WOII <mJ'IMY Chiang Kn/
Shek In his short term as leader ruled as 011 autocrat
and did oot core for the welfare of the people of
chino therefore hy trying to attack the communists
The communlsls would be portrayed as martyrs and
The natimwJisls mthe oppre=rs Chiang Kill Shek
wuuld havc spent most of China:. time and"'""">' ill
tryi11g to eJ:ferminnto the communists and people
would have heen diSC<JIIIented th.! commulll<ls
would also /lot he easily defeated as they were
oxperls on Gner/1/a warfare in th.! end as discontent
grnws stronger the communists would gain more
mpport and in the end manage to effect a victory
htll!/1/g 11a/d that! nnm agree that the Si11oJoponese
,.,,.,.really did a greal deal in contributing to the
commrmi<l victory but in the end /think the
autocratic Chiwogwould have been o,...rthrown in the

'"'

Example 186

(Lesson l Special stream)

Also within this context, there were interactions that involved students reading
from the computer screen and then adding their own comments. At times the teacher
added his own response to this, such as the occurrence in the following example:
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ST

The lhlng Is that 4/1 you treed is the support oft/w
/m.er class people whoj<Mijell oppressed 110 maller

tho higher class pefJ!Jie are livlt~go.ffvezy well

therefore they d<J not care who Is w/w forms the
g<Jvtlmmen/

So
what we IJeed to ck> Is lo win ewer the people who
are who need the help jrcm the go..,mmenl and if
they believe /hal you can help !hem the government
than yo~~r pol/Ileal party IW'IIdftJTm the gavemm•mt
1T

"'
""

you ore trying to say that
the he'll !t<9' In which you am pro"' Ia be a good
govemmel'l/ls when )lOll are able to get the feel of
!he ground wid in lhl.r"""' 1/111 pe=l.r IJJ'fJU can
do something for them while other people have not
done anything then you are worthy candidate far me
To consider

Example tsi

/

(Lesson l

Gilled stream)

Summary of Findings

The occurrence of the ten patterns of interaction in the twelve lessons appeared
to vary according to the stream and the pedagogy employed by the teacher. The
teacher-talk in the cii!SSes with more able students appeared to be more dialogic in
nature with the teacher trying to establish rapport and trying to engage students in the

interpretative prwess. Also with Special stream students, the giving ofcor~tent by the
teacher appeared to be more intel]lretative and open-ended. Similarly, the tasks were
more divergent in nature. At the same time, the Special stream students appeared to
be more confident with language, were more verbal, took longer turns and participated
when given the opportunity. The teachers in these lessons also used a variety ofaids
such as the use of Computers, videos, CD ROMS and other authentic materials. The
teachers in the classes with less able students appeared to be more concerned with the
content rather than the interpretation ofhistol)'. They tried to adopt various strategies
to explain difficult concepts to the students. They did this mainly by simplifYing or
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scaffolding information in small simple doses to assist their students in understanding.
The teachers also used various strategies to keep these students engaged in the learning
process and to capture their interest. The tasks set by these teachers were mainly of the
convergent kind which were also very much based on textbook and worksheet
exercises. The students themselves seemed to have difficulty with dte language that

was used and they often only responded with one word or a phrase. Unlike the more
able students who were more Hkely to make aside comments, the less able students
prompted and scaffolded information for each other and helped one another either
individually to respond to the teacher or, they did so as a chorus response with their
peers. These less able students also seemed to allow themselves to be controlled and
guided by their teachers, their textbooks and their worksheets, unlike the better
students who raised questions of the teacher in order to actively participate in the
discussions.
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CHAPTER SIX
Critical Episodes

6,1

Introduction
A special focus of this research is the critical episodes that occur in the teacher-

student interactions within the classroom. An episode is deemed to be critical when the
teacher andstudent(s), or the students together without the teacher, appear to be engaged
in the process of establishing a historical understanding through adductive reasoning and
empathy. This is apparent when the teacher's and students' talk show that they are
interpreting information and /or displaying historical understanding. Specifically it
occurs when through the language they are using, it is apparent that they are: -drawing
conclusions; making inferences or making sensible predictions; extending and qualifying
statements by drawing on other evidences or viewpoints; asking appropriate and
searching questions; seeing things from the point of view of others; setting up
hypotheses; raising new questions; oonlnldicting each other based on the basis of key
issues; and, adding to shared knowledge by referring to their own experiences.
For an interaction to be identified as a critical episode, it needed to be obvious
from the transcripts that the teacher was in contact with students and the students in
contact with the teacher or their peers. This was apparent when either there was evidence
of implicit dialogue (as in the concept of voice described in Bakhtin's tbeol)' on the dual-
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voicing and polyphony)11 or becallSe there was an explicit dialogue between the students,
which may or may not have included the teacher, that showed that they were engaged in
historical thinking such as through the use of exploratol)' talk. Finally, it was also
possible to identify critical episodes because of the particular interaction patterns they
involved.
A further in-depth qualitative analysis was undertaken of such episodes to explore

the pedagogical strategies used by teachers at these times. An examination was also I!Uide
to detennine the other related contextual features that seemed co-occur with these

episodes.
In order to present this analysis, these episodes are described according to the

types of interactions:

a) Teacher-centred interaction patterns
b)

Student-centred interaction patterns

Critical episodes did not appear to occur when talk involved other types of interactions
{e.g., off task talk, presentation talk).
6.1

Tcacher~ntred

interactions

The criticnl episodes that occurred in teacher-centred interactions were of three
kinds, namely dialogic and dem~;~nstratcd by a polyphony ofvoices; explicit engagements
between teacher and students, and, the teacher's uptake of student's response.

11 Knoellcr (!998) eq~lains Bhaktin'• lhoory of voice in hQ discusslon of how vol= Md voicing enlec the
writingMd talk of.Wdent~. rhu• providing another petspec!ive lo understanding classroom language
cV<niSIUld IUIIUlolysls of classroom lan81l118e.
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6.2.1 Episodes which were dialogic in nature
The episodes that were dialogic in nature and demonstrated polyphony of voices
occmred when the te~chers mediated between the chamcters in history, his or her own
talk, and that of the students. This included episodes during which the teacher engaged
the students in an implicit dialogue. [n these dramatised responses, it seemed that the
teachers used first and second person (i.e., dual voicing) to evoke empathy and
imagination in the students. During such dialogues there was also evidence of back
channelling (see 5.2.1) as the students listened closely to the teacher. Although this type
of critical episodes occurred in most ofthe lessons, it appeared at different contextual
moments in the Special stream, Express stream and Normal stream lessons. Further, it
seemed that they served different functions in these various contexts. When they
appeared in the Special and Express stream lessons, the teachers were providing new
information in an interpretative manner and engaged the students in the interpretation and
understanding of the historical event. In contrast, in the normal stream lessons these
critical epis!ldes occurred as the teachers tried to get the attention of the students and to
simplify and scaffold the information for them.
An e)[lllTiinntion of the critical episodes

showed that the teachers were able to

reach out and make contact with the students in three ways. Firstly they used meta
statements in a similar way as described by Stubbs (1983). Secondly, the teachers
engaged the students in trying to make history part of the students' own experience
through the use of the second person 'you'. Thirdly, the teacher engaged in a dialogic
intemction with the characters of the past as descn'bed previously (see 6.1) which in tum
appealed to the students' imagination and empathy by mediating between the 'then' (in
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history) and the 'now' in (the present). When these episodes occurred, not only was there
dual· voicing but, the teacher's discourse was generally disfluent, punctuated by features
such as meta-cummunication. discourse markers, p1agmatic mnrkers, cognitive cues,
hesitalion mnrkers and changes in direction. This seemed to demonstrate that the teacher

was searching in his mind and trying to draw out historical facts in order to make sense of
the past for the students.
As noted above, these episodes are deemed critical because C{Jnlact was made

between teacher and student The contact was noted to be a nod from the students, a show
of attention in the form of a mmmur, as was the ca.~e of the students from some of the
Normal stream classes or an explicit response from the students as in the Special stream
classes.
The disfluency of the teacher's speech is illustrated in Example 188. In this
example, the teacher, Mr Siva from the Special stream, prepares the students for an IT
task which involves a discussion on a forum page. Before the task he provides material
ll.'l

a form of input, where he gives his interpretation of the historical events in order to

stimulate their thoughts and ideas. As he does so, he pauses frequently and changes
direction. He begins with an implicit dialogue which evolves into a dialogue with the
students:
rr

The three people~ prllrclples

""

and In the km l.ruon we looked at haw Mjelljar

Short
Alright

/11/he aspect ofgiving land to tM filler the filler is
Harvester
A/rigid

there,.,.. very little regardjlJT'

"

the pctJWIIIS we/fore
injoct

2ll

some cfthe /Clldlords were mode

""
'"'"

ewm

....

w•n made ewn mere powerful

...,
'"'

~~ery lillie reforms""'"' Introduced lc sclve the
plight of/he Chllll!se peosa11ts In the <OIIIltry side

In foCI

'"""'~
When there wen famiiiU Clldflocd there W4<' tllso
very/111/e

Lessen I Special stream

Example 188

The teacher's hesitations in the episode above, shows the due.! voicing he uses to
bring together his thought through an interaction of internal and externnl speech
(Vygotsky, 1962). He selects Dis evidence and explains the reaction of the Kuomintang
and gives this as proof as to why few reforms were introduced This account is made
more convincing by the use of meta language and meta comments (Stubbs, 1986). He
also uses words such as 'alright' to check and confinn the students' understanding. All
the time he maintains contact with the students through the use of such meta statements.
The pra8ffiatic marker, 'you knew' appears to be a rather powerful one as it establishes a
strong comact with the students and draws ihem to the teacher's way of thinking. The
abc.ve episode ends with the teacher putting forth the question for discussion on how the
Sino Japanese war changed the fortune of the Kuomintang. Once tile thoughts of the
students hnd been stimulated they are ready to respond by analysing the situation
Interestingly, this fonn ofinterpretative narration appears in all the different streams. It
appears, however to be nmre prevalent in the Special stream where such discourse seems
to be used to prod the students to further reflection. It appears that this strategy not only
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generates higher order thought as the students analyse by drawing n cause and effect link,
but as shown in this research, the nnswer and comments they give are much longer.
There were also other occasions, in this lesson when the teacher's voice clearly
made contact with the students (this is also highlighted with an asteric in the example 189
below. These were deemed to be critical as the teacher was able to draw the students into
the dialogue and engage them in the process of historical understanding.
In the example 189 below, Mr Siva, eKplains Chiang Kai Shek's defence and
draws on the empathy of the students about the situation:

Tr

Ah
Chlw•g cocked up a lmm: dofe""' of the Ymog l:e
BasitHrrea
Alright

-'"'

lost JVme of the bestiTOOpS In tho first woe,b of/he

'because
"'
He ba.ICI21/y the Nationalist Natirmalist

I1'00pS

that

con Cl!m:enlrtltcd 01, the city area
alright

'"

you begin to wonder
alright

Lesson I Special stream

Example 189

In the next example 19(}, the teacher evokes empathy as he attempts to give a

voice to the characters of the past This is a critical episode as the teacher attempts to
mediate between the students Blld the historical characters, in this case Warren Hastings
Raffies, Bannennan and Farquhar when he says:
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1l-

..

the Governor Genera/ ~1India utthat point oft/me

ltW"

Watnn Hastings

Alright
~

Ah

glliii!Rafl/I!S
Ah
moreiJIJppor/ lttfoct he guve Ra.ff1es pmnl.trfOJtto set
up a base

Ah

•

'"'

helillid !hat wltatewr you do do not offUHi the Dutch

Okcy

Ah

if whaleW!r base )'011 llf.ll'e selected

Ah
tltey have been occupied hy the Dmch then JIO'l
WOIJ!d ha.e to abmrdOJt the pra)ecl

(tho> voice ofWarren IJaatlngo

0""

Ah

mJdwhen Ra.ff1o.s wet/110 Pe/1Q/og
Alrig!Jt
4/ler getting /n:lp with William Farqorhur
and all that
he""' lnjcrmed by Bam/UIIUJJt that the Dutch had
0CC11plcd Rhio Islands
Alright
tire Rhla lslmtds

Ah

this area here yonr Bantam your Binlmog and all
thlltthls area

Lesson 1 Spet:ial stream

(lhoo vcico of Dan norman)
Example /90

In this critical episode the teacher, Mr Siva., in inte!preting history is not only
interacting with the students but has a dialogical interaction with the characters in history
(the voices of the historical characters are given in bold) resulting in the teacher re·
conll:xtualising the discourse to enable students to empatltise with the historical
personalities.
The next critical episode occurred in the Nonn.al stream lesson when !he teacher
brought the 'then' and 'now' experiences together. This strategy appeared to be one of
the strategies adopted by the Normal stream teachers to make history real and concrete to
the students and to capture their attention. This can be seen in the example below. The
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teacher gains the student Daniel (an inattentive student) by creating :1. contelrt where he
intemcts with the Japanese Kempeitei who is represented by another ~tudent, Fauzi.

,, "'

!f/M uamp/e Fmul cnuld he a /ap<SJJtse spy he will
he I• aspy
1v/Jat w//1 he do to Dante/
Daniel how tue you
(the voioo of the Japanese spy}
ycu ll!e the Jap<SJJen
DwJ!el wiii."'.J' I hate the Jopanese SJJI'I! he will
(the voice ofDoniel)
i•Jform the KemJJI'ilellhe Klffllpeltel wm C<Jme to
DwJ/e/'s house
come out quick come out then they will ask him

(tho voice of tho Japanese Kempeitei)

some questio/Js the Kempe/te/fouud out who were In
jaw>Ur of/he Japa~1ese ondwho hated the Japtl1U!se
hy u.<iug spies hy ustng spies
UJJderstand

the K•m]JIIile/ are very famous for that .rome people
have 10 wMk ru sptesyou cannot Sl1)' 1 dm1 'tll'lliJt
tobeospy
ll'tluld the Japanese allow It

SV;

No
##

lesson XI Nonnal stream

(the students murmur in re!;pOMO)

Example 191

This is deemed a critical episode when the teacher succeeded in obtaining the
attention of the students as they murmur together (demonstrated with the symbol #II-)
denoting some flutter of excitement
6.2.2 Explicit engagements between teacher and student

Critical episodes occurred in explicit engagements when the disooun;e and social

moves of teachers and students accorded i.t eombination with the cognitive s!mtegies.ln
such episodes the teacher and the student were actively engaged in the discussion and
interpretation of an historical event. During such episodes, more talk was generated
between the teacher and with the peer:s. The discussion was fast-paced and there was
more student participation and in some instances with several students com!)eling for the
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floor. The student participation was spontaneous and was not the result of a teacher
directed question at a studenl The type ofintemction is represented by pattern
(TI3nT4- ST2).
Such critical episodes also occurred when the teacher· talk led to open-ended
questions for reflection or when open-ended question, or multiple questions were asked
by the teacher. An unpredictable response was then given by the students as in this form
of patterns TI4-TI4-ST2. The unpredictable response led to further open-ended
questions i.e., uptake occurred This interaction pattern is represented by ST2-TI4. This
is demonstrated in the lesson I and lesson III of the Special stream class. The point of
interaction between the cognitive and social moves is demonstrated with an asteric in the
example 192.
Tl'

St
Tr

St
Tl'

the sudden end ajworld'WtlT two
alright
moa11/wha1
mea111 that"""' the JQ[XIJU!Se oet:upil!d areas will
hcwe ta bel/berated
Alright
wha Is sr<JlPOSed ta go there
Is there 01(1' biuwfit you will gel ifyou wt"' Ia go
there first
what wrl of he~tojit will you get
People will see )IOU w a group that CtJit rescue them
0~

Pf!ople might see )IOU w a woup lhatre=e them
whatel.se
Why ~WJ~;Idyotl WUIItto go /r) these p/rJCes Ilia.
Sha~tglwl WUhan Nan!rl1>g place• that that the the
A>
the Japanese were crmtrollil>g
Wh)! W!luld)l'lU Wtm//Q ~ to these p/ac.s
they can he vll!wtd as a saviour
Alright
they can he vll!wtd as a Sl101/0IIr that
A>
what else
what else c<111 you gal11jram these arew
that/he Japanese used to tJCCUPY

Example 192
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This fonn ofepiwde occurred in special stream lessons and in two of the Express

stream Lessons.
These critical episodes appeared more in teacher led discussions as the teacher
stimulated and prompted the students to think at a higher level, through the use of both
open-ended deductive and closed or inductive questions. The result was that the teacher
succeeded in having the students use exploratory speech and the response was often long
and unpredictable. An eK!Ull.ple of this taken from Special stream lesson is demonstrated
below. Students' response showing historical thinking which is of a higher \eve\ is
indicated in asteric:

Tr:
St:

7r:
Sl

what about/he good and bad ef/e<l
that is the rea.smr l!m/urimr is supposed to be a little
more namro/like
people wiff term II natural when we .<aJ' Ills na/1/ra!
Ohzy
defirre wloat yoo me<>~r by namral

flhirrk

nat11ral mearlS 110/

""""

II is not .w dlctotcd by wry
]J·

Sl

St
Sl:

1l"
St
S/

Si

Controlled
Cmtrrol/ed
by /he 11eed a/lire pa/rrl Pj rime
illsnot

""

IWI dlclatcd bycerta/11 group

-71rort evolu//on

ofpeople by a

-[mtrwcessar/!y}

{{/1/slttlt}}

""

rror rKJI dic/aled by a cenaln group ofpeople
how about saying thai itls a step by sttp
n'Olllli011 Is mot"e Ilk~ step by rttp pmutbt.re
}"OU dan 't camply wha/~ ,...., whole ""'"whale
,...., change all 111 ane ga

'"'

you adtla/ly stop by sltp .<lowly IMtmd of

applying the whale thing au/ ane clrunA you go
r1tp ane stop two 51tp three stop fou~ sup .five

lesson III Special stream

Example /93
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In the case of the Normal stream lesson the critical incident occurred when the

teacher succeeded in coaxing the desired answer from the student In the following
example, the Nonnal stream teacher, Mrs Krishnan, asks a series of open· ended
questions, each question qualifying the previous one. The questions provide scaf!olding
to aid the students in the thinking. Finally, at the end of this process, the sttLdent provided

a response.
Tr:

-.,
"•

Okay
beCtliJse af the terrorism because ofdamage lrJ

da >"" think tim g<JW:mment was fair ill g/WIJK
Emergency
why could11 '!the British goll!'mme/J/ ~mllro/ the
Communists
wf!y did tlmy declare emergency and theu detJ/ w/til
the commuulsts
why could!l'/lhey con/J'o/ II saflu

St

""

they wen too JKIWerful

Lesson XII Normal Stream

Example 194

Being able to make the right move in what Wittgenstein (1972) refers to as the
language game' also can be described as critical incidents in the lesson. The moves in the
language game are realized in the chorus answers that the teachers succeed ir1 coaxing
from the students. When the students respond in a chorus it could be a full class or jU>t a
few students and with or without the teacher. This is seen in the following examples.
Tr
Sts

mlfyelght
each proviuce tim ./(Ipallese had mw man rolled! [Filler]
the gow:mor
the gow:mor

lesson XI Nonnal stream

[choralon•wer]

Example /95
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It appears in this eKample that the teacher has succeeded in stressing the important

historical point that each province was managed by a Japwtese Governor.
It is interesting to note that teacher's use of fillers wtd the choml answers by the

students occurred in all the three streams but with what appears to be a different function.
In the Special stream the teachers used this technique to prod the students and engage
them in the discussion and direct them in the way of the teacher's thinking. The moves
from the teacher triggered reflection on the part of the students. When the teacher made
the 'right mcve,' it prompted responses whereby the students engaged in historical
thinking. In the Express and Normal stream the teachers used the technique of fillers to
stress an important factual point in the lesson. Sometimes it was also used as a devise to
keep the students engaged Wld listening to the lesson. When the teachers did succeed in
getting a response from the class it can be seen as a critical episode in the lesson.
The type of moves the teacher used to promote historical thinking included:
a) asking a series of questions, sometimes searching and open leading questions;
b) asking open questions searching leading questions followed by closed inductive
questions;
c) repeating a statement so that the students could consider the point the teacher was
putting forth;
d) paraphrasing the students' statement to reflect the main idea;
e) asking the student for more information;
f) asking about the students' assumptions; and,

g) generally challenging the students, especially to hypothesize.
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These moves were apparent in all the four Special stream lessons and to a lesser extent in
the Express stream, The moves from one Special stream teacher{lesson Ill) is used to
illustrate the various types of moves that appeared to generate historical thinking.

a)
1T
S1

SeEifChingand open leading questions
w.ltst art! reform:;
what's that
what are reform:;
changes for the better

Example 196

b)

Tr

Sr

Open-ended questions followed by n closed inductive question

/hal """"rs ovolulimt revolul/onjor china overthrow
demrx:racy ah by selling up of the repuh/ic
what happened after that
there 11'<1re all/hose paper wars
Yuan Shih Ka/ did what
what did Yuan Shih Kai wanted todD
ser up a whar I
amomrchy
Monarchy

Example 197
c)

1T
St
St
1T

SIS

Repeating n statement

whar Is the mwnlng ofrnvolutlon
what is the mew1ing ofrevolution
lsi/moly {chango or]
{[no H]]
Change
ls//jllst chwoge

{'liolentchange)

Example 198
d)

St

Paraphrasing

MJSo
II mean< revolution ovolulion is Mils Mt two
1\t'o le1111SI/ is o"O/Iielhing
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"'""'

,,

lite meter wile~ e..Uul/rm Is one end rei'Oiutlrm Is
one end
Because
Because
-Didyau hear that

"
"",,

l«>re he Is thinking It Is no/two dljfenmllhlngs on
a meter a range
in evidence It Is
hat there arediffmmce.r as well
that is wi!J' Ills a meier

Example 199

Asking for more infonnation

o)

""

,,"
""

muSithey fallow the steps
II is11'1 """"steps
flhlnl<

!think
Ills even sltJWf!r .ronwhii'IJ then n slop by step
It taku a jew hundred million ;years
11/sllk
J"lll me thinking ah<JUI Darwinism
.Jmllet/mes II scmet/mes II is so gradual that you

dm1'1 even )"II dan 'Ievett realize 1111111 'I like
SfMC/ficalfy lite 1/h! .wmshody 's g->1 got stalin 'sfiw

ytar plan within these years we accampllsh this ami
then you know illm Y1/h! really JIMCific step by
step piau of chmoge

Example 200

Q

,,
""

Asking about assumptions
Is II a good thing
-No

··"

tho n>'<1irlr/onfall befon /hey CtlJl :nuxeed

wlmr aJmuljapm!

what about that

"

let's talk about this
reocllltlan mean:; a violent change or a S)i$tem of
government in

"

historical terms thtJt'swhal/t means It canno1 he
peaceful/lis a vlolonl chaJJge

o.,

that is according to h/stor/ca/lenns
It slwuld 11ol be peaceful vfo/~nl
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0. .

"

compare that with /his /dean[eW>/utlon
slaw and gradual chm1ge

Example 201
g) Genemlly challenging

1>

",,

"

-Didyou h= that
-wme .mmethlng like lib
-DldJIOU hoar what he Is trying m ~Name
You thin}; r/!110/ul/on Is .romething like /hat

--·

becaw;e becatue
/Jkelil!e

,.,._
"" "
'"'""":w
... llk/J!ro

ohoh
sra/in 'sfiwt year plan call he crmsldered twJiulion

II
fast .wmo peopM C<lll consider 11 a
mvlutlon and ills /1/re revohJ/Ion
Is hasiwlly Is baslclll/y

.rome some some nw/ulion
what causes r""<J<ullon
because of immediate needs

'"'

yet :rome people do r.:vo/u//011 becau.re offar

••

slghtedness It Is like

CU1U1ol <mSII'er

1>

what do you all think

Example 202
h)

1>

,,
,,"
""

1>

T<

Challenging students to hypothesize

how haw do you define what /Japp<!ntd
in Japan Mel}/
a spe~ up tm'Oiution
rapid revolution
rapid revolution
-fa pet1C1!fo/ revolmlon}
-[[1 am lhln!rltJg of. ..]}
·[{[!mean that ... ]]]
one at a time onn at a time one at a time
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St
1l'
•

roughly what/ would say
il i• 110/ violenl but il W<Lm 'tlhol s/011' <ll' 1/ll'<ll'
when we lalk a/xmtjapan talk about japan
No

/Wformatlon

Example 203

6.1.3 Teacher's uptake ofstudent's response
Critical incidents were also evident when the teacher's response was influenced
by a student's response in such a way that it led to higher order thinking (ST2- TI5).

For eK!Illlp!e, a critical episode occurred when the teacher's thinking, ami response were
influenced hythe student's remark and which led him or her to expound it further by
providing new infonnation or by asking another open-ended question. Teacher uptake of
students' responses is an important strategy and if skilfully manipulated it can result in
important critical episodes within the classroom. The nature of the teacher's uptake,
however, differed within the various streruns. In the Express and Nonnal streams the
students' answers were used by the teacher in order to clarifY or summarise the points
raised. It was only in the Special streams that the teachers used the students' response as
a springboard for further discussion. When this occurred, the teacher was able to engage
the students in the historical thinking process and thus it was deemed to be a critical
episode. This is exemplified below:

1r

St

whtztl• }'Oilr polnl of CO/ltenllon
whollmean
Is that actually this is the Internal affairs of /Ire
Mo/Ofl

"
"'
•o

/tlsactt.al/y foreign lmerwmllon

}'Oil are just Ilk make acy old h<¥W make a guy

who has acmal/y .<ame blood 1/nb /(1 the pnst
sultan and /hen youjusl/m/Q/1 him

Yeah

II is the (tJ/tlwugh) he hcu an tJider brother bur he Is
AIAh
some lltJrl wxepted in rh<!re thtJt he Is rhe sultan
tJiruzdy h<1 Is recvg>Jized by mtJrl tJjlhe per>ple

"

htJppy tJI letJSt tJ!ro by llu< Dutch which Is tJC/rlal/y

more tJj tJ ntql<>l' power there
w

you =Just com/11g In and lnteiferi~~g with the
jtJrelgn affairs

~

Sl

"""

"'

the paln/111/Nk Is thalli might lie 1/kgn/ became
you aro intorwming ;, /oro{ pclilic.r that htJs already
decidedwha should be the righrfiil sultan you me
jus/ CTetJ/1/Ig a dispute lhtJ/lWIS1! 'I
any point ojvlew
thtJI lswhtJI we thoughltJs well and thtJrls w/Jywe
were undecided

Lesson II Special Stream

6.3

&ample204

Student-centred Interaction

Critical incidents occurred in student-centred interactions in both whole
discussions and in group interactions. The critical incidents occurred mainly in two

ways:
i) When students raised questions of their pee!ll, when engaged in the discussion
of divergent topics, contradicted or qualified a statement made by their peers, and,
where they displayed ndductive thinking.
ii) When student challenged the teacher by raising a question or by making n

comment that contributed to the lesson.
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6.3,1 Questioning, contradicling, or qualifying a sllllement made by their
pu~

Critical incidents of !his type occurred in whole class discussions and in the
Special stream lessons I, ll, m and IV and to some eKtent in Eltpress stream lessons when
the teacher and students were engaged in the discussion of divergent topics. It also
occurred in Nonnal stream but only in lesson lX and only when the teacher s.!crned to
manipulate the type of peer interaction that took place. Critical incidents also occurred in
some of the lessons mentioned when there were group discussions on divergent topics.
During these group discussions, the students asked questions of each other, contradicted
the statements or comments of each other and at other times qualified what each other
said by adding their own ideas, building and formulating new hypotheses. This talk was
spontaneous, and it seemed to involve exploratory talk whereby the students engaged in
adductive thinking.
One such incident is described in detail below. In this episode as seen in
example 205, the Special stream students are discussing the divergent topic, 'History bas
been unfair to many Singaporean pionee!S such as Crawford and Farquhar who have
faded in obscurity while the fame and reputation ofRaffies has grown over the years'.
The exa'llple shows the students stating their own positions, contradicting and
challenging each other based on their evaluations of their evidence.
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D

·-

Wltv Farquhar Is no/ being In Slngupare I• bet:tNso
ojR4fflcs
unnecessarily they fired him and sent him baci<
home In EngliJ/!d

Right

that WI'OI1g deed to Farquhar Wtu righted there .....
an announcement made then Farquhar redeemed hl:i
presllge but in S/ngupore <WCr;lbody still dOI!SIJ 'I
like him

K

...

!think
also thai the the m:hlevemwts by Farquhar are are
are not/Ike momnncntal or or they are not lib 1/Ae
D

"'

no but the 1/il~~gsthas~ collfriburions thtJt he

IIUUk"""" Walta the su"'iwJI of Singapore In
/Is budding stages

K

D

K

D

M
D

'D
K

'

D

Irn~

/hey were they were they were vital but the <m{l'
people who wwld truly realize tiM Importance
would be people atth<lttimo and 1/tq are all dead

...'""

we have to look hat:k In retrospect and real/;e
that w/t/wm Farqu/JtU there would he IJO Singapore
obvimuly without RD.J]II!'I obl'i<>~Uly the Ia& of
popularity nuw with Farquh/17 shGII':f /hot tltn.J
htwen't bun pMple going hack to /tHJk at
Farquhar's ocMevemenls
they have but !he main pelnrlhat they have tlllllthe
main reason "hy he is not/hot great Is because he
was fired and he 11m pill in such o had llg!Jt tint
people (<111/J koh)
Laughter
when people like because of the danwge to the
reputation that there is no way yau can restore the
you an: forgetting that whe11 Rafj/e.sflred Farquhtv
w!d Farquhar was leaving a 101 ofpeople actuall;r
came to the portio see him off

...

r~~~h

his reputalloll ><a> still deS/rOJI"dwhat he was
aCC11sed of doi~~g a lor of things
Are you wmtldJ!(JU disagree with that
His 'lllfl'l' wru cleared
His name wps cleared in England but in Singap<Ne
the people In England they s/1/1/ik after his name
was cleared thoyof course respect him
Oh{y Nome we have recognited It as a valid poi11t
His name was was was tarnished huw come when
he left people still
becaw;e because
deftnllely .rome people wo11/d like him rig/il
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K

D

Hedidhed/dreso/vea/1 thepol/ce~andlllllhe
a//the,.dtiJ[H'
the people like him /rut among the powerful among
the powerful people In history he was fired b)'
ra.ff/1!.!1/& being ine.fficlmt and allowing the pan
10 grow hapha:ordl}'

Lesson II Special stream

Exampfe205

It is peer interactions such as these that result in critical episodes and which illustrate

historical thinking process in the classroom.
A second type of critical episode occurred when the studenl.'l challenged the

leader or contributed to the lesson through comments that were challenging of the
teacher. This mostly occurred in Special stream lessons where the students were more
verbal and confident and where the teacher was less authoritative.

11

Sl

under communism 11at mpposed 10 have money
everything Is mpposed 10 be shared

Yea"

'"'

JC1J need to find jobs for people to W<Jrk

""'

JC1J llCed 10 prqJQre yourself against other peo:>l•

""'

So
you still need

Conclusion:
This chapter on critical episodes explores the nature of talk in the history

classroom when the teacher and students engage in historical and adductive thinking.
During this process three forces, empathy, imagination and historical understanding
interact with one an. It was also apparent that the nature of this talk is distinct to the
subject history, particularly when the teacher and students are engaged in the
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interpretation of historical events and incidents. In this thesis such interactions have been
deemed critical incidents.
Critical episodes, as identified by the nature oflhe talk, occurred in all lessons to
a greater or lesser eKtenl. It was possible to identify these episodes because of the nature
of the talk. Both the talk oflhe teachers and the students were exp!omtory and
fragmented, showing change in direction, with pauses and cognitive thinking fillers and
the nse of meta-statements, discourse and pmgmatic markers, being evident.
In implicit dialogues the teacher kept in touch with the students through the use of

meta-statements. The teacher and students also engaged in playing the 'language game'.
In doing so the teachers used certain strategies to cue and to get the desired resporues

from the students. To play the game the student had to have verbal dexterity, confidence
and the power relations had to be more equal with the teacher being less authoritative ..
The critical episodes that did occur varied in different streams both in how they
were achieved and the pUJpOse they served Further, in student-centred intemctioru; and
when the students were engaged in the discussion of divergent topics, there were more
instances of critical incidents because the students often used eKplomtory talk at these
times. There were more of such interactions in the Special stream lessons as the students
had more factual knowledge and verbal dexterity. They also had better social skills and
displayed more confidence.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

This research examined the nature of talk and interaction in the histol}'
classroom in Singupore to address the following broad research questions:

•What is the nature of the talk in the history classrooms in Singapore?
•What are the patterns of intemction?
•Are there critical incidents where talk lends to historical thinking processes?
7,1

The nature of talk in the history clasnooms in Singapore.
The findings show that the talk in the histol}' classrooms investigated in

Singapore consists of three types. They are teacher-talk, student-talk and other types
of talk. Of the three types of talk, 1eacher-talk comprised 6J% of the talk, student-talk
28% and other types of talk 8%. Teacher-talk involved the giving of content
information; the provision of direction; stating procedure sometimes in order to
manage information; the asking of closed inductive questions; the asking of open
discursive questions; the acceptance of the student answers; and, the rejection and
criticism of student answers. Related to this are the various types of student talk that
occurred, specifically: making predictable and unpredictable responses to the teacher;
initiating talk to the teacher; responding to their peers; and, initiating talk to the peers.
Both teacher and students also engaged in other types of talk such as talking off-task,
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verbalising, or when the students made fonnal presentctions in cless, when they
engaged in electronic Ullk, or, code-switched.
A qualitative analysts of the data which was supported by descriptive statistics,
revealed that the teacher talk, the student talk Rnd other types oftruk varied in nature.
In particular, the talk varied according to the sti ·· Ill the students were in, and the
pedagogy employed by the teacher.
Firstly, the natur<> of talk vari .d ·trx ... rdingto the ability of the students. It
appeared that in the case of the hlgher .tbility streams the teacher and students were
engaged in the co-constntction of knowledge, whereas with the less able .students, the
teacher was mainly concerned with the transmission of facts. The ability of the
students also affected the role in which the teacher interacted; With the more able
students the teacher acted as a facilitator so es to sustain the intemction with the
students. By contrast, with the less able students, the teacher exerted control acting as
nn authoritative figure who maintained discipline and who simplified and scaffolded
infonnation. With more able students the teacher was able to engage in the
interpretation of history and in the process of historical thinking and understanding at a
higher level. However, with less able students, the teacher mllllllged the learning for the
students by scaffolding the infonnation for them through close reference to textbooks,
notes and worksheets. Finally, the nature of talk depended on whether or not the
teacher wa.s able to actively engage the students by evoking their empath~ and
imagination. If successful, the teachers were able to do this in various ways such es by
relating events in history to the students' own elCperiences or by mediatiP..g between the
historical characters, the historical text and the students in order to establish a historical
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understanding. Ift.'tey were unsuccessful, the teacher relied on checking the students'
understanding and helping them commit historical facts and ideas to memory through
recitation and drills in preparation for examination.
With respect to the nature of the student-talk this seemed to vary accol.'ding to
whether or n(ltthe students possessed a high level of verbal dexterity and social skill,
as was the case with the Special and sometimes Express stream classes; 'llf whether
they lacked such skills and could only communicate in single sentences or by codeswitching. The nature of talk of the students also varied according to their ability to be
actively engaged in the learning process. It depended on whetlter or not they were able
to raise questions, either of their teachers or their peers, in order to contribute to the
Jesson. Finally, the nature of the student talk varied according to whether Utey were
able to fonn new hypotheses and raise new questions, or, if they were simply passive
recipients ofknowledge.
The nature of the other types of talk was also detennined by the context of the
c\nssroom, including the ability of the students. For ill5lance, it varied according to
whether the teacher chose to write something on the board to reiterate an idea or
concept to the students, or if the teacher and the students found themselves digressing
from the lesson and engaging in off-task talk.
As well as being varied on the basis of student ability, the nature of the

classroom talk was also determined to some extent by the pedagogy ar:.ct strategies
employed. However, the type of interaction employed was in tum, at least in part,
detennined by the ability of the class concerned For example, the nature of the
clnssroom talk differed if the teacher used authentic materials, or the lessons involved
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the use of computer technology and CDRoms. It also varied if the topic set for group
discussion was ofa divergent comparee 10 1t convergent kind. It would vary if the
pedagogy had the teacher in a ;iominant role where he or she imparted new knowledge
compared to a more fP:.~ihtative role. Finally, it would vary if there was a reliance on
textbooks or writing tasks (especially those which involved filling in blanks on

worksheets) rather thlUl when more open ended ami investigative methodologies were
involved.
In light of the comparison mnde between the nature oftnlk and the pedagogics

employed, it seemed that history classrooms in Singapore tended to fall along the
transmission-interpretation end of the intemction continuum {Barnes, 1986; Brophe,

2002). Jn turn, this continuum reflected both the stream of the class and the pedagogics
employed. so that the Nonnal stream classes could be positioned towards the
transmission end of the continuum, and the Express and Special stream classes towards
the interpretation end. However, because of the exceptions that occurred from time-totime, this appears as a trend mther than being a categorical relationship.
In genera!, the Nonna! stream teachers were mainly concerned with

transmitting a fixed body of information and facts to the students. Th!s information
may have come directly from the teacher, or it may have been text·based. Also, the
teacher was often an authoritative figure who exerted control, and who steered the
students in their learning and behaviour. They frequently checked the students'
understanding, and provided feedback about the correctness of their responses. They
employed drill and recit.!lti;>!l, where they required the students to memorise and
regurgitate learnt infornation. They also used more closed and convergent questions
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which required predictable responses. Finally, in these classrooms there was less tnlk
directed from the students to the teacher and to Uteir peers.
By contrast, Special and sometimes Express stream classes tended to represent
the other end of the continuwn.ln these classrooms, interpretations were coconstructed by the teacher and students as they shared understandings through
sustained dialogue. in addition, the teacher supported the students so that they could
relate new informntion to their existing knowledge. The questions thnt were asked
were more divergent and open-ended. Activities and tasks were also of a divergent
kind and seemed to stimulate historical thinking.
Thus teacher talk ranged from transmission of content in the Nonnal stream
lessons, to that of teachers in the Special stream facilitating development by engaging
students in the type of talk that had them interpreting historical information. The
interaction patterns that facilitated these processes in the histury classrooms in
Singapore are examined in greater detail beluw.

7.2

The interaction patterns
The interaction patterns that occurred were of two main types. Those in which

information was scaffolded and mannged at1d those, which were mure dialogic in
nature.
7.2.1 Scaffolding and managin~ information
When teachers were engaged in scaffolding and QJDnaging information for the
less able students the interaction patterns belonged very much to the IRE patterns of
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interaction (i.e., m.sn.TIS). As such, the interactions between the students and
the teacher were less dialogic and more a transmission of facts. The information wns

managed for the students through the use of such things as the asking of closed
questions to test recall, through the use of verbal prompts and the asking ofa series of
questions, which often generated choral responses or echoing of the teacher. The
teacher also used procedural talk to manage the content for the students and to steer
information in accordance with the requirements of the e)U!IIIiru!lions. There were
generally fewer open-ended questions in these lessons and the tenchers' response in
such interaction patterns was that of acceptance of students'

an~wers (rather than

acceptance of students' ideas for further development). In the giving of content, the
teachers often resorted to concrete, evetyday experiences.
Tbe response from the students to the teacher was generally in the form of one·
word ansWllrs or short phrases. Their responses were thus more predictable. Codeswitching also occurred. In addition, when peer talk occurred, it tended to be of a type
whereby peers prompted each other on how to respond in class. Finally, the initiation
of talk by the students to the teacher was mainly in the form of seeking clarification,
rather than adding to the meaning of the discussion.
7.2.2 Dialogic interactions

In many of the lessons in the Special stream, and in some Express stream
lessons. the intemctive patterns were more dialogic in nature. During these times the
teacher kept in touch with the students both covertly and overtly. When making contact
covertly, there were hesitations, change in dired,i(w., oognitive thinking fillers in the
talk of both the teacher and the students, and back channelling from the students. The
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teacher also engaged in polyPhony of voices mediating between the characters in
history, the history text and the students. Wben overt contact was made, the dialogue
was both generated and sustained through the actions of the participants. The
interactions also generated talk ofa type that promoted higher order thinking. This
was achieved through the asking of open-ended questions and by the uptake of the
students' contributions by the teacher. As a consequence these interactions were less
predictable than that which occurred. in the Normal stream. There were also fewer
occasions when students initiated talk with the teacher and to their peers in order to
add meaning to the class discussions. There were also fewer occasions wb.en !il:!Swers
were rejected or students were criticised for their behaviour and there was less off-task
talk, especially in group work, and fewer occasions of code-switching.

7.3

Critical episodes
Criticnl episodes did occur in all lessons, regardless of stream and pedagogy

and these represented times when the students either engaged in higher order thought
or contact was made between teachers and students with regard to historical concepts.
However, the critical episodes that occurred in the lessons of the less-able students
differed from that of the more able students. In the less-able classes critical episodes
occurred when the teacher succeeded in obtaining the attention of the students or
succeeded in the explanation of a historical event by drawing on the experience of the
students and by giving concrete examples. In the case of the more-able students the
critical episodes occurred when the teacher and students engaged, through interaction,
in historical thinking processes. Critical episodes occurred when the student provided
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a long tum or an unpredictable response to the teacher's open ended question e.nd the
teacher used the student's response as uptake for further development of the lesson.
The critical episodes also occurred when the students proposed hypotheses or raised
questions in order to contribute to the development of the lesson Other critical
inci()ents took place when the teacher established contact with the students covertly
and engaged them in the interaction process. During such critical incidents the teacher
and student talk was often disfluent and included hesitations, changes of direction,
cognitive pauses, and pragmatic discourse markers. The students and teachers in such
interactions seemed to show some masteryofthe notion of the 'language game' that
was required to be player~ In other words they made the right moves within the
interaction prCICess so that historical interpretation occurred.
As noted above, the stream the students were in, and the pedagogy that the

teachers adop!lld, influenced the nature of talk, the patterns of interaction and the
extent to which the teacher and students interactions involved the interpretation of
history. This fmding has important implications for teachers, teacher trainers, and
curriculum developers. It also provides some direction for future researcb in classroom
interactional analysis.
7,4

Implieatioos
From this research, it is apparent that the history teacher needs to have a wide

repertoire of skills in order to engage students in historical thinking. One important
skill to ~oable this to happen is for teachers to be able to adapt their language
particularly for students of different ability. Skilful use of questioning is another skill.
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For example. questions should be used not just to test recal~ but also to stimulate
students to think in divergent ways. Questions can also be used to scaffold information
for the students. In this way questioning can be used ll.l enable students to relate
historical events to their own experience. According to Vygotsky (1981, 1986) this
process enables the scaffolding of information, and as such, can take students to higher
levels of understanding and beyond their current level of development Questioning
skills can also be used not only to engage the students in the process of historical
thinking but also as a way of evoking empathy. Titis can be achieved if the teacher
oscillates between the asking of closed inductive questions and open-ended discursive
questions.
Apart from questions the teacher can also use other hmguage skills for similar
purposes. That is, they can use talk to stimulate their students' imagination and their
empathy. They can also structure their talk so that adductive thinking and the
interpretation of history can be achieved. In order to do so, the teacher must provide an
"authorial voict:"' (Paxton, 1999) in order to keep the students engaged in the
interaction process. The teacher can also use procedural talk not only to manage the
class bntalso to man.age the amount of information provided to the students.
HistoJY has always been regarded as a "language" subject. From this research.
it is apparent that the language use of the teacher has an effect on the language
behaviour of the students and vice versa. In addition, teachers can influence the type of
intemction that occurs in the classroom just as much as students can influence the
response of the teacher. A!l such, the findings of this study show how the teachers can
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use the student's responses, and, that in tum, this uptake facilitates the type of class
discussions that promote historical thinking.
Not only does history mnke great demands on the teacher, it also does likewise
on the students. The students require a wide repertoire of skills to function effectively.
They need to be able to initiate new questions, raise hypotheses, challenge generalities,
contradict, qualify, reflect and monitor their thuughts. They also need communicative
skills from both the cognitive and the affective domains such liS the language of
empathy, analysis and synthesis. Students of history have to pussess and develop a
level ofvetbal dexterity and confidence that enables them to communicate effectively
in the classroom. As part of the historical thinking process, the students have to be able
to empathise with people and events in history and be able to consider other
perspectives and interpretations. From this research, it would appear that to enable this
to occur opportunities need to be provided for students to participate in both teacher
led discussions as well as small group discussions especially those based on divergent

"'"'·
Curriculum developers and teacher trainers also need to underslalld the skills
required to present history for interpretation. It is important that they are aware of the
classroom practices that generate historical thinking and understanding and that this is
to be considered in balance with issues such as the management oflarge classes,
completion of syllabuses and preparation for examinations. With respect to the
particular context of Singapore, curriculum developers and teacher trainers need nut
only to incorporate the three initiatives laid down by the Ministry of Education, but to
do so with consideration for the variable English language ability of Singapore
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students. In relation to this, the curriculum developers need to build into their
materials tasks that promote, rather than inhibit the interaction process in the
classrooms. particularly interactions that lift students to a higher \eve I of cognition.
7,5

limitations

The \imitations of this research stem from its methodology, specifically that it
included a SDlall sample size and that the analysis was basW on a category system.
Although the sample size of this study, whicb comprised twelve lessons, might
appear small, and therefore lack a high degree of generali:zability, the research is
s~ported

by a detailed and fine-grained analysis of the intricate complex dynamics of

all the classroom discourse that occurred. In addition, claims made in the text, based on
the analysis, were supported by more than 200 examples of talk between teachers and
students. It might be noted that the inclusion of such an extensive representation of
actual tmnscripl9 of discourse is rare and addresses the call that has beeo made in the
literature by Edwards (Dickinson, 1986) namely that
most classroom researchers have coded rather than recorded verllal
interaction and few descriptions of teaching include much transcript
material... we therefore know little about the language teachers and
pupils nonnally e:>e:change, and even less obout the distinctive fonns and
functions associated with transmitting particular bodies of academic
knowledge
(p.54)

To counter the limitation of small sample size thi~ research included the recording,
transcription and analysis oftlw whole 60 minutes of each of the 12 lessons. That is to
!;II)', ~ fi~ are based on the total,

not selected parts, of the lessons, a limitation
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apparent in a nwnber of previously cited classroom research projects. The inclusion of
the whole lesson enabled it to be exnmined in its entirety and as a consequence
inferences could be based on ali the compieK interactions that occurred within the
classroom. This addresses a call for such to happen made by Wilen and White (1991}.
who suggested a close study of contextual features of the interaction be made to enable
a better understanding of the higher order thinking processes that occurs. This was
undertaken in the p!"eSellt research.
At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the decision to investigate only
twelve lessons was made for practical reasons, namely because of the extent of the
transcription involved. Researchers who have carried out similar research (e.g.,
Nuthall, 1965} describe the onerous nature of such a task, pro~iding evidence tltat it
takes approximately twelve honrs to transcribe a forty-minute lesson.
As noted, the analysis of the data was based on a category system. One of the

limitations levelled at such a system has been that it is preconceived and as such does
not capture everything that goes on in the classroom when compnred to ILII
ethnographic and an anthropological approach (De lamont, 1983). However, it should
be noted that this claim encountered strong opposition by exponents of the systemic
observational tradition such as Mcintyre and MacLeod (in Delamont, 1984). In her
1984 edition, Delamont retracts some of her earlier observation and concluded that her
earlier attack on the category system was strongly worded and that in fact a category
system has implicit virtues.
The high inference nature of the category system used in this research is
another possible limitation. Critics have raised the question how high is "High
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another possible limitation. Critics have raised the question «How High is 'High
Inference'T (Babad, 1996, p. 1). It is feared that when a high inference system is used
in the coding, it can he subjective and qualitative. In an attempt to ovefCOme this
limitation, strong attempts have been made to maintain a high internal reliability. To
this end. both intra and inter-reliability measures were undertaken, and these in fact
indicated a consistent application of the categorization system.
7.6

Future re:>iearch
Although a comprehensive attempt has been made to explore the nature of talk

in history classrooms in Singapore, there are many issues that still remain unresolved.
Researchers no longer perceive the classroom as a black box (Dunkin and Biddle,
1974; Long, 1984) because systemic observational tools of analysis have allowed the
classroom to become an open fish bowl with immense research possibilities (Prabhu,
1987). It is hoped that this research is the beginning of a comprehensive exploration of
classroom discourse and interaction in Singapore classrooms. This lli'Ca of research is
vital if quality interaction between teachers and students is to occur between teaclJers
and students in the classroom. Some of the more specific issues which require further
research in the classroom are of two types: namely issues of pedagogy and with a
particular emphasis on classr()(lm strategies, and, issues related to the language
demands of the subject history.
With respect to pedagogy in Singapore, one of the frrst issues th!!! requires
further investigation is how Singapore teachers might meet the chaUenges presented by
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classrooms with large student nwnbers. Soh (1999) in his examination of the variables
contributing to the study of Mathematics and Science states that,
the positive correlation between TIMSS (Third International
Mathematics and science studies) achievement and large class size
seems to be contrary to common-sense as advocates w.~uld argue that
small class size will allow for more individual attention and hence
perfbrmance of the students as a whole.
(p. 126)

He calls for further study to help us understand this phenomenon. An
understanding of this phenomenon would provide important evidence about the skills
that Singapore teachers require and the strategies that they can adopt to genemte talk in
classes with large student nwnbers.
The geneml challenges that teachers face in whole class discussion has been
examined in other studies by Wilen (1990) and Howe (1988). Howe (1988) states,
... whilst there are difficulties in using whole ch1ss discussion as a
means whereby pupils can come to greater understanding and begin to
learn to express themselves in a situation which places a greater degree
of stress upon them, nevertheless, it does possess great potential and
should not he discarded.
(p.7)

He suggests a need for practical approaches to help teachers manage v.hole
class discussions. The importance he places on developing this teaching 'repertoire' is
so great that he e!J.!Ries the need to the impemtive for an orchestra to have a conductor.
The present research also indicates the need fur further research on how teachers might
develop this repertoire of skills.
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There is also an urgent need for research to examine the language needs of
students in various content subjects, including history (Torbe, 1981). Whilst histmy
teaching involves pedagogy about a form of knowledge (Hirst, 1974) it also includes a
particulW' genre oflanguage. The question remains as to what elctent the subject
history allows for the teaching of such forms of talk. This Is an area for future
exploration. In addition, it is hoped that the current study is the beginning offwther
research into the nature of that form of thoughtful talk (Colthnm, 1971) or as referred
to in this thesis the propositional talk (Shemilt, 1983), used by students in the
discussion of history in the classroom. At present, little is known about this form of
talk, although it is apparent thnt it is distinct in many ways.

Another issue which requires fwther research and which is in some wnys
linked to the above is the extent to which language aids or acts as a barrier in the
teaching and learning of history, particularly with respect to students of different
learning abilities. For instance, further research is required to e)[p]ore the mrtent to
which Normal stream students are disadvantaged by their lack ofdeltterity in
language. Research is also required to explore what strategies can be used to over
come these possible disadvantages. Questions such as, would electronic talk such as
that which occurs in collaborative 'chats' and e-mails provide an alternative tool for
such students to interact with one another and with the teacher might be considered
Current research in the second language acquisition field suggest~ a potential for this
e.g., Warschauer (1997). However, whether the same is true for history students is as

yet unknown.
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There is also a need to understand the meta-cognitive language liSSOCiated with
the thinking processes of students. Although there is research to show that meta·
cognitive awareness helps pupils to become better learners (Chrunot and O'Malley,
1994) and that the best tool for generating this meta-cognitive knowledge is through
discussion (Coltham., 1971),much more research is required to explore how this metacognitive language can be identified, how it might be taught to students and how in
tum they might learn and internalise tllis in order to internet effectively in the thinking
processes. Can students, for example, be taught the language of deductive reasoning
through the use of connectives such as 'if... so... if... how/ if when, [ thillk ... I beg to
differ' or by teaching them the use of 'hedging' (i.e., tentative language)?. These are
areas requiring future research.
Intuitively, and based on the evidence of the current research, it seems thnt the
subject history provides a useful context for teaching the language of probability, the
complexities of questioning, the language for problem solving (Hood.less, \994) and
the complex language of analysis, synthesis, and hypotheses raising and testing (Hirst,
1974). However, much further research is required to test the veracity of this claim.
Finally, it is hoped that this rese!lfCh will stimulate teachers to reflect on their
classroom practices and they may use this work as a basis for employing action
research to investigate what happens in their classrooms, to instigate change in
pedagogy through the employment of altellUitive strategies and interactions. In a
similar way it is also hoped that this research may be useful for teacher trainers, as a
means of informing novice teachers about the dynamic and intricate relationship of talk
and thinkin"g, and about the powerful interactions that rn:cur in classrooms.
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AppmdU:A

[Amidon,E.J. and Hunter, E. ( 1966 p.210·21)]
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Appmdii:B
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AppendixC

The following points will be noted in the coding procedure of clEISsroom
talk. These have been adapted from instructions stipulated by Bellack (1966) in
his research study.

Coding will be from the viewpoint of the observer, with
pedagogical meaning inferred from the speaker's verbal
behaviour. Meaning will be inferred from the context and
intent
2

All missed statements and un-codeable stalemoots will be
indh;ated. Partially missed statements will be coded only if
there is enough information to code the pedagogical move
and utterance.

3

A line of discourse will be IOClll.!. of transcript which is

typewritten
4

All complete uttennces of less than one line will be
counted as one line

5

In longer uttenmccs, the final line segment is COWited as
one line if it exceeds half the line. If it does not it is
diSOOWited

6

In utterances that contain more thm one pedagogical move,

each pedagogical move is COWI\ed as at least one line
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Appmd.IJ:D

Icons, symbols and abbrnlations used ill transcript

•

Teather

TI

Student

ST

Students

•

Presenter
Latching and truncation

•

Overlapping speech

[[

Unclear words

XX

)]

Unnatural pauses
Laughter
@

..

Noise, collective mwmur

•

Discourse markers

dm

Pragmatic markers

pm

Metnstatements

m

Thinking fillers

If

Prosodic IIIIIJkers for questions
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Appendix E

[Amidon and Hunter 1966 p. 116]
Th1
ll Dl!ml&t!QD matnx
0

1

7

'

7

'

4

s

'

• '

7

10

"

17

13

14

"

·~'
'~

Teacher

'7'

•
'

Stnilomt TnUc

10
11

""
""'=

'
Othf'r~

• "
An example of how these were entered
1~1DI

T<
Sl
T<

...

Sl

<ood>

how is tin transported

tnlin cai\'Hily Lines
onl}' T.i!ilways

'
gJVen below.

I
IS

I

'I"O!Dl

10

'=

T3
Sl

T5

T3
Sl

,. ,.
,.

pair

3"

pair

pair

pair

""""

Coded lllllies were entered into !be fifteen cell matrix, tw<l at a time Md the pereenuge oflhe
recordod lallte• jn all th~ fifteen categories were calculated.

""-"""Basal on matrix, patterns ofintemction that demoJl!llrnl!!d a breakaway fium the IRE patlem!l
as well .., other unique patterns were identified. Examples arc giV<;n below.

-

Dual im.m.ction panenu e.g. [4-5) teachef• open questions fullowed by teacher's
owncommCilt
Triple internction pottcms [ 4-S-10] teacher'• open question fullowed by teacher'•
own comment followed by student's comment dimctod at teacher
Quadruple interaction patterns [4-5-10.11] teacher'• open que.<!ion fu!Jowed by
teacher's 011'11 comm""t followed by student's comment directod to 1enoher followed
by student's comment to peer

The micromoves of these vario1151ypes ofintoraction patlem were exzrnined in order to
, understand and describe tbethinldng proees:;es involved.
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AppendiJ: F

Matrjx to show soouence and panems of verbal behaviour
of teacher and students in the classroom

.,

2

1
1
2

Ill
A,~

A

4

5

6

7

8

'

10

I

3
II
4

5

..

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

An example of the matrix as presented by Amidon and
Hunter (1966) to show interaction patterns tJlat can be
inteJ]Jreted by srudying the matrix. Area A.
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AppeodixG
Principal,
Si"'!ap<>ra
DoarSir,

Re• Peonlssion for ro)lection ofdnJn for research

I am o teacller who is at presem on pnst degreo lea~o, grmnod by the Minirtry of
Educalion. I am canducting res=cli for a PhD in Educnlian des= otlho Edith COWIIII
Univmil)l, Penh, AllStralia. My Ufe(l ofreswth is ~n "The Natu!e ofTalk in the Hislo,y
Classroom", I am interested in slud)'ing bow teacllo:rs and students inlerucl and 1oJk in tho
history dll.'lsroom I b.UOI'Il t1w my research will ha''" pedagogico! implicatiorl$ on tho
teaching 1111d learning of bisto,y in Slngnpore ScOOob.
In order ro conduct 1his research I soek penni~>Sionto colloct dill~ on "closs:room llt]k"
from """ Upper Sot:<~nrlary Giflod srrnrun his!o,y closs. I need to lllldJo llllll >ideo 1~
two kssDM. Prior 1o this I will also have to mako rwo famiUarizotion visil!l in order to
minimize obseNor e!Toct. All in oil, I will have lo makofou.r .wtJ only.
I have specially chosen -for tho following rhr"' rensorul:

i)
ii)
iii)

II io o premier school in Singapore with Giflod stream clBSSI!:'t
The school has alwoys been a VllllgUord ~r clumge and is !hilS supponive of
rescwdt 8lld soholorship.
It 11m a history deportrnonr, which is •w octively involved in tho
incorpo<lllion of rr 8lld thinl:ing •kills in tho histo,y lessons.

I havo been grantod permission from tho Mini<try of Edu<.otion ro colloct doln from
Sohoo!s.
Pl.,... nolo thai prior pennission 1111d co.-.r will be obllllned from tho HOD
teacller
corrcomed, parents of rho students and the students themselv!!S.

.m

I also wish ro shiU> thai oil audio aM videolnp<li will be kepi by tho resean:her and Ia!«
by tho Edith Cowan Universily undor lode""" .t.y and fmolly dos!royod aller fivo years.
The information g:;llnod will be confidential and namo of sclroo~ reaclun aru:1 <tuderrls
will bo given codo nomos when I wrilo up my fmdings.. If you have !l1lJ' concerns
••&IU'dins rhis you CWI conlact Dr Rhonda. DUvor from Edith Cowon University.

Finally, pleaso also nor<>, tho! tho School. tho tenchor aru:l sruderus ""''" tho right to
withdraw from the research at !l1lJ' limo without prejudil:'l. I am submilling tho following
d0oCU1111!rltS:
Tho lonor ofJll!l'lllk<IOn from tho Minimy ofEducalion
The lot!er seeking the teacher' 1 permission;
Tho lot!er •eekilrg consent !rom parents of sruclerus and a letter 1o tho studml!l oxplllining

my researob.

I havo also rnado this n:quosl kllol\ld to --o>l - 1seek tho suppon of you and ~our School in thh r.. woh endeavor,
TlwDkirlg}'OU,

Yours Faithfully,
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n,., Augus:t2000

To:
Thro'
The Princ:ipal,
No 1 Ratllf!'l Institution Lane,
Singapore.

Dear Sill Madam,

lle' Collection of data for Reswcl\

I l!n\ a toecl!er who is ot pres~\ o:n post degree l"""e, grmrtcc1 by tho Ministry of
ll<lucotioiL I om coodu.W.g "''eelrcll for a PbD in Educali.on a1 tho Edith Cowan
University, Penh, Aumalio. My= of"''eelrcllis on "TheNB!UMofTalkinlhe Hlstory
Cllwroom". I am intm:stod in studying how le8Cbers aad studcnl! interact and tnlk in
tho histol)' clowoom. I beli.-.o that my resean:h will have pedog<>gicol implicm:ions oo
thB toaclting and learning ofhistory in Singopore Schools.
hi mder to COflduct il'Js researclt I seek permission to «>Uoct doto on '"classr<>Om tnlk"
ficm ""~Upper SetOIIdazy Giftod 5\reoin histmy class. I nood to lllldlo IUUJ >ideo "'P<'
I'll<> /=on•. Prior to !hi• I wiU also lum: to lfl(l};o two fomiliariuti<lll visits in O<der to
minimize observer effoct All in all, I wiUhave w mah:f""' .tsb <111/y.

1 have specially sel.lC!ed you for !he researclt bol.:!uoe I have hewd 1hlll you .w excellern
history tcacbers and lbo histocy dopanmmt is innovalivc in !he """ of rr. If you agreo to
participote in the resurth, you will be roquired to teach the cl= usin.R a otmegy which
you have used before and 01lO which you..., oomfoMble with
1 also wiih to 0\Bio that all audio and vidootapes will b31:ept by the resean:hor and lotor
by tho Edith Cowan Un •• mlity !llder lock 11114 /rl:y and lirwlly deslrnyed aflcr live yean.
The info!fllllti<lll guiro• . Hill be confidential und namo of ochool, teoch"" and stud"""
will bo given code """"" v.l!tn I writo up 111)' findings. If yon havo 1111)' wDCefl>l
regarding this ll1lllter pl....., <:011lact my Supervioor, Dr Rhonda Oliver, Edith Cowan
Univmity.
Please note that you 81ld your studoms have tho right. to withdraw from tho researeh !1
Ill)' tirno without prejudice. I have wrillorl and oblamed ~on fiom tho Ministry of
Educatioo and fiom your School Principal to ccUoct data from your Scl>ool. Pennlssion
will also be obtained ficm tho parm!S lllld studerrts.

I seek your suppon and help in Ibis researtb endeavor.
ThlmkillgYou,
Yllllf!l Faithfully,
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The PrincijiOI,
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o..,. Sir/Modam,
Be· Cslllectign gfda!a for Re!s!ll!reh
I am a Singapore lellChor v.Tio is 81 present on post degree le~~vc, grar.te<l by 1he Minisuy
of Eduoation_ I am conducting re;eard! for a PhD in Educution 81 the Edilh C<lWIUI
Universil)', Perth, Arntrlilia My area of r,.earch is "" " The Noture ~r Tall: in the
History Clossroom". I am intereslod in illldyins bow tl!al:h= ond stu&nts in!I!:IOI;I md
l8lk in the history class. I beHove my resOlUch will help in the teaching ond learning of
hiswry in Singapore School$.
l have been gnmted permission by the Ministry of EdliCIItioo, lhe School Principal OIId
\he Hi<tory Toacher to vld<tJ IVUI ""dlo lapt! f~»'r /es.OM from one class of m.denl$,
YoU< son is fhlm Ibis class.
All vidoo and audiolapes will be kept by me and later by the Edith Cowan University
under lode end Aq ond finally de:rtroyed oller five yearn.
The studtnts are free 10 withdraw from the research at any time without p"'!iudi<"-

Tho infonnBlion gained wiD be confidenlial and tearn .... !llld stud811ts will be givm cade
nam"" wt.... I write lip my findings. If you m>od funhcr infol'mlllion you can cootact me
o1 Tel. no 46l!595l and should you hllve ""Y concerns regarding this m.otler you can
OOIIlBCI the form tescber or the Principal.
I soek your suppon in this endOil'lor. If you have oo objections to my carrying out lhis
research please complete the form below and mum it to the teoch..-.
ThllllkingYou,
Yo..., Faithfully,

Pamela Thuraisingsm,
PhD Ros""'cb Slllded~
Edith COW!III Uni•erilty,

Perth, Weuo:rn Australi.ll
~!l;;;jjun

ofd!!la In Regmhq

"~--[
(Pu<>~tlguardion'• fulJ namo) ha.e been informed of lhe
reseo:rch \0 b< conducted by Pamela 'Ihurnising!III on 1ho "rhe IUiture of talk in the
Hisrory oiB<Sroom" and gi•e my permis<ion for my sOD
(Studenl'o llllll\0) \0 fully panicipate.
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AppendixJ

DearSrud"'~

I urn a Singupo"' School T....:ber, who is conducting a re:sean:b on tho wey
teachm ll!ld sruch.>ms interoel mrd talk in the histoly cl"'"mom. I believe lhlll
!his rese~~~th Mlich I am conducting will help in tho teaching ond learning of
histozy in Singnporo acllools.
I ltevo beeQ granted permislion by tbc MinistJy of Eduallion, your SchoQI
Principlllll!ld your History teacller to cnnduct this reseurch.

I now seok your permission to <'ilk4 aJUIIIMifiD/qe foiU 1-.u in your
dass. All \'idoo ll!ld audio!Bpes will bi: kept b)' me md truer b)' my
University (Edilb Cowun Univonil)'- Westcm Au!tralia) under 1«1; ami
ley ond tintllty de:.troyod allor five year.;.

Tho studonts are free to withdraw from 1he
prejudice.

"""'"'th 111 any limo without

Tho infonnBtion goined wiH be confidential orrd tCI!Cbots ond studonts will bi:
givon codo nnmos Mlon I write up my fu.;!ings, If you 110ed further
informnti<m you CWl cont~~~;t me a1 Tel. no 46eS9Sl orrd should you hal'l! fillY
CO!lcems regarding this mllltor )'OU tiDI com.ct the fOJm toachor or tbc
Princi~.

I seek your supJIOn ond help in cariYin!l out this re:senrch. Pleese lot us know
through }'Our P"""'ts if you hnve fillY objoeliorn.

Yours faithfully.
l'am<la~

~-
w...... Auruolio

EWlhC..... Ufliv.mty,
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qu..tions as they wmmod a CD Rom on the
computer. lbey had to sl:im and scan 1he
!IUI!erilll on 1he CD fulm for informalion. lbey
worked in pairs two 10 a computer. "Tho teacher
wenlannmd illtefliC!ing with 1he Slud..,ts. The!e
was an open teodler lod discussion !II the end of
tholesoon.
~"""
Studmts bad t>een ossigned a Wk for gronp
discussion. lbey wae ""'uired 10 p11!Sontto 1he
ctass whilo ~~nother group hw:l10 evaluate 1lw
onswers of these studonls. Tho S"ludOll!s were not
<llloW<'d 10 n!fer to lila te<tbool:!. "Jb.o> ''~:"'1.1
wcro seated in a ou
60mins
Tho lesson oontinued from vJ,ore 1hay hod left
off eorlier. Whilo ono group presented the other
group evaluated. Again 1ho stu~ r:t•ted
ina
.
60mins
Teltcher h:lndod out wo<ksheets Stll<lmto fillod
in the worlslteets with fa<!< with tho holp of the
teacher. This was in pr"!lllrlllion for the comiiJg
ewnina!ions. The l"''"" was domhuled by the
teacher.
Teacltor distribU!od 10 the studonts so= natO< in
prepllrlllion for tho coming o:taminat!OM. "Thoro
wos drilling offocts with questions <UI<ed for
recall of faots. Teacltor dominated 1he l~n
60mtns
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